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With the many advances and astonishing breakthroughs that have recently hap-
pened, nanotechnology has become one of the most promising fields of physical sci-
ences, showing a great potential for various applications that may soon change our
everyday life. As a part of this growing discipline, nanocluster science has positioned
itself at the forefront. In particular, alloy nanoclusters are especially interesting due
to numerous combinations of sizes and compositions that give rise to a plethora of
different properties.
In this work we examine Ag0.85Au0.15 and Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters: their struc-
tural, compositional, and morphological characteristics are investigated in detail.
These clusters are produced by the inert gas aggregation (IGA) method from mag-
netron sputtered alloy targets, in an UHV compatible system. The design of the
system is optimized for production and deposition of the clusters with size in the
range 5 nm < D < 10 nm. In order to increase the flux of sub-5 nm clusters in
the system, we conducted modeling and experimental studies of cluster motion: the
simulations showed that skimmers with wider internal angles might significantly
improve the flux of smaller nanoclusters; however, the experimental study revealed
a major influence of the background gas on scattering of such nanoclusters which
consequently led to the loss of their flux.
A comprehensive study of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters was conducted over a pe-
riod of more than 2 years. Nanoclusters with sizes in the range 3 nm < D < 10 nm
were deposited onto a-C films at various surface coverages and systematically investi-
gated by transmission electron microscopy. We found that Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters
initially exhibited icosahedral and decahedral structural motifs, with a very small
fraction of face centered cubic nanoclusters present. This may suggest that the
source conditions used in the experiments (primarily Ar flow) left Ag0.85Au0.15 nan-
oclusters kinetically trapped in structures which correspond to local thermodynamic
minima, rather than global energetically favoured atomic configurations.
When left exposed to ambient conditions, over time Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters ex-
hibited structural, morphological, and compositional changes: core-shell and Janus
nanoclusters were observed in aged samples, as well as fragmentation of bigger par-
ii
ticles. We attribute these changes to oxidation of the Ag component and increased
diffusion of Ag2O over the substrates. The final morphology of aged nanocluster-
based thin films is governed by a combination of diffusion, Ostwald ripening, and
the Plateau-Rayleigh instability.
High resolution transmission electron microscopy confirmed the presence of five-
fold symmetric structures in Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters; however, their higher oxida-
tion rate may have influenced the structures from the outset. In addition, when these
nanoclusters were exposed to the electron beam, crystalline artifacts (nanochim-
neys) started to grown on them, with a structure corresponding to the NiO struc-
ture. Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters are subsequently used as catalysts in a pilot study
of carbon nanotube synthesis which confirmed that such alloy nanoclusters are cat-
alytically active for single wall and multi wall carbon nanotube growth.
iii
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Nanoscale physics means huge differences. Nanoscale physics means great excite-
ment. Nanoscale physics means endless possibilities. There is nothing small about
nanoscale physics. In this thesis we will reveal new insights into alloy nanoclusters
– a tiny portion of a vast, booming field of physical sciences – nanotechnology.
Nanotechnology deals with manipulation of matter on the nanoscale i.e. with
objects whose dimensions are comparable to the distance of 1 nm: atoms, molecules,
and atomic clusters. In systems of such small dimensions rules common to macro-
scopic systems fail; instead one needs to apply a new set of laws – quantum physics,
which in turn gives birth to many extraordinary phenomena only seen on the
nanoscale. Moreover, various nanoscale systems whose only point of difference is
their size may exhibit very different characteristics. This brings us to the situa-
tion where by appropriately designing a nanosystem, one could tailor its properties,
which could then be used in specific applications.
This study goes in the same direction – we tried to reveal structural, morpho-
logical and compositional properties of alloy nanoclusters that may be correlated to
their size. In addition, in the second part of the study we attempted to exploit some
of these properties of alloy nanoclusters for tailored growth of carbon nanotubes.
1.1 Nanoclusters
As suggested by the name, nanoclusters are aggregates of atoms whose size is less
than 100 nm, i.e. they are comprised of 2 to ∼107 atoms. Such small systems
are very interesting because they have properties that are very different to those
of their bulk counterparts. For instance, the melting temperature of nanoclusters
is significantly lower than the melting temperature of bulk metals1. Consequently,
well established bulk phase diagrams need to be reassessed for nanoscale systems.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Proposed nanoscale phase diagram for small Au particles.5 (b) Schematics ex-
plaining behaviour of small Au particles: there exist a deep well i.e. global energy minimum
which corresponds to a stable structure; however, if the particle is not in the global minimum, its
structure may fluctuate between shallow local minima.6
Similarly, the structure of nanoclusters may differ from the structure of bulk met-
als, since the boundary conditions affect more atoms. For example, Ino2 and Ino
and Ogawa3 demonstrated that Au atoms form nanosized multiply-twinned par-
ticles (MTP) – decahedra (Dh) and icosahedra (Ih), comprised of 5 and 20 face
centered cubic (FCC) tetrahedra (Th), respectively; similar objects were later seen
in the case of Ag4. Ajayan and Marks5,6 expanded this investigation on sub-10 nm
clusters and proposed a general nanoscale structural phase diagram (see Fig. 1.1)
which suggested that fivefold symmetric structures are favoured for such small clus-
ters at room temperature. More recently, Doye and Calvo7 developed a structural
phase diagram for the case of Ag (see Fig. 1.2) which also suggests that Ih and Dh
structures should dominate for clusters smaller than ∼11 nm.
Figure 1.2: Structural phase diagram for Ag nanoclusters containing N atoms.7
2
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of chiral alloy icosahedral nanoclusters with phase segregated components.
Credits: Shaun Hendy, IRL, Lower Hutt, New Zealand
1.2 Alloy Nanoclusters
In the previous section we focused on size-dependent structural characteristics of
nanoclusters. If one considers alloy nanoclusters containing 2 or more metals, in
addition to size effects, one needs to take into account effects of composition on
nanocluster properties. For instance, due to the presence of various atomic species
with different thermodynamic properties (such as surface energy), alloy nanoclusters
might exhibit a tendency to form core-shell structures.
Ih nanoclusters are comprised of 20 basic building blocks – FCC tetrahedra, so
that, since such an atomic configuration is not space-filling, internal strain is inherent
in these nanoclusters. In order to relieve some of that strain and consequently
lower its potential energy, an alloy nanosystem may prefer to phase-segregate. For
example, if the nanosystem is an icosahedron with a composition of 85:15 at.%,
possible phase segregation might result in formation of 3 tetrahedra of the minor
component, surrounded by 17 tetrahedra of the major component, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.3. Note that such nanoclusters would posses intrinsic chirality arising from
the ordering of their basic Th building blocks.
In this thesis we focus on two alloys – Ag0.85Au0.15 and Ni0.85Cu0.15. The latter
system looks very interesting from the point of view of chirality. Namely, since Ni is
commonly used as nanocatalyst in carbon nanotube (CNT) synthesis8–10, it would
be advantageous to exploit possible Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster chirality for selective
production of chiral single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) by affecting how a
graphene sheet that makes up the tube is rolled (see Fig. 1.4). As a consequence,
this will determine whether the grown CNTs are preferentially metallic or semi-
conducting11, which looks very appealing from the point of view of applications.
Alloy nanoclusters studied in this work were produced by inert gas aggregation
(IGA) of magnetron-sputtered atoms from alloy targets. In order to examine their
structural and compositional properties by ex-situ characterization techniques, nan-
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of CNT growth over a chiral alloy nanocluster, indicating that the CNT
structure may be tailored by nanocluster chirality.12
oclusters were deposited onto substrates and exposed to air. In those conditions
nanoclusters are likely to experience compositional modifications, as well as pos-
sible diffusion over the surface of the support and hence exhibit time dependent
morphology changes. For that reason in the next sections we outline a few topics
relevant to behaviour of nanoclusters deposited onto substrates.
1.3 Diffusion on Surfaces
As previously stated, in this work we investigated nanoclusters deposited onto sub-
strates. For the purpose of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations,
amorphous carbon (a-C) films were used as a support for nanoclusters. Although
relatively rough, a-C substrates are nevertheless smooth enough to allow a slow
surface diffusion of material, which over time may change the morphology of the
sample13–15. For example, Werner et al.16 showed that the interaction of Au nan-
oclusters with a-C surfaces (placed in the x -y plane) could be described by a modified









where z is the distance from the nanocluster to the a-C plane, V0 = 0.3 eV and
r0 = 2.885 A˚. Their molecular dynamics (MD) modeling showed aggregation of
Au nanoclusters on a-C films over time, as well as formation of thin islands and
restructuring of initial Ih clusters (see Fig. 1.5). Based on these reports, one might
expect similar behaviour for alloy nanoclusters deposited onto a-C. In Chapter 4 we
present evidence which indicate that surface diffusion played an important role in




Figure 1.5: MD simulation results for diffusion of Au nanoclusters and atoms on a-C substrate: (a)
initially there were 298 Au atoms, and two nanoclusters containing 55 and 147 atoms; (b) system
configuration after 60 000 MC steps; (c) configuration after 1 180 000 MC steps. Images (d) and
(e) show side views of configurations presented in (b) and (c), respectively.16
1.4 Ostwald Ripening
Another phenomenon common to ensembles of particles of various sizes is Ostwald
ripening (OR). From the point of view of energetics, for a given amount of material,
a system containing larger particles is favoured over a system with smaller particles,
since it inevitably leads to minimization of energy. In other words, there exists a
natural tendency for each system to maximize the number of bigger particles at the
expense of smaller ones, as illustrated in Fig. 1.6. The classical Lifshitz, Slyozov,
and Wagner (LSW) theory of OR17,18 states that, for the case of slow diffusion,






where 〈r〉 is average radius of particles, γ is its surface tension, s∞ is solubility
of the particle material, D is diffusion coefficient of the particle material, and v is
molar volume of the particle material. In a case where the growth is limited by the
attachment and detachment rates of material, instead of equation 1.2 the following
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where K is rate constant of attachments of material.
For this reason one might expect coarsening of the size distribution of particles
in a sample over time. Although above mentioned equations are derived for the case
of particles in a liquid solution, qualitatively very similar reasoning may apply in
the case of ensembles of particles deposited onto surfaces, such as a-C.
1.5 Plateau-Rayleigh Instability
For a given amount of material, the smallest surface to volume ratio is attained
for spherical shape. Translated into the standpoint of thermodynamics, since every
surface has associated energy, the system will tend minimize its energy by adopting
a shape more similar to a sphere. In 1871. Plateau experimentally investigated
the behaviour of a continuous stream of falling liquid and realized that the initially
cylindric stream was susceptible to breaking into droplets when the wavelength λ of
the perturbation of its radius R0 was greater than its circumference. Lord Rayleigh
gave the first theoretical explanation of this phenomenon that was later named
Plateau-Rayleigh instability.
The above reasoning can also be applied in the case of solid cylinders19 of initial
radius exhibiting sinusoidal perturbation of the following form:
r = R0 + δsin(2pix) (1.4)
Over time perturbations with wavelength λ > 2piR0 will prevail so that the cylinder
eventually splits into spheres of diameter d = 3.78R0 with the average distances
between them λm = 8.89R0, 9.02R0, and 12.96R0, for various mechanisms of mass
6
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Figure 1.7: SEM images showing fragmentation of Au nanowire annealed at 500 °C, in a process
similar to Plateau-Rayleigh instability: (a) t = 0.5 hour; (b) t = 1 hour: (c) t = 4 hours. Illustration
of the process is shown in (d).20
transport: surface diffusion, internal volume diffusion, and external volume diffusion,
respectively.
As an example relevant to our case of nanocluster-based thin films, it is worth
mentioning a study of Karim et al.20 who investigated the instability of Au nanowires
subjected to annealing. They demonstrated (see Fig. 1.7) that the nanowires became
unstable at the temperatures far below the melting point of bulk Au, exhibiting
behaviour very similar to the Plateau-Rayleigh instability.
1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis is focused on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations of
Ag0.85Au0.15 and Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters and nanocluster-based thin films. In total
over 250 samples suitable for TEM imaging were deposited during the course of the
study, as well as over 100 samples that were used in CNT growth experiments.
Chapter 2 describes the UHV-compatible inert gas aggregation (IGA) magnetron
sputtering system used for production of alloy nanoclusters. In the first part of the
chapter, basic working principles of the IGA system are explained more in detail,
as well as its design, with the emphasis on the nozzle-skimmer configuration. The
second part of the chapter contains results of nanocluster size distribution mea-
surements for various source conditions, for Sn, Ag, Ag0.85Au0.15, and Ni0.85Cu0.15
sputter targets used in these experiments. At the end of this chapter we give some
information about the main characterization techniques used in our study.
Chapter 3 gives results of the nanocluster velocity study: firstly, we present
findings of numerical simulations of nanocluster motion inside the system during
their deposition, which are then followed by an experimental investigation of cluster
velocities, when skimmers with wider internal angles were used in the system. These
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measurements were performed for various source conditions and nanocluster sizes in
order to optimize the flux of sub-5 nm clusters to the deposition chamber.
Chapter 4 is the key chapter of this thesis – it outlines the most important results
of a comprehensive study of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters and nanocluster-based thin
films. Bright field high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), high-
angle annual dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF STEM),
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) were utilized in order to investigate
samples over longer periods, with the emphasis on their structural, morphological,
and compositional properties. The collected information are analyzed in detail and
a model is proposed for the observed phenomena.
Chapter 5 comprises results of the study of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters, in a sim-
ilar fashion given in chapter 4 for Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters. The second part of
this chapter is devoted to a preliminary investigation of single wall and double wall
carbon nanotube (SWCNT and MWCNT) growth by catalytic chemical vapour de-
position (CVD), in which Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters are used as catalysts. The CNT
samples were extensively investigated by means of scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The focus here was on the optimization of CNT growth experimental con-
ditions so that future studies might benefit from our initial findings.
Chapter 6 summarizes the main results of the studies of alloy nanoclusters and
CNTs presented throughout this thesis. It also gives an outlook for future work on




Principles of operation of the inert gas aggregation (IGA) magnetron sputtering sys-
tem are presented in this chapter. We utilized the system to produce monometallic
and alloy bimetallic nanoclusters in the size range 3–15 nm and to conduct a system-
atic in-situ mass spectrometry investigation of the influence of various experimental
parameters (aggregation length, Ar flow rate, He dilution fraction, plasma gener-
ator power) on the cluster size distribution, for the case of Sn, Ag, Ag0.85Au0.15,
Ni0.85Cu0.15 sputter targets. Later on these findings proved valuable for the opti-
mized and straightforward production of clusters for subsequent ex-situ SEM and
TEM characterization.
2.1 IGA Magnetron Sputtering System
Over the last decade an ultra high vacuum (UHV) compatible magnetron sputtering
system (see Fig. 2.1) had been built at the University of Canterbury and utilized
for the production of monometallic (Bi, Sb, Sn, Pb, Cu) nanoclusters by our group
members21–27. A brief overview of the system is given here; for more detailed de-
scription see Ayesh28 and Reichel29 whose work on the system development is very
much appreciated. The IGA magnetron sputtering system consists of four chambers
(see Fig. 2.2) where a differential pumping is applied with the intention to create a
pressure gradient needed for the successful production and deposition of clusters.
2.1.1 Source Chamber (1)
The source chamber is the core part of the system where cluster formation takes
place (see Fig. 2.2). We employed a process generally known as sputtering: an alloy
sputter target of 2” in diameter and 0.25” in thickness (see Fig. 2.3) is mounted on
a movable holder (A) and a continuous flow of inert gas – Ar (or a mixture of Ar
9
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Figure 2.1: Photo of the inert gas aggregation (IGA) ultra high vacuum (UHV) compatible mag-
netron sputtering system used for the production of nanoclusters in our study.
and He) – is passed into the chamber between the target and a circular electrode. A
magnet is placed just behind the sputter target so that, when DC voltage is applied
between the alloy target and the electrode (the target is kept at a negative potential
relative to the electrode placed ∼2 mm away), Ar plasma is created and Ar+ ions
start to accelerate in the electromagnetic field towards the target in a helical motion,
hitting it with enough energy to eject some of the surface atoms into the chamber.
During this process the sputter target heats up, so, in order to prevent melting, a
water flow (room temperature) is used for cooling of the backside of the target.
When the atmosphere in the chamber gets supersaturated with metal atoms,
homogeneous nucleation of clusters begins. This process can be described from the
energetic point of view by considering the change of free Gibbs energy ∆G during
Figure 2.2: Schematics of the IGA magnetron sputtering system: 1 – source chamber; 2 – pumping
chamber; 3 – mass-selection chamber; 4 – deposition chamber; A – sputter target holder; B – nozzle;
C – skimmer; D – mass filter; E – Faraday cup, F – substrate; H – sample holder; G – gate valve.
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Figure 2.3: Ag0.85Au0.15 sputter target used in our experiments, seen here mounted on the target
holder that had been extruded from the cryostat for the target to be replaced.
the nucleation of clusters from the vapor phase:
∆G = 4pir2γ − 4
3
r3cRT ln(S) (2.1)
In this relation r is radius of the created cluster, γ is its surface energy, c is the
number of atoms enclosed in the cluster volume, R is gas constant, T is temperature
of the vapour, and S is the saturation ratio i.e. the ratio between actual vapour
pressure in the chamber and saturated pressure (at given temperature T ). The first
term in equation 2.1 corresponds to the increase of energy due to the formation of a
cluster surface, while the second term refers to the decrease of energy when atoms
precipitate from the vapor into the cluster of radius r. In order to have a preferential
cluster growth (∆G < 0), two conditions need to be satisfied:
1. S > 1 i.e. one needs to supersaturate the source chamber atmosphere with
metal atoms
2. r > 2γ
cRT ln(S)
i.e. clusters need to be bigger than some critical radius
In reality this means we need to have a sufficient ejection rate of metal atoms from
the surface of the sputter target in order to saturate the source chamber atmosphere
with metal atoms. In addition, it is necessary to lower the temperature of the vapour
in order to enhance the cluster nucleation rate. Therefore, our source chamber was
designed as a liquid nitrogen cryostat.
Due to a difference between the source chamber (labeled 1 in Fig. 2.2) pressure
(p ∼ 1 Torr) and the pumping chamber (2 in Fig. 2.2) pressure (p ∼ 10−2 Torr),
clusters will be carried away by the continuous inert gas flow through the nozzle (B).
The size distribution of the clusters formed in the source chamber will depend upon
several experimental parameters:
11
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• Aggregation length (distance |AB| between the sputter target and the nozzle)
• Inert gas flow rate
• Inert gas mixture composition (ratio of Ar/He flow rates)
• Plasma generator power
We performed a detailed experimental study of the influence of these parameters
on the size distribution of various monometallic and bimetallic clusters produced in
the IGA magnetron sputtering system, with the results presented in § 2.3.
2.1.2 Pumping Chamber (2)
As mentioned earlier, a pressure gradient between the entrance and exit sections
of the nozzle (see Fig. 2.4) is maintained by continuous pumping of the chamber
surrounding the source chamber. In this space most of the inert gas is taken out
of the system while clusters, being accelerated by the gas flow in the nozzle throat,
gain momentum high enough to make them reach the skimmer located at a distance
L . 9 mm downstream the nozzle (see Fig. 2.5) without being significantly deflected
from their initial direction of motion at the nozzle exit. Geometrical properties of
these two apertures define the cluster beam formed in the system. The choice
of the nozzle-skimmer configuration shown in Fig. 2.5 is a result of the previous
optimization of the system for a successful deposition of clusters ranging 5–10 nm
in diameter22,23.
The skimmer orifice represents the only connection between the pumping cham-
ber and the mass-selection chamber (see Fig. 2.2). It is worthwhile saying that by
changing the skimmer geometry and/or nozzle-skimmer distance L one can consid-
erably affect the characteristics of the cluster beam, as well as the amount of inert
gas which is transferred to the mass-selection chamber. Consequently, this will have
a major effect on the mass-selection chamber pressure which, in turn, may signifi-
cantly influence the cluster trajectory in that section of the system, in addition to
the influence on the cluster velocity.
In order to investigate the influence of the skimmer geometry and the nozzle-
skimmer distance on the cluster beam characteristics, we designed and tested new
skimmers (see Fig. 2.6) with greater internal/external angles than the old one (pre-
sented in Fig. 2.4) whose geometry was optimized for high throughput of 5–10 nm
clusters. By introducing these new wider skimmers one of the goals was to increase
the flux of sub-5 nm clusters through the system. Both numerical and experimen-
tal studies were performed for the case of Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters; the results of that
investigation are presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 2.4: AutoCAD blueprints of the nozzle and original skimmer used in our experimental
system. Values are given in millimeters. Based on this data, the internal and external angle of this
skimmer were found to be 7.1°and 28.5°, hence the notation 7/30 skimmer.
Figure 2.5: AutoCAD Sketch of the nozzle and 7/30 skimmer configuration standardly used in our
experimental system. The nozzle-skimmer distance is set to L = 9 mm, but it could be shortened
down to 5 mm. This configuration allows for the high throughput of the cluster in the size range
5–10 nm.
13
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Figure 2.6: AutoCAD blueprints of the 30/35 (top) and 40/45 skimmers (middle) used in our
experimental system. (bottom) A new skimmer holder of a bigger diameter had to be machined
to support the new skimmers with greater internal/external angles. All values are in millimeters.
14
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2.1.3 Mass-selection Chamber (3)
Having passed the skimmer (labeled C in Fig. 2.2) clusters now enter the third stage
of the IGA magnetron sputtering system – mass-selection chamber. The chamber
was named after a mass filter (D) installed in its interior which can be used for mass
(size) selection of clusters. In addition to that, it regularly serves as a probe for
determination of the size distribution of clusters in the beam (e.g. see § 2.3). A
detailed overview of the mass filter’s operational principles and its performance can
be found elsewhere21,23,30; here we present a brief description of it.
A mass filter of this type was initially designed and built by von Issendorff and
Palmer30. It consists of four parallel metallic plates, aligned with the cluster beam
(see Fig. 2.7). The beam is allowed to enter the filter between the two lower plates;
these plates are connected to an external voltage pulse generator that applies a
short voltage pulse Ua between the plates 1 and 2, thus creating an electric field
which then deflects charged clusters from their beam centerline trajectory toward
the upper plate. This plate is designed in such a way that it has a narrow long
opening parallel to the cluster beam so that the deflected clusters can pass into the
electric-field-free interior of the mass filter (between plates 2 and 3) and continue to
move without being disturbed. Clusters then go through a corresponding opening
in the third plate to reach the space between plates 3 and 4 where again a voltage
Figure 2.7: (a) Schematics of the mass filter used in our IGA system. (b) Timing of the voltage
pulses applied to plates 1 and 4. Adapted from Ayesh28.
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pulse is applied to the plate 4. This pulse has the same size and length as the initial
pulse between plates 1 and 2 and cancels out the lateral velocity that cluster gained
from the first pulse. Consequently, the clusters retain only their axial velocity which
allows them to exit the mass filter parallel to the original beam. These clusters then
reach a Faraday cup (labeled E in Fig. 2.2) placed opposite the mass filter exit,
where they contribute to the signal I measured by a Keithley picoammeter.
In order to select clusters of a certain mass m, one needs to set the proper values
of the applied voltage Ua, duration of the pulse tp, and delay time td between the













eUa. Here a represents the lateral distance that the clusters travel
during the initial accelerating pulse, d is the separation between the plates 1 and 2,
b = y − 2a where y is the lateral distance between the slits of the mass filter (see








where v0 is the clusters’ axial velocity and δ is the deflection angle.
In reality, a LabVIEW program is used to set the right pulses for clusters of
a certain mass, when the values v0, Ua, and δ are given. Through previous ex-
periments23,28 it was found that the following values should be used for the best
performance of the mass filter: v0 = 210 m/s, Ua = 1400 V, and δ = 45°.
Since it is more convenient to use cluster size than mass (e.g. later on the size
distribution can be checked by TEM imaging), the LabVIEW program calculates








where ρeff is the cluster effective density that is evaluated from the alloy composition
(e.g. ρeff (Ag0.85Au0.15) = 12.82 g/cm
3). Here one needs to assume that all clusters
in the beam have the same composition and that bulk density values still hold for
clusters with D > 3 nm.
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The measured signal I has to be additionally corrected to account for the mass
filter resolution (m/∆m = 6). For that reason one needs to divide the signal I with
mass m or more practical with D3 to get the true cluster size distribution.
Note that only charged clusters can be mass selected. As a rule of thumb, one
can expect that one third of the clusters from the beam are negatively charged, the
other third are positively charged, and the rest are neutral clusters which are not
affected by the mass filter operation.
From a practical point of view, two important consequences of the mass filtering
(i.e. size selection) are immediately evident:
1. The flux of size-selected clusters is only a fraction of the flux of non size-selected
clusters. Since it can take several minutes to deposit a typical non size-selected
sample, the decrease in the cluster flux means that it may take several hours
to deposit a sample of size-selected clusters, even in the case of samples with
a very low surface coverage θ (surface coverage is the fraction of the total
surface area covered by the clusters; the values above 100% correspond to the
formation of multilayer structures).
2. Material is deposited onto the plates of the mass filter. Since the mass fil-
ter only allows passage of clusters of a certain mass (size), all other charged
clusters will be rejected, which in reality means they are deposited within the
mass filter interior. Over time this may pose a significant threat for the normal
functioning of the mass filter.
Although most of the inert gas is taken from the system in the pumping cham-
ber, a certain amount of it is still passed into the mass-selection chamber through
the skimmer. Therefore a turbo molecular pump is attached to the chamber to min-
imize background gas pressure. However, because the flux of inert gas through the
skimmer is dependent on the skimmer geometry (inlet diameter, internal/external
angles), as well as on the nozzle-skimmer distance, in some cases mass-selection
chamber pressure may rise considerably. Since by far the biggest portion of the clus-
ter’s total trajectory between the source and the substrate is in the mass-selection
chamber, high background gas pressure here might have a significant influence on
the cluster’s motion: numerous cluster-gas collisions may decelerate and/or deflect
the clusters from their straight trajectory – an effect that is highly undesirable. It is
specially important to minimize this negative effect if one aims for a successful de-
position of sub-5 nm clusters, which tend to be more susceptible to major trajectory
deviations due to their smaller mass, with sub-2 nm cluster flux almost diminished
by the time the beam gets to the exit point of the mass-selection chamber.
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2.1.4 Deposition Chamber (4)
Having passed through the mass-selection chamber, clusters reach the deposition
chamber (see Fig. 2.2) where they can be deposited onto substrates (labeled F).
The deposition chamber is designed to allow for lowering and raising of the sample
holder so that the holder is not blocking the cluster beam when the deposition rate
is to be measured. This is done by a film thickness monitor using a quartz crystal
microbalance sensor placed just behind the sample holder, on the path of the cluster
beam.
The sample holder (see Fig 2.8) consists of 3 stencil-like ceramic plates mounted
on a brass cryo finger. These ceramic plates are equipped with gold contacts to allow
for in-situ electrical characterization of freshly deposited cluster-based devices. In
our case however the focus was on the structural and morphological characterization
of individual clusters, which was done ex-situ using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) or preferably transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (see § 2.5). For that
reason it was enough to mount our samples directly onto the ceramic plates, uti-
lizing a carbon tape. Samples for SEM characterization and for carbon nanotube
(CNT) growth experiments were deposited onto Si3N4- or SiO2-passivated Si wafers,
whereas samples for TEM characterization were deposited onto various TEM grids
(see Table 2.1 for specifications): continuous or holey amorphous carbon (a-C) film
on Cu mesh, continuous a-C film on Au mesh, or highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) flakes on oyster Cu or Au mesh.
In order to increase the sample production rate of our IGA system, a gate valve
(labeled G in Fig. 2.2) is installed in between the mass-selection chamber and depo-
sition chamber. Once the deposition of a set of samples is over, the gate valve can
be closed which isolates the two chambers and allows for the deposition chamber
Figure 2.8: Photo of the sample holder used in our system. A standard a-C/Cu TEM grid can be
seen mounted in the position 1.
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TEM grid film mesh supplier
GSCU300C a-C/formvar Cu ProSciTech
GSAU300C a-C/formvar Au ProSciTech
GYCU300 holey a-C Cu ProSciTech
GCU300 a-C Cu ProSciTech
GCU50-100 HOPG (home prepared) oyster Cu ProSciTech
GAU50-100 HOPG (home prepared) oyster Au ProSciTech
Table 2.1: Specifications of the TEM grids used in our experiments.
to be vented independently of the rest of the system. Since it takes ∼30 minutes
to dismount a set of freshly deposited samples and mount a new set of substrates
before placing the sample holder back into the deposition chamber, it is possible to
deposit up to 6 sets or 18 samples per day – 6 times more than if the whole system
is to be shut down and vented for each set of samples.
2.2 Stability of Experimental Conditions
As seen in Sec. 2.1.1, the source chamber of our IGA system needs to be cooled down
in order to achieve successful cluster nucleation. This is done by cooling the walls
of the chamber with liquid nitrogen. Since the chamber walls are made of steel, it
takes some time to cool the whole chamber down to liquid nitrogen temperature
T = 77 K. In addition to that, the water-cooled sputter target located inside the
source chamber needs to reach equilibrium temperature, bearing in mind that the
flows of room temperature water and inert gas slow the cooling process as well.
Nevertheless, the cluster nucleation may begin even at temperature higher than
77 K, when the system has not yet reached thermodynamic equilibrium. These
unstable experimental conditions affect the size distribution of clusters coming from
the source chamber and, since the conditions slowly change over time as the system
reaches stationary state, one can see variations of the cluster size distribution.
Fig. 2.9 shows the behaviour of the size distribution over time in the case of
Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters, for the standard Ar flow rate G = 100 sccm. The first spectrum
(p = 659 mTorr) was taken ∼1 hour after the source chamber cryostat was filled
with liquid nitrogen. It took another ∼45 minutes until the source chamber pressure
dropped to 600 mTorr. A series of spectra recorded in that period showed that the
mean cluster size gradually increased by ∼10% overall while the source pressure
had been dropping down from 659 mTorr to 600 mTorr, until the source chamber
conditions slowly reached the equilibrium state.
Once the stable conditions are reached, source chamber pressure stabilizes and
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Figure 2.9: Behaviour of the Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distribution over time, under non-equilibrium
source temperature and pressure. Ar flow rate was set to G = 100 sccm. Solid curves on this plot
and all other plots throughout this chapter serve as a guide to the eye.
the cluster size distribution remains consistent for the whole duration of the exper-
iment, as long as no other experimental parameter is modified.
It should be mentioned that there could be a small misalignment between the
nozzle and skimmer (see § 2.1.2), which may primarily affect the intensity of the
cluster size distribution, although a small shift of the distribution may also occur.
Fortunately, our cryostat (see Fig. 2.2) is designed in such a way to allow a certain
movement in both vertical and horizontal directions by means of rotation of 2 screws
which support each side of the cryostat. In this fashion one can adjust the relative
position of the nozzle to the skimmer and therefore increase the cluster intensity,
which immediately shows up as an increase of the cluster deposition rate, seen on
the film thickness monitor display.
The behaviour of the cluster size distribution when the system is in the stationary
state for various experimental conditions is the topic of the next section.
2.3 In-situ Cluster Size Distribution Studies
We performed an experimental study of the influence of various parameters on the
size distribution of clusters generated in the source chamber, for different sputter
target materials used in the IGA system. As previously discussed in § 2.1.1, if one
varies the experimental conditions in the source chamber by changing the values of
the parameters, the cluster nucleation will be affected and, as a result, the cluster size
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distribution will be modified to some extent. This is the main principle of gaining
control over the cluster size in the IGA system, which is one of the key factors needed
for a comprehensive experimental study of size-dependent characteristics of clusters,
such as their shape and structure. This has been widely utilized in our investigation
of Ag0.85Au0.15 and Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters, presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
Here we give an overview of the experimental results of cluster size distribution
behaviour in the case of two monometallic sputter targets – Sn and Ag – and two
alloy bimetallic targets – Ag0.85Au0.15 and Ni0.85Cu0.15. It should be emphasized
that the cluster size distribution measured by the mass filter is not necessarily the
size distribution of the clusters leaving the source chamber. Namely, as discussed
in § 2.1.2, the transfer of clusters through the skimmer is strongly dependent on
the skimmer geometry and inert gas flow rate, meaning that for certain geometry-
flow rate combinations some cluster sizes may be preferred, while others might be
rejected, influencing the mass filter measurements.
2.3.1 Sn Nanoclusters
Sn cluster-based percolating films and nanodevices are studied extensively within our
group27,31,32, using Sn clusters that range 4–10 nm in diameter, produced in our IGA
system. Based on our empirical observations, we have identified aggregation length
(see Fig. 2.2) as the experimental parameter that is most suitable for controlling the
Sn cluster size distribution, exploiting the advantage of having a movable sputter
target holder installed in the system.
Commonly, we set the Ar flow rate to G = 100 sccm and plasma generator power
to P = 25 W. Based on our earlier experimental observations, these values are found
to be optimal for the successful deposition of 4–10 nm clusters at a sufficiently high
deposition rate; these values are presumed in all of our experimental results that
follow, unless stated differently. No He was added to the Ar flow in this case. We
varied the aggregation length (AL) in a stepwise manner, starting from the value
of AL = 10 cm down to the value of AL = 5 cm, and measured the cluster size
distribution with our mass-filter (see Fig. 2.10). One can see that, as the AL is
decreased, the cluster size distribution peak shifts from D ∼ 7 nm for AL = 10 cm
down to D ∼ 5.5 nm for AL = 5.6 cm; at the same time, the peak intensity goes
up. This behaviour is consistent with the expectation that, if the AL is relatively
long, more Sn atoms are added to already nucleated clusters before they eventually
leave the source chamber. Moreover, some of the clusters collide inside the source
chamber forming “clusters of clusters”, giving rise to an additional peak, as can
be seen in Fig. 2.10 in the case of AL = 10 cm, where a side peak is located at
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Figure 2.10: Sn cluster size distribution behaviour when AL is varied. Ar flow rate was set to
GAr = 100 sccm, no He was added, and plasma generator power was set to P = 25 W.
D ∼ 8.5 nm. On the other hand, this means that overall there are less clusters
leaving the chamber, which results with the lower peak intensity. As the AL is
shortened, more small clusters are produced in the source, showing as a peak shift
toward the smaller cluster diameter, with the peak intensity increasing significantly.
For each sputter target there exists the shortest i.e. cut-off AL where an abrupt
loss of mass filter signal occurs, indicating there are no (charged) clusters reach-
ing the mass filter – in the case of Sn target (see Fig. 2.10), the cut-off occurs at
AL = 5 cm. Possible explanations are:
1. The plasma plume has a certain length – for short AL the plume starts to
touch the nozzle wall, allowing no space (or time) for efficient condensation of
the sputtered atoms into clusters, so that effectively no clusters are generated.
2. Even if some clusters are generated in the source chamber, their size is such
that the skimmer does not allow for a high throughput of these clusters.
3. Even if some smaller clusters pass through the skimmer, due to the background
gas their trajectories deviate from the centerline so much that they do not reach
the mass filter entrance.
Nevertheless, we have demonstrated here that one can effectively gain control
over the (mean) cluster size by changing the aggregation length. Although the shift
of the cluster size is relatively small (.3 nm), it is worth pointing out that we can
control the nanocluster size in the beam i.e. independently of the sample surface
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coverage – this is a significant advantage of the IGA system over most of other
nanocluster fabrication techniques.
2.3.2 Ag Nanoclusters
Similar to the Sn case, we performed a study of nanocluster size distributions when
Ag sputter target was used, with a more meticulous approach: the investigated AL
range was broadened (4–13 cm) in comparison to the Sn case, and the AL values close
to the cut-off AL were studied in more detail. All other experimental parameters
were kept the same as in the Sn case.
The results of our measurements are presented in Fig. 2.11. Again one can see
that behaviour of the cluster size distribution is very similar to the Sn case: when
the AL was gradually shortened from AL = 13 cm down to AL = 5 cm, the peak
position shifted from D ∼ 8.5 nm to D ∼ 5.5 nm. Meanwhile, the peak intensity
rose by almost two orders of magnitude. When the AL was further shortened to
below 5 cm, the peak intensity steadily weakened until it vanished completely at
AL < 4 cm.
Figure 2.11: (left) Ag cluster size distribution behaviour when AL is varied. (right) For the sake
of clarity, results for 8 cm ≤ AL ≤ 13 cm are replotted with the intensity scale magnified 10×.
Ar flow rate is set to GAr = 100 sccm, no He was added, and plasma generator power was set to
P = 25 W.
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2.3.3 Ag0.85Au0.15 Nanoclusters
The investigation of Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters and cluster-based thin films has been the
focal point of the author’s PhD work undertaken within the cluster group at the
Physics and Astronomy Department, University of Canterbury (see Chapters 3
and 4). An abundance of experimental data related to Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters
has been gathered, including a comprehensive study of the influence of various ex-
perimental parameters on the cluster size distribution. Here we present a summary
of these findings, which later on proved to be very useful and time-saving, serving
as a recipe for a relatively quick deposition of samples of clusters of a desired size,
with a high degree of reproducibility.
Unlike the previous cases of Sn and Ag clusters where only the influence of the
AL on the cluster size distribution was investigated, for Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters we
explored much wider range of the experimental four-dimensional phase space that
is spanned by aggregation length (AL), Ar flow rate (GAr), He flow rate (GHe), and
plasma generator power (P) axes.
Aggregation Length
Firstly, just like in the Sn and Ag cases, we varied the AL keeping all other pa-
rameters fixed at default values (GAr = 100 sccm, GHe = 0 sccm, P = 25 W). As
one can see in Fig. 2.12, the Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distribution follows the same
Figure 2.12: Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distribution behaviour when AL is varied. Inert gases flow
rates are set to GAr = 100 sccm and GHe = 0 sccm; plasma generator power was set to P = 25 W.
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behaviour as in Sn and Ag case – for longer AL values the size distribution peak is
located at a bigger cluster diameter, whereas for shorter AL values the peak shifts
toward a smaller cluster diameter, as expected. The peak intensity behaviour is
also consistent with the previous cases – as the AL gets shorter, the peak intensity
steadily grows and reaches its maximum for AL ∼ 6 cm, before suddenly dropping
to zero when the cut-off AL ∼ 5 cm is attained.
As a useful experimental fact, it is worth mentioning that there seems to be no
inter-cluster sticking so no “clusters of clusters” were generated at any AL within
this set of experimental parameters values.
He Addition
We then studied the behaviour of Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distribution when He
was added to Ar, comprising up to 80% of the total inert gas flow which was kept
constant at GAr+He = 100 sccm. He atoms do not form a plasma in our IGA
system and therefore do not contribute to the sputtering process – instead, they act
as a heat transfer medium between the sputtered Ag(Au) atoms and the cryostat
walls, promoting the nucleation of clusters even at low sputtering rates i.e. when
the concentration of sputtered Ag(Au) atoms in the source chamber atmosphere is
relatively low. Furthermore, the addition of He affects the characteristics of the gas
mixture flow through the nozzle and skimmer, which may influence the measured
size distribution.
Fig. 2.13 depicts this clearly: although the sputtering rate i.e. number of atoms
Figure 2.13: Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distribution behaviour when GHe is varied. Total inert gases
flow rate is set to GAr+He = 100 sccm, with AL = 13 cm and P = 25 W.
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ejected from the sputter target goes down with decreasing GAr, increasing GHe
enhances their aggregation so that more clusters are nucleated in the source chamber.
At the same time, the mean cluster size decreases from D ∼ 8 nm for GHe = 0 sccm
to D ∼ 5 nm for GHe = 80 sccm. In the end one can conclude that the final size
distribution is a result of a trade off between the reduction in number of sputtered
atoms available for cluster nucleation on one side, and the enhancement of the cluster
nucleation rate due to more He atoms on the other side.
Plasma Generator Power
Next we decided to move along the plasma generator power axis of our experimental
phase space to investigate its effect on the cluster size distribution. The other
parameters were fixed as follows: AL = 9 cm, GAr = 100 sccm, GHe = 0 sccm.
It should be noted that we have a bottom and top boundary value of plasma
generator power – on one side there exists the minimum power Pmin needed for
the ignition of the plasma and on the other side we are limited by the fact that
too much power used may lead to the melting of the sputter target. Although the
sputter target cooling applied in our IGA system pushes the upper power boundary
to some extent, there is still a maximum value allowed Pmax after which the target
starts to melt. Both of these boundary values are somewhat dependent on the GAr
and GHe.
In our case (see Fig. 2.14) the minimum and maximum power values were
Figure 2.14: Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distribution behaviour when P is varied. Aggregation length
was set to AL = 9 cm, with inert gases flow rates GAr = 100 sccm and GHe = 0 sccm.
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Pmin = 3 W and Pmin ∼ 45 W, respectively. As power was increased in this range,
the cluster size distribution peak exhibited a shift toward bigger diameters. In a
way this is expected since the more power one uses, the more Ag(Au) atoms will be
ejected from the sputter target increasing their concentration in the source chamber,
allowing more atoms to be added to already nucleated clusters.
Note that, as P values are increased, a small side peak is formed at D ∼ 5.5 nm,
giving rise to a bimodal cluster distribution, which is not desirable in our experi-
ments.
Ar Flow Rate
Finally, we tested the behaviour of the cluster size distribution when the Ar flow
rate was varied (see Fig. 2.15). It should be emphasized that this behaviour mostly
reflects the performance of the 7/30 skimmer, rather than the actual source size
distribution (although the increase in the concentration of Ar atoms in the source
chamber will have some effect on it). A detailed study of the cluster velocity be-
haviour for various flow rates and skimmer geometries is presented in Chapter 3. As
previously stated, one expects that the skimmer enhances the throughput of clusters
of a certain size (favored for the given GAr) and suppresses the passage of clusters
of other sizes, depending on the inert gas flow.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.15, the highest cluster intensity was measured at
Figure 2.15: Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distribution behaviour when GAr is varied, without any He
added (GHe = 0 sccm). Aggregation length was set to AL = 9 cm using plasma generator power
P = 25 W.
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GAr = 200 sccm for D ∼ 5 nm clusters. For bigger GAr the peak intensity dropped
significantly, eventually giving a smoother and wider distribution, highly undesirable
for our sample deposition where a narrow cluster size distribution is of interest.
From the practical point of view, the variation of GAr can be beneficial for
increasing the flux of clusters of a specific size. However, since this is mostly de-
termined by the characteristics of the inert gas flow through the skimmer, we have
limited freedom when choosing the cluster size.
Summary – Ag0.85Au0.15 Clusters
We studied the behaviour of Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distribution when the experi-
mental parameters were varied, moving along various axes of the experimental phase
space. We showed that it was possible to control the size of clusters in the range
4 nm ≤ D ≤ 10 nm by changing the parameter values. Although the volume of the
phase space that was investigated was rather small, we acquired valuable insights of
the cluster size distribution behaviour – this will be widely utilized in deposition of
samples for ex-situ characterization, presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
2.3.4 Ni0.85Cu0.15 Nanoclusters
In addition to the studies of Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters, we investigated the size distribu-
tion behaviour of Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters when aggregation length and plasma generator
power were varied. Empirically it was immediately found that the intensity of the
Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster size distribution peak was approximately an order of magnitude
weaker than in the case of Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters, when the same experimental con-
ditions were used. The reason for this lies in the higher (bulk) cohesive energies of
Ni and Cu compared to those of Ag and Au33 – it means one needs to invest more
energy to sputter the same number of Ni(Cu) atoms from the target than in the
case of Ag(Au). Even though cohesive energy depends on the size and is generally
smaller for nanoclusters than for bulk34–36, as long as the cluster size is equal the
relation between cohesive energies for different elements is still valid. This means
that, when it comes to cluster aggregation, one needs to take more energy from
the Ni(Cu) atoms floating in the source chamber atmosphere in order to nucleate
the same number of clusters as in the case of Ag(Au) atoms. Consequently, the
intensity of the Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster beam will be considerably lower than the one for
Ag0.85Au0.15, if the same experimental parameters values are used.
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Figure 2.16: Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster size distribution behaviour when AL is varied, keeping the other
parameters fixed as follows: P = 25 W, GAr = 150 sccm, GHe = 0 sccm.
Aggregation Length
When the aggregation length was varied in the range 7 cm ≤ AL ≤ 13 cm (see
Fig. 2.16), the cluster size distribution peak exhibited almost no shift. Although the
peak intensity showed some change, it was definitely much less than in any other
sputter target material considered in our investigations (compare to Figs. 2.10, 2.11,
and 2.12). For practical purposes it means that by changing the AL alone one will
not be able to satisfactory control the size of Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters.
Plasma Generator Power
The most reasonable way to boost the concentration of sputtered Ni(Cu) atoms in
the source chamber atmosphere is to increase the plasma generator power. In our
investigation plasma generator power was varied between P = 15 W and P = 35 W
(see Fig. 2.17): the cluster size distribution peak intensity at first gradually in-
creased, exhibited a maximum at P = 25 W and then decreased rapidly, practically
diminishing at P = 35 W. The increase in the peak intensity can be explained
straightforwardly by an increase in the number of Ar+ ions hitting the sputter tar-
get, ejecting more Ni(Cu) atoms and thus saturating the source chamber atmosphere
with Ni(Cu) atoms, which resulted with more nucleated clusters. On the other side,
when more power is used in the system, more heat needs to be taken from the
atmosphere in order to aggregate clusters. Since less Ar atoms are now available
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Figure 2.17: Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster size distribution behaviour when P is varied. Other experimental
parameters were as follows: AL = 9 cm, GAr = 150 sccm, GHe = 0 sccm.
for cooling purposes, the cluster aggregation is hampered. The overall nucleation
is therefore a result of a trade off between the enhanced sputtering rate which pro-
motes the cluster generation and the hindered cooling rate which diminishes the
cluster generation.
He addition
Obviously neither change of AL nor P can provide satisfactory control over the
Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster size. As discussed in the previous section, the main difficulty
here arises from the relatively high cohesive energy of Ni(Cu) which does not favor
easy cluster nucleation. For that reason it is worthwhile introducing He into the
source chamber atmosphere, since this generally enhances the heat transfer from
atoms and clusters to the cryostat walls.
This assumption was investigated using the following set of experimental param-
eters: GAr+He = 150 sccm, AL = 13 cm and P = 25 W. As can be seen in Fig. 2.18,
the addition of He had a major impact on the cluster aggregation – the number of
clusters rose significantly, with the size distribution peak shifting toward a smaller
cluster diameter, allowing for better control of the cluster sizes.
In reality, one needs to play around modifying all experimental parameters to
gain control over the Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster size in the range 3 nm ≤ D ≤ 10 nm,
finding the right combination of parametric values that will give a high intensity
flux of clusters of a desired size.
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Figure 2.18: Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster size distribution behaviour when He is added (GHe = 75 sccm).
Total inert gases flow rate was set to GAr+He = 150 sccm, with AL = 13 cm and P = 25 W.
2.3.5 Summary
We conducted experimental studies of Sn, Ag, Ag0.85Au0.15, and Ni0.85Cu0.15 nan-
ocluster size distribution behaviour with respect to various experimental parameters:
aggregation length, plasma generator power, He addition, and Ar flow rate. It was
found that by changing aggregation length one can gain control over the nanocluster
size in the range 4 nm ≤ D ≤ 10 nm (see Fig. 2.19, 2.20, and 2.21). There seems
Figure 2.19: Sn cluster size (black circles) and peak intensity (blue squares) behaviour when AL is
varied. The other experimental parameters were set as follows: GAr = 100 sccm, GHe = 0 sccm,
P = 25 W. Error bars match FWHM of the corresponding size distributions from Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.20: Ag cluster size (black circles) and peak intensity (blue squares) behaviour when AL is
varied. The other experimental parameters were set as follows: GAr = 100 sccm, GHe = 0 sccm,
P = 25 W.
to be a general trend that the mean cluster size decreases as aggregation length
decreases – this is more pronounced in the case of Ag and Ag0.85Au0.15 than in Sn;
at the same time the intensity i.e. number of clusters increases, which is expected
from the point of view of mass conservation. This behaviour persists until the cut-off
aggregation length is reached (usually ∼5 cm), when the cluster generation abruptly
diminishes, as discussed in § 2.3.1.
Figure 2.21: Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size (black circles) and peak intensity (blue squares) behaviour
when AL is varied. The other experimental parameters were set as follows: GAr = 100 sccm,
GHe = 0 sccm, P = 25 W.
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Figure 2.22: Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster size (black circles) and peak intensity (blue squares) behaviour
when AL is varied. The other experimental parameters were set as follows: GAr = 150 sccm,
GHe = 0 sccm, P = 25 W.
However, the case of Ni0.85Cu0.15 represents an exception from the general trend
seen in Sn, Ag, Ag0.85Au0.15 cases – the change of aggregation length did not vis-
ibly affect the position of the size distribution peak (see Fig. 2.22), preventing us
from using this parameter as a way to control the cluster size. Interestingly, the
Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster intensity behaviour was quite similar to the other cases.
Figure 2.23: Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size (black circles) and peak intensity (blue squares) behaviour
when GHe is varied. The other experimental parameters were set as follows: AL = 13 cm,
GAr+He = 100 sccm, P = 25 W.
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Figure 2.24: Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster size (black circles) and peak intensity (blue squares) behaviour
when GHe is varied. The other experimental parameters were set as follows: AL = 13 cm,
GAr+He = 150 sccm, P = 25 W.
It is also interesting to see the effect of He addition on the cluster size and peak
intensity (see Figs. 2.23 and 2.24): for both Ag0.85Au0.15 and Ni0.85Cu0.15 cases the
mean cluster size decreases as more He is added. At the same time the peak intensity
increases, in line with the expectation of mass conservation. Note that the addition
of He can allow for a much better control of the Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster size than the
variation of aggregation length, seen in Fig. 2.22.
In reality, one needs to explore a wider range of the experimental phase space
in order to find the optimal set of parameters that will yield the desired cluster size
with a relatively narrow spread, while maintaining a satisfactory cluster intensity.
2.4 Experimental Set-up for CNT Growth
Metallic nanoclusters supported by various substrates are widely used as catalysts in
carbon nanotube (CNT) synthesis, primarily by means of low temperature plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition37–45 (PECVD) or high temperature chemical
vapor deposition46–94 (CVD). The latter approach was utilized in order to study
CNT syntheses catalyzed by Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters produced in our IGA mag-
netron sputtering system.
The CNT growth experiments were performed in collaboration with Jin Ke and
Vladimir Golovko from the Chemistry Department, University of Canterbury, with
a focus on fabrication of multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). We also collabo-
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rated with Kirsten Edgar from the School of Chemical and Physical Sciences, Victo-
ria University of Wellington, where the objective was to successfully grow single-wall
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) using alloy nanoclusters as catalysts. In addition to
the main goal – proving the concept that these alloy nanoclusters can be used as
catalysts in CVD synthesis of SWCNTs and MWCNTs – the studies were performed
with the intention of optimizing the growth conditions so that future work could be
focused on investigations of the correlation between certain Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster
properties (e.g. size, shape, structure) and characteristics of grown CNTs (e.g. inner
diameter, number of walls, chirality).
Here we give a brief outline of the CNT growth by CVD in the experimental
system at the University of Canterbury; detailed description with recent advances
in this popular method for CNT synthesis can be found elsewhere95. A sample
containing catalytically active nanoclusters is inserted into a glass tube placed in
an oven (see Fig. 2.25). The tube is flushed by a flow of inert gas (usually Ar)
and slowly heated up to several hundred degrees Celsius. During the transfer of
samples from the IGA deposition system to the CNT growth apparatus, clusters
are exposed to air. Therefore, in the CNT growth experiments the clusters are ini-
tially oxidized and as such not suitable for successful CVD synthesis. In order to
reduce the clusters before the CNT growth, a reducing agent, such as H or NH3, is
introduced into the reaction tube, alongside the inert gas. Note that the reduction
temperature plays an important role in this process, hence its influence on the CNT
growth was studied more in detail. After the reduction of clusters, a C-containing
gas (in our case acetylene – C2H2) is added to the inert gas flow in order to supply
Figure 2.25: (top) Photo of a set of Ni0.85Cu0.15/SiO2 samples placed in a quartz vessel ready for
insertion into the CNT growth apparatus at UC. (bottom) Schematics of the experimental set-up
for the growth of carbon nanotubes by chemical vapor deposition.
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C atoms needed for the nucleation and growth of CNTs. At high temperatures
metallic clusters act as catalytic centers for cracking of the C-containing gas into its
base elements. During this process, concentration of C atoms on the cluster surfaces
increases until a saturation point is reached when C atoms start to bond and form
a C-cap around the cluster. Under favorable conditions the C-cap lifts off and CNT
starts to grow either as a SWCNT or MWCNT, depending on the experimental con-
ditions. The catalytic activity of nanoclusters for a successful synthesis of CNTs is
known to depend on several factors: growth temperature46–61, atmosphere compo-
sition46,51,53,57,62–64, type of carbon-containing molecules used for CVD65,66, size and
shape of the clusters59,67,68, concentration of dopant/impurity atoms in the (alloy)
clusters69–71, and characteristics of the cluster’s supporting substrate57,68,72.
As an example, a diagram showing experimental conditions used in the ini-
tial attempts of catalytic CVD synthesis of CNTs at UC is presented in Fig. 2.26.
Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters had been produced in the IGA magnetron sputtering sys-
tem and deposited onto cleaned SiO2-passivated Si substrates (SiO2/Si), ready to
be used in the CNT growth experiments. In the first stage of the experiment pre-
sented in Fig. 2.26, the samples were heated up to 400 °C in an inert atmosphere. In
the second stage a small amount of hydrogen is introduced in the inert atmosphere
in order to reduce the oxidized clusters. After a couple of hours of reduction the
temperature was further increased to 650 °C at which point acetylene was added to
the gas mixture, initiating the CNT growth. In this case the CNT growth param-
eters were set with the intention of producing relatively long (> 5 µm) and thick
(> 20 nm) CNTs, suitable for initial SEM and TEM characterization.
Figure 2.26: Diagram showing experimental conditions during the growth of CNTs by CVD syn-
thesis at UC.96
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2.5 Electron Microscopy Techniques
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
were the two main ex-situ characterization techniques used in our studies of alloy
nanoclusters and carbon nanotubes. They provided insights into nanocluster prop-
erties such as size, shape, structure, composition, and surface coverage, as well as
CNT properties such as length, diameter, number of walls, and crystallinity.
2.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
SEM is a characterization technique in which an electron beam is raster scanning
the surface of a specimen in order to reveal information about its topography, com-
position, or conductivity. Schematics of a typical scanning electron microscope are
presented in Fig. 2.27. A thermionic or field emission electron gun (1) produces a
monochromatic electron beam (2) which is compressed by a pair of condenser elec-
tromagnetic lenses (3,5). A condenser and objective aperture (4 and 5, respectively)
Figure 2.27: Schematics of a typical scanning electron microscope. Labels are explained in the
text.
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eliminate high-angle electrons from the beam so that it becomes thin and coherent
before reaching the scanning coils (7) that control the raster scanning. Lastly, an
objective lens (8) is used to focus the beam on a desired spot on the specimen (9).
The interaction of the electron beam with the material in the specimen is a quite
complex process which, among other species, gives rise to secondary and backscat-
tered electrons (see Fig. 2.28). Secondary electrons are created by ionization of
atoms in the specimen by the incident electron beam; their energy is usually < 5 eV
so that only those electrons that are ejected near the surface (< 10 nm) can exit the
material and be detected. Obviously, the topography of the sample will seriously
affect the intensity of secondary electrons originating from each point on the surface
- this is the main principle of image formation in scanning electron microscopy. It
should be noted that the SEM magnification is purely a function of the size of the
scanned area i.e. the SEM magnification is not achieved by the lenses used in the
system.
Complementary to secondary electrons which enable the formation of topograph-
ical images, backscattered electrons can show the elemental composition of the
scanned area since their intensity is directly proportional to the atomic number
of the element present in the sample. Hence, the SEM is commonly equipped with
both a secondary electron detector (10 in Fig. 2.28), as well as with a backscatter
electron detector (11) that, in combination with the supporting computer system,
can reveal the topography and composition of the scanned area.
Additionally, the SEM can be equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
trometer that detects characteristic X-rays originating from the specimen exposed
to the electron beam irradiation. This is another technique that can reveal the el-
Figure 2.28: Illustration of resulting species from the electron beam - material interaction. Regions
of origin of each specie are indicated by different colors.
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emental composition of the sample; the basic principles of energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) will be explained more in detail in § 2.5.3. For detailed de-
scription of SEM principles and recent advances in this technique see books from
Goldstein97 and Zhou and Wang98.
SEM was primarily used for investigating the surface coverage of clusters de-
posited onto Si3N4/Si or SiO2/Si wafers. In addition, we utilized SEM to study
the effects of high temperature annealing of samples on the coalescence of deposited
clusters. However, when the characteristics of individual nanoclusters are of interest,
SEM exhibits a couple of shortcomings:
1. SEM has a relatively low resolution (∼5 nm) – it is not suitable for detailed
imaging on the atomic scale.
2. SEM is a surface-sensitive technique – it is not suitable for getting information
about the inner structure of objects.
Nevertheless, SEM proved to be valuable in characterization of CNT samples where
it was possible to quickly acquire information about spatial density of CNTs on the
substrates, as well as to estimate their length and thickness.
In our SEM studies we used a JEOL 7000F field-emission scanning electron
microscope equipped with a JEOL energy dispersive X-ray detector, located at the
University of Canterbury Electron Microscopy Center (UCEM).
2.5.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy
For detailed examination of nanoclusters and CNTs we utilized high-resolution (HR)
TEM. Apart from providing us with information about shape and size of clusters
and CNTs, it also gave insights about their composition and inner structure.
Conceptually, the main difference to SEM is that in TEM one uses the trans-
mitted part of the electron beam to form a magnified image or diffraction pattern.
Obviously, a necessary requirement for successful atomic-resolution imaging is that
the specimen must be sufficiently transparent to the electron beam, i.e. it must
be sufficiently thin (. 100 nm). For that reason, TEM specimens are usually pre-
pared either by thinning of bulk samples or simply by deposition of samples onto
commercially available TEM grids (see Fig. 2.29).
In our investigation, nanocluster TEM samples were deposited directly onto grids
of various types – holey or continuous a-C film on Cu or Au mesh for Ag-Au or Ni-
Cu samples, respectively, to enable accurate EDX measurements (see § 2.5.3). In
addition, by peeling off flakes from bulk HOPG and clamping them in oyster Cu
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Figure 2.29: SEM image of a standard TEM grid (continuous a-C film supported on 300 Cu mesh:
85µm pitch, 54µm hole, 31µm bar), commonly used in our investigation; a-C film is on the bottom
side.
and Au meshes we prepared grids that enabled TEM investigations of nanocluster
coalescence on very smooth surfaces.
For TEM imaging of CNTs we first had to transfer the CNT samples from their
original Si3N4/Si or SiO2/Si substrates on which they were grown onto the TEM
grids. We experimented with several procedures to optimize the preparation of
TEM specimens; the following approach yielded the best results. The procedure
was comprised of several steps: putting a drop of solvent onto the CNT sample,
immersing a TEM grid into it and letting the drop evaporate before taking the
grid off. This allowed for sticking of the CNTs to the a-C film by Van Der Waals
forces, giving a relatively high surface coverage for satisfactory TEM imaging of the
samples. Note that the success rate of this procedure strongly depends on the length
and surface coverage of CNTs on the substrate that they are taken from.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.30, the section of a TEM above the specimen is quite
similar to the upper section of a typical SEM (compare to Fig. 2.27): the electron gun
in combination with a pair of condenser lenses defines the electron beam which strikes
the specimen. The transmitted part of the beam is focused by the objective lens
and magnified by the intermediate and projector lenses before it hits the fluorescent
projection screen at the base of the column. The apertures can be inserted by will
to block the part of the electron beam, either before (condenser aperture) or after
(objective and selected area aperture) the beam strikes the specimen.
The two main operational modes of the TEM are diffraction pattern (DP) and
imaging mode, presented schematically in Fig. 2.31 (a) and (b), respectively. In the
diffraction pattern mode, the lenses are adjusted in such a way so that the back focal
plane (bfp) of the objective lens serves as the object plane for the intermediate lens.
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Figure 2.30: Schematics of a Philips CM200 analytical high-resolution microscope.
As a result, a diffraction pattern from the area bounded by the bottom aperture
(hence the name selected area aperture) can be obtained on the projection screen.
In the imaging mode the intermediate lens needs to be adjusted so that its object
plane coincides with the image plane of the objective lens. When this configuration
is achieved, a magnified image of the specimen is visible on the projection screen.
The ray diagrams shown in Fig. 2.31 represent an idealized situation; in reality
the electromagnetic lenses used in the TEM are not perfectly bending the electron
beam so that the image is burdened with two major imperfections: spherical and
chromatic aberration. As is illustrated in Fig. 2.32 (a), spherical aberration stems
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Figure 2.31: Ray diagrams illustrating two basic TEM modes: (a) electron diffraction and
(b) imaging mode (adapted from Williams and Carter99).
from the inability of lenses to bend all electrons equally – the electrons further
from the axis are bent more than those closer to the axis. Consequently, the image
resolution is compromised so that the point object P gives an image P’ of a disk of
diameter d = 2CSβ where CS is the spherical aberration coefficient (CS = 3 mm for
our Philips CM200 TEM) and β is the collection angle of the lens.
On the other hand, chromatic aberration (see Fig. 2.32 (b)) is a consequence
of the electron beam energy spread. Namely, in reality the electron beam is not
perfectly monochromatic – the electrons from the electron gun can differ in energy up
to several eV, which by itself is not a big issue. However, when the beam strikes the
specimen, electrons with much broader range of energies emerge so that the lenses
below the specimen are unable to bend all the electrons equally. Consequently, the
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Figure 2.32: Ray diagrams illustrating two common shortcomings of lenses: (a) spherical aberration
and (b) chromatic aberration. In both cases the rays bent by the lenses do not meet at a single
point (adapted from Williams and Carter99).
image resolution is compromised.
In recent years many advances in aberration corrections have been reported100–103
that have brought the real TEM resolution closer to the ultimate theoretical limit
defined by the electron wavelength.
A typical TEM can be equipped with various detectors (see Fig. 2.33) that can
record different signals originating from the electron beam – specimen interaction,
just like in the case of SEMs. The most commonly acquired type of signal is the
bright field (BF) signal which is recorded by a charged-coupled device (CCD) camera
that produces standard (HR)TEM images. Newer models of the camera are also
capable of capturing diffraction patterns that, in older TEMs, have been recorded
on photographic films.
Modern scanning transmission electron microscopes (STEMs) are fitted with
dark field (DF) detectors that capture highly deflected electrons. Since the intensity
of deflected electrons is proportional to the atomic number of each element present in
the sample104, the contrast in DF images can reveal spatial distribution of elements
in the sample (elemental mapping).
It should be noted here that STEMs have somewhat different principles of image
acquisition: unlike conventional TEMs where the whole BF image is formed by a
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Figure 2.33: Illustration showing a possible detector configuration in a typical (S)TEM (adapted
from Williams and Carter99).
relatively wide incident electron beam, STEMs use a finer, thinner electron beam
that rasters the specimen, much like in SEM. A Faraday cup measures the intensity
of the transmitted part of the incident electron beam so that the computer system
can construct the image, pixel by pixel. And again like in SEM, the image magni-
fication in STEMs is therefore a function of the size of the scanned area, whereas
conventional TEMs use projector lenses to magnify the image.
In our study we utilized two transmission electron microscopes and associated
equipment:
1. Philips CM200 high resolution analytical transmission electron microscope,
located at UCEM. It is a non spherical aberration-corrected microscope with
lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) cathode, operating at 200 kV, equipped with
a Gatan Orius™ SC 200 CCD camera and an Oxford INCA energy-dispersive
X-ray (EDX) analysis system.
2. JEOL JEM2100f scanning transmission electron microscope located at the
University of Birmingham. It is a field-emission spherical aberration-corrected
microscope, operating at 200 kV, equipped with a high-angle annular dark
field (HAADF) detector. This part of TEM investigation was done by Ruth
Chantry and Ziyou Li from the Nanoscale Physics Research Laboratory, School
of Physics and Astronomy, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom.
Using these microscopes we acquired large amount of indispensable data about the
fabricated nanoclusters and CNTs, summary of which is presented in Chapters 4
and 5.
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ImageJ Analysis of HRTEM Images
Here we outline the basics of HRTEM image analysis using ImageJ software105, with
emphasis on the recognition of nanoclusters present on the images. The images were
acquired on Philips CM200 TEM using Gatan Orius™ SC 200 CCD camera and
accompanying Gatan DigitalMicrograph software106 as 8-bit grayscale images (256
shades; with intensity 0 corresponding to black and intensity 255 corresponding to
white). Such a raw image with 256 shades had to be binarized by carefully setting the
threshold value so that all the pixels in the image with intensities below the threshold
turn black (i.e. intensity is set to 0), while all the pixel above the threshold turn
white (i.e. intensity is set to 255). An example is presented in Fig.2.34 where the
threshold value is chosen so that the nanocluster area is reproduced with sufficient
accuracy. Now the image is suitable for finding the surface coverage θ which is
defined as the nanocluster projection area divided by the the total image area.
In the next step one needs to remove all the undesired nanoclusters (coalesced or
partially covered by the scalebar) in order to get an accurate size distribution of
clusters.
Obviously, the accuracy of the analysis can be increased if one uses images taken
at higher TEM magnifications. However, at the same time the number of nan-
oclusters on the image will decrease so that more images have to be analyzed for
statistically significant results, which may then be time consuming. In our case it
was found that the optimal magnification of images for this procedure is in the range
50 000 - 100 000 ×.
Figure 2.34: HRTEM image analysis in ImageJ software: (a) a raw 256 grayscale image as obtained
in the TEM lab; (b) the same image after being binarized by setting the threshold value of 125
that gave the most accurate reproduction of nanocluster area; the surface coverage here is found
to be θ = 4.8% (c) the same image after the removal of coalesced clusters and those that were
covered by the scalebar.
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2.5.3 Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
Since the Philips CM200 TEM used in our investigation was fitted with an EDX
detector, it is worthwhile outlining its basic operational principles.
As previously said, when the electron beam hits the atoms within the specimen,
the incident electrons can eject some of the electrons from the atoms. If, for instance,
an electron is ejected from the K shell leaving a hole, then electrons from outer shells
(L, M, N, O) can fill this hole. While doing so, they emit electromagnetic waves
(X-rays) of energy that equals the difference between their initial and final state
(see Fig. 2.35). Since the differences between energy levels are characteristic for
each element, by measuring the X-ray energy spectra one can identify the elements
present in the sample. Moreover, in most cases it is possible to perform a quantitative
analysis that can show the fractional composition for each element in the sample.
Fig. 2.36 presents schematics of the Oxford INCA EDX system used in our inves-
tigation. Briefly, X-rays enter the Li-doped Si detector through the collimator and
the window that separates the detector from the vacuum of the TEM column. On
their path through the Si(Li) detector, the X-rays create electron-hole pairs whose
number is directly proportional to the X-ray energy. This charge is accumulated at
Figure 2.35: Illustration showing energy levels that electrons occupy in a heavy atom. A drop in
the energy level is accompanied by the emission of a characteristic X-ray (adapted from Williams
and Carter99).
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Figure 2.36: Schematics of the Oxford INCA EDX system used in our investigation (adapted from
http://www.x-raymicroanalysis.com/x-ray-microanalysis-explained/pages/tutorial1/system2.htm).
the end of the detector giving a relatively weak signal which is then amplified by the
field-effect transistor and transmitted to the computer system. The whole detector
needs to be kept at low temperature to minimize the recombination of electron-hole
pairs which will result with a loss of signal.
The main drawback of the whole system is the window (usually made of Be) that
absorbs some of the X-ray energy even before they reach the detector. In general,
the X-rays with energy < 1 keV will be seriously affected by the window absorption,
and those with energy between 1 keV and 2 keV will be moderately affected. This
is especially important for X-rays originating from light elements with the atomic
number Z < 11, whose identification is therefore quite inaccurate.
A typical EDX spectrum taken from an alloy Ag-Au sample is given in Fig. 2.37,
showing presence of Ag, Au, Cu, C, and O in the sample.
Figure 2.37: A typical EDX spectrum taken from a fresh alloy Ag-Au sample. Cu and C signals




This chapter outlines results of the velocity study for nanoclusters produced in the
IGA magnetron sputtering system. Firstly, direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)
modeling was used to study the motion of clusters in the IGA system with respect
to Ar flow, for different skimmer geometries used. The goal was to see if it was
possible to increase the cluster velocity and consequently flux of sub-5 nm clusters
to the deposition chamber, if alternative skimmer geometries were utilized in the
IGA system. The modeling study was combined with experimental investigations
– new wider skimmers were installed in the system and Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size
distributions and velocities were determined for different Ar flow rates. The per-
formance of the new skimmers was compared to the experimental results for the
original skimmer, as well as to the numerical calculations.
3.1 Cluster Velocity Optimization
Practical optimization of cluster deposition is a quite challenging issue. On their
path from the source to the substrate, clusters deviate from the beam centerline
due to collisions with the inevitable background gas particles. This effect is more
pronounced for clusters of a smaller momentum i.e. for slower and smaller clusters.
As a consequence, a considerable loss of sub-2 nm cluster flux and a partial loss of
the total cluster flux occur between the source and deposition chamber. In addition,
the deviations of cluster trajectories have a significant influence on the deposition
of clusters onto substrates; for instance, clusters of a larger momentum might tend
to land closer to the beam centerline, while those of a smaller momentum might be
scattered in a wider angle. As a result, different parts of the substrate might con-
tain clusters of different sizes. This spatial dependence is not desirable if one aims
for fabrication of cluster-based devices by means of cluster deposition21,24,26,107,108.
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These problems might be minimized or completely eradicated if higher cluster veloc-
ities are achieved. However, if the velocities are too high, clusters might bounce off
the substrate109,110, severely deform or fragment upon impact111–115, which is again
highly undesirable. In addition, cluster velocity is one of the input parameters re-
quired for an efficient use of the mass filter of von Issendorff-Palmer type30. Hence,
in order to optimize the deposition of nanoclusters, it is essential to accurately de-
termine the cluster velocities which will enable us to asses the impact of various
experimental parameters on the motion of clusters in the IGA system.
3.2 Nozzle and Skimmer Geometry
In order to achieve high deposition rates of clusters produced in IGA systems, it is
necessary to form a well-defined cluster beam with a minimum spread angle, for any
cluster size. For that reason IGA systems utilize a set of apertures (nozzles and/or
skimmers), which can be further optimized geometrically to give collimated cluster
beams of high intensity116–122.
In our UHV-compatible IGA system (for detailed description see Chapter 2)
the cluster beam is defined by a nozzle and skimmer (see Fig. 3.1). The nozzle and
skimmer design that had been used in our experiments previously (see Fig. 3.1(b) – A
and B) was a result of a ten year period of trial-and-error optimization which allowed
for a high transmission of 5–10 nm clusters23,29. However, with the intention of
improving the flux of sub-5 nm clusters, we decided to modify the skimmer geometry
since, based on the previous work in this field116, its internal angle was identified as
the key factor in optimization of the cluster flux. The original 7/30 skimmer with
the internal and external angles of 7° and 30°, respectively, was replaced by newly
Figure 3.1: (a) Photo of the pumping chamber of our IGA system showing relative positions of the
standard nozzle (A) and skimmer (B) between the source chamber and mass selection chamber.
(b) A sketch of the standard nozzle (A) and standard 7/30 skimmer (B); sketches of suggested
alternative skimmer geometries are also presented: 30/35 skimmer (C) and 40/45 skimmer (D).
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designed skimmers of greater internal angles, while keeping the external angles as
sharp as possible – such geometry minimizes the aerodynamic drag that clusters
experience as they go through the skimmer. Consequently, this would increase the
cluster velocities and give a higher throughput of sub-5 clusters that are otherwise
severely affected by the drag. Two new skimmer designs were considered: 30/35
skimmer and 40/45 skimmer (see Fig. 3.1(b) – skimmers C and D).
3.3 Modeling of Cluster Behaviour in the IGA
System
Before commencing experimental studies in our laboratory at UC, extensive model-
ing work on the performance of various skimmer geometries was conducted by Petr
A. Skovorodko at the Institute of Thermophysics, Novosibirsk, Russia.
Numerical simulations of nanocluster motion in the carrier Ar gas were performed
in two parts:
1. In the first part, the Ar flow through the nozzle and skimmer was simulated
using a set of unsteady Navier-Stokes equations123. The nozzle-skimmer con-
figuration used in these simulations is the one presented in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5.
The main problem in modeling was that the Ar stagnation temperature T0
(i.e. the inert gas temperature in the source chamber when the IGA system is
in the stationary state) and the nozzle wall temperature TW were unknown.
For that reason, before proceeding any further, it was necessary to experi-
mentally acquire the stagnation pressure p0 of Ar in the source chamber, for
various values of the Ar flow rate G so that the estimate of T0 could be made.
Fig. 3.2 shows the experimentally measured values (curve 1) alongside the two
curves obtained by solving unsteady Navier-Stokes equations that assumed
T0 = TW = 77 K (curve 2) and T0 = TW = 120 K (curve 3). It can be seen
that the latter curve matched the experimental results considerably better
than the former, suggesting that Ar used in our experiments is not cooled
down to liquid nitrogen temperature, but to a higher temperature. Therefore
the value T0 = TW = 120 K was adopted in subsequent modeling work as
the best estimate. DSMC calculations were then used to model the Ar flow
through the nozzle and skimmer. As noted above, the assumption was that
the nozzle wall temperature was TW = 120 K and that the skimmer wall was
at room temperature (TS = 290 K). Furthermore, it was assumed that solid
surfaces of the walls were diffusely reflecting and the interaction between gas
molecules was determined by the variable soft sphere (VSS) model124 for a
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Figure 3.2: Correlation between the Ar pressure p0 in the source chamber and the Ar flow
rate G : experimentally measured values (1) and simulation results for two cases of Ar temper-
ature: (2) T0 = 77 K and (3) T0 = 120 K. Here and throughout this chapter curves connecting
datapoints serve as a guide to the eye for easier comparison.
repulsive potential between the molecules.
2. In the second part, the motion of clusters carried by the Ar flow was modeled
using the expression for the free molecular drag coefficient of a spherical par-
ticle of diameter D moving with velocity v in the equilibrium gas of density

















where F is the drag force, s=v/
√
2RT∞ is the speed ratio,  is the fraction of
specular reflection of molecules on the particle surface whose temperature is
TW . In the simulation it is assumed that  = 0, TW = T∞.
The simulations were performed for the Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters used in the ex-
periments, with an approximation that the cluster density equaled the bulk
alloy value (ρ = 11.82 g/cm3). The second assumption was that the clusters
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Fig. 1. Radius at which the clusters of AgAu arrive to the distance 1 m from the domain of 
simulation for different regimes and different cluster diameters (original skimmer shape).  
 
Figure 3.4: Maximum lateral deviation r from the centerline for Ag-Au clusters of diameter d at
the distance of 1 m downstream the 7/30 skimmer, for various Ar flow rates G.
clusters. Conversely, one can see that clusters of other sizes are strongly deflected
from the centerline – this effect is specially pronounced for sub-2 nm clusters – with
the situation worsening for higher Ar flow rates. Therefore, if one aims for higher
fluxes of these clusters, other skimmer geometries should be considered.
3.3.2 Results for 30/35 and 40/45 Skimmers
In order to increase the flux of sub-2 nm clusters arriving to the distance of 1 m (close
to the real distance between the skimmer and the substrate in our UHV-compatible
IGA system), performance of alternative skimmer geometries with 30/35 and 40/45
internal/external angles (see Fig. 3.1(b) – skimmers C and D) was simulated. Firstly,
carrier Ar gas behaviour in and around the skimmer region was modeled: Fig. 3.5
presents flow fields of carrier gas axial velocities (z is distance along the cluster beam;
r is radial distance from the beam centerline). When compared to the original 7/30
skimmer (Fig. 3.5 (a)), one can see a significant increase in the carrier gas axial
velocities in the case of both 30/35 skimmer (Fig. 3.5 (b)) and 40/45 skimmer
(Fig. 3.5 (c)). The increase is achieved within the new skimmers regions (16 mm <
z < 56 mm), as well as in the region just behind them (z > 56 mm). Note the subtle
variations of carrier gas axial velocities between the 30/35 and 40/45 skimmer, in
the region between z = 20 mm and z = 40 mm: in the latter case one gets higher
values of carrier gas axial velocities a bit closer to the skimmer wall. This means
that the effect of the aerodynamic drag is decreased as the internal skimmer angle
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Figure 3.5: Flow fields of carrier Ar gas axial velocity for various skimmer geometries: (a) 7/30
skimmer; (b) 30/35 skimmer; (c) 40/45 skimmer. Ar flow rate is set to G = 200 sccm with
T0 = 120 K. z = 0 mm represents the end of the nozzle throat section of the radius r = 1.68 mm;
z = 7 mm is the endpoint of the nozzle region; z = 16 mm is the entrance of the skimmer region.
Axial velocity values are in m/s.
is increased.
As a consequence of the increased carrier gas axial velocity in the skimmer region,
one might expect some enhancement of the cluster velocity as well. This hypothesis
was tested by simulating the case of 6 nm Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters moving through
each of the skimmer geometries (see Fig 3.6). It is evident that the cluster velocity
inside the 30/35 and 40/45 skimmers (z ≥ 16 mm) behaves differently than in the
7/30 skimmer case – it remains undisturbed and significantly higher (∼ 20%) than
in the case of the 7/30 skimmer where the cluster velocity drops steadily within
the skimmer, which is attributed to a stronger aerodynamic drag for that skimmer
geometry.
The behaviour of clusters inside the skimmers then in turn affects the values of
cluster velocities at the distance of 1 m downstream the skimmers (see Fig. 3.7).
Here numerical simulations of the velocity of clusters of a given diameter D show
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Fig. 4. Axial distributions of carrier gas (dashed lines) and  AgAu (6 nm) clusters (solid lines) 
velocity for three variants of skimmer geometry: original (black lines), conical skimmer with 
30/35 internal/external angles (blue lines) and conical skimmer with 40/45 internal/external 
angles (red lines) (g=200 sccm and T0 = 120 K). 
 
Figure 3.6: Numerical simulation results for the axial velocity of 6 nm Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters (solid
lines) and carrier a (dashed lines) on the beam centerline in the skimmer region: 7/30 skimmer
(black), 30/35 skimmer (blue), 40/45 skimmer (red). z = 16 mm is the entrance of the skimmer.
Ar flow rate was set to G = 200 sccm with the stagnation temperature assumed to be T0 = 120 K.
a considerable increase for wider skimmers when compared to the values for the
original 7/30 skimmer, even if the deceleration effect of the background gas in the
mass-selection chamber is taken into account. Moreover, the biggest improvement in
Figure 3.7: Numerical simulation results for the velocity of Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters of diameter D at
distance of 1 m downstream the skimmer, for various skimmer geometries, without (solid lines) and
with (dashed lines) the deceleration effect of the background gas in the mass selection chamber.
Ar flow rate was set to G = 100 sccm.
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the cluster velocity is expected for sub-2 nm clusters – from 30% to as much as 60%.
This on the other hand means that sub-5 nm clusters have bigger momentum when
the wider skimmers are utilized in the system, suggesting that one can expect smaller
lateral deviations of cluster trajectories from the beam centerline at distance of 1 m
from the nozzle. Consequently, the flux of sub-5 nm clusters should be enhanced,
which was our main goal from the outset.
Increase in the carrier gas axial velocity for both 30/35 and 40/45 skimmer
geometries (showed in Fig. 3.5 for the Ar flow rate G = 200 sccm) is expected for
all flow rates in our experimental study (50–350 sccm). Again, this means that the
velocity of clusters of a given diameter D is expected to be higher in the case of these
new skimmer geometries, in comparison with the original 7/30 skimmer. Modeling
of 7 nm Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster behaviour for various Ar flow rates (see Fig. 3.8) showed
a considerable increase of the cluster velocity when these new skimmers were used,
even if the deceleration effect of the background gas was considered.
Having performed numerical simulations that showed beneficial impacts of the
30/35 and 40/45 skimmers on the cluster velocities and, implicitly, on the flux of sub-
5nm clusters, a decision was made to get these new skimmers machined and installed
in our IGA sputtering system in order to experimentally test their performance and
compare it to the modeling results.
Figure 3.8: Numerical simulation results for the velocity of 7 nm Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters for various Ar
flow rates G and skimmer geometries, without (solid lines) and with (dashed lines) the deceleration
effect of the background gas in the mass selection chamber.
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3.4 Experimental Set–up for Cluster Velocity
Measurements
Our UHV-compatible IGA sputtering system21 has been utilized for the production
of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters and measurements of their velocity. Schematics of the
experimental set-up for cluster velocity measurements is presented in Fig. 3.9 (for
detailed description see Chapter 2). Briefly, Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters are fabricated
by IGA method inside the liquid nitrogen cooled source chamber (A), using a DC
plasma generator operating at power of 25 W. The aggregation length i.e. the
distance between the water-cooled alloy sputter target and the nozzle was varied
between 6 and 13 cm, with the Ar flow rate in the range 50–350 sccm. These
parameters define the size distribution of clusters leaving the source chamber i.e
allow for the control of the mean cluster size. A continuous flow of Ar is maintained
as the mixture of gas and clusters expands from the source (A) into the mass-
selection chamber (D) through a pair of apertures – nozzle (B) and skimmer (C) –
which define the cluster beam. In the differential pumping chamber located between
these apertures much of the inert gas is removed from the system. This process
is intended to take place without disturbing the cluster beam, but of course the
nozzle/skimmer geometry significantly impacts the gas/cluster flow – this influence
is the main subject of our study. While, experimentally, it has been demonstrated22
that the system provides an intense flux of 5–10 nm clusters to a substrate, until now
calculations that allow us to understand the process in detail have not been available,
and it has not been possible to know whether further optimization is achievable. For
the purpose of investigating the size dependency of cluster velocities, clusters that
are injected into the mass-selection chamber (D) are filtered by the mass filter30
that is set to select clusters of a specified size. It should be mentioned that the mass
filter parameters used in our experiments are set in such a way that only negatively
Figure 3.9: Schematics of the experimental set-up for measurements of cluster velocities. Labels
are explained in the text.
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charged clusters can be size-selected. These negatively charged size-selected clusters
then reach a steel mesh positioned perpendicular to the cluster beam. The mesh is
kept at a retarding voltage VR which acts as a potential barrier – only clusters of
a sufficient kinetic energy EK ≥ eVR will be able to pass through to the Faraday
cup (E) where they will contribute to the signal I.
Note that the mass filter is commonly used as a probing tool for cluster size
distribution measurements (see Chapter 2) and is switched off during the deposition
of (non-selected) clusters for subsequent ex-situ characterization and applications
(see Chapters 4 and 5).
In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio when measuring the current I of
size-selected clusters of a given diameter D, we had to maximize their intensity,
keeping the Ar flow rate constant. This was achieved by adjusting the aggregation
length that changed the effective aggregation volume of the source chamber, which
in turn shifted the peak of the cluster size distribution toward the desired cluster
diameter (a detailed study is presented in Chapter 2).
3.5 Cluster Velocity Determination
As previously stated, only charged clusters of the sufficient kinetic energy can pass
the potential barrier imposed by the retarding voltage VR:
1
2
mv2 = eVR (3.1)
where m is the cluster mass, v is its velocity, and e is elementary charge. Under the
assumption that our clusters are spherical, the relation between the cluster velocity






The density of each cluster ρ is defined by the atomic composition Ag0.85Au0.15
(ρ = 11.82 g/cm3) and the cluster diameter D is determined by the mass filter.
A LabVIEW controlled Keithley voltage source/picoammeter was used for setting
the retarding voltage VR and measurements of the current I from the Faraday cup
at the same time.
I-VR characteristics (a typical example is shown in Fig. 3.10) for each skimmer
geometry were obtained, for various values of the argon flow rate G, cluster diameter
D, and nozzle–skimmer distance L. Negatively charged clusters were passed through
the mass filter and the maximum current was obtained for zero retarding voltage.
As the absolute value of the retarding voltage was increased (“up” branch), the
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Figure 3.10: Current I from the Faraday cup as a function of retarding voltage VR for 7 nm
Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters and Ar flow rate G 250 sccm. Two branches were recorded as the retarding
voltage was varied from 0 V to -250 V and back. Cluster velocities were obtained from the
hysteresis-like behaviour of the curves, according to equations 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.
energy barrier was raised which resulted with the current dropping down to zero.
The retarding voltage is then decreased back to the initial zero value and the “down”
branch is recorded. The mean velocity of the clusters in the beam v* is determined
by the “cut-off” retarding voltage V* which corresponds to the steepest point on







Finally, results were obtained in the following form:













Following the recipe for determination of cluster velocities given in the previous
section, we obtained velocity values for various skimmer geometries utilized in our
experimental system. Correlation between the Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster velocity and clus-
ter diameter D was investigated when the Ar flow rate was set to G = 100 sccm. In
addition, cluster velocity behaviour was studied for various Ar flow rates G when
the cluster diameter was set to D = 7 nm.
3.6.1 Cluster Velocity vs. Diameter
Fig. 3.11 shows the behaviour of cluster velocity with respect to cluster diameter
D for three skimmer geometries considered. In general, it seems there has been
some increase in the cluster velocity for the newly designed skimmers, although
not very significant. It appears that the deceleration effect of the background gas
in the mass-selection chamber might have been slightly underestimated – 30/35
and 40/45 skimmers allow more Ar to pass through so the mass-selection chamber
pressure has increased significantly (by a factor of ∼3.5; see Table 3.1) and possibly
counterbalanced most of the gains of using the wider skimmer angles. Since our
simulations suggested the velocity increase of .10% in this cluster size range and
the experimental error was somewhat similar, it is rather difficult to see overall
benefits of the new skimmers. On the other hand, one can see that in all three cases
Figure 3.11: Velocity of Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters of diameter D, for different skimmer geometries used
in our experiments. Ar flow rate was set to G = 100 sccm. The distance between the nozzle exit
and skimmer inlet section was L = 9 mm.
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Ar flow rate [sccm]
Mass-selection chamber pressure [10−4 Torr]
7/30 skimmer 30/35 skimmer 40/45 skimmer
50 0.3 1.0 1.0
100 0.7 2.2 2.3
150 1.3 4.4 4.6
200 2.2 7.5 7.8
250 3.7 > 10 > 10
300 5.8 > 10 > 10
350 > 10 > 10 > 10
Table 3.1: Mass-selection chamber pressure for various Ar flow rates, for various skimmer geome-
tries. The distance between the nozzle exit and skimmer inlet section was L = 9 mm.
the cluster velocity drops for larger clusters, which is in a good agreement with the
modeling results.
In order to study the cluster velocities by keeping the pressure in the mass-
selection chamber at minimum, a modified version of the 40/45 skimmer with an
inlet orifice diameter d = 1 mm was machined and installed in the system; all other
skimmers used in our experiments have the inlet diameter d = 3.25 mm. Since
the cross-sectional area of the modified skimmer’s inlet is ∼10× smaller than in
the case of any other skimmer, one could expect a significant drop in the mass-
selection chamber pressure and, consequently, a considerable enhancement of the
cluster velocity.
In addition, we decided to investigate the influence of the nozzle-skimmer dis-
tance L on the cluster velocity, as well as on the mass-selection chamber pressure. In
this case we used the 40/45 skimmer with the inlet diameter of d = 3.25 mm which
was brought closer to the nozzle to the distance of L = 6 mm. Since the flux of Ar
(and clusters) increases rapidly as one gets closer to the nozzle exit (see Fig. 3.12),
a considerable increase in the mass-selection chamber pressure is expected when the
nozzle-skimmer distance is shortened from L = 9 mm to L = 6 mm.
Figure 3.12: Schematics of the inert gas expansion from a nozzle N to a skimmer S: a simple
geometrical reasoning can explain the increase of the inert gas flux (blue) through the skimmer
when it is brought closer to the nozzle, from position A to B.
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Figure 3.13: Velocity of Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters of diameter D, for 40/45 skimmer geometries: two
nozzle-skimmer distances L and two skimmer inlet diameters d were tested. Ar flow rate was set
to G = 100 sccm.
As one can see from the Fig. 3.13, in comparison with the original 40/45 skim-
mer, the cluster velocities were clearly greater when the modified 40/45 skimmer
with the inlet diameter d = 1 mm was used. Conversely, when the original 40/45
skimmer with the inlet diameter d = 3.25 mm was used in a shorter nozzle-skimmer
configuration (L = 6 mm), cluster velocities generally decreased below the values
for the longer configuration (L = 9 mm).
The mass-selection chamber pressure decreased considerably for 40/45 skimmer
with d = 1 mm in comparison with the original 40/45 skimmer with d = 3.25 mm
(see Table 3.2) which is consistent with the increase in the cluster velocity seen when
the latter skimmer was used. In opposition to that, the mass-selection chamber
pressure for the short nozzle-skimmer distance increased to the values which are
beyond the measuring range of our ion pressure gauge (p > 10−3 Torr), which is
Ar flow rate [sccm]
Mass-selection chamber pressure [10−4 Torr]
L=9mm; d=3.25mm L=9mm; d=1mm L=6mm; d=3.25mm
50 1.0 0.1 >10
100 2.3 0.3 >10
150 4.6 0.5 >10
200 7.8 0.6 >10
250 >10 0.8 >10
300 >10 0.9 >10
350 >10 0.9 >10
Table 3.2: Mass-selection chamber pressure for various Ar flow rates, for 40/45 skimmers.
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mainly responsible for the deceleration of the clusters on their ∼1 m trajectory inside
the mass-selection chamber, as seen in Fig 3.13.
3.6.2 Cluster Velocity vs. Ar Flow Rate
In this set of experiments the cluster diameter was fixed to D = 7 nm so that the
dependence of the cluster velocity on the Ar flow rate could be studied. Firstly, the
study was performed using the 7/30, 30/35, and 40/45 skimmers that all have the
inlet diameter of d = 3.25 mm, keeping the nozzle-skimmer distance at L = 9 mm.
The results of the study are presented in Fig 3.14. We can immediately notice
the lack of the expected enhancement of the cluster velocities when the 30/35 and
40/45 skimmers are used. In fact, some of the cluster velocities measured for these
new wider skimmers actually sit below the velocities when the old 7/30 skimmer
is used in the system. However, it is interesting to note that for the Ar flow rate
range 50–150 sccm the biggest velocity values were obtained for the 40/45 skimmer,
whereas the situation is reversed in the flow rate range 200–350 sccm where this
skimmer geometry delivered the slowest clusters.
These results may again be explained by the behaviour of the mass-selection
chamber pressure (see Table 3.1) – at low Ar flow rates the pressure stays relatively
low and the deceleration effect is relatively small so that we can see some beneficial
effects of using the 40/45 skimmer; at higher flow rates however the new skimmers
allow more Ar to enter the mass-selection chamber increasing the background gas
Figure 3.14: Velocity of 7 nm Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters for various Ar flow rates G, for different skimmer
geometries used in our experiments. The nozzle-skimmer distance was L = 9 mm.
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pressure, which, in turn, decelerates the clusters and counterbalances any gains in
the cluster velocity that may have occurred in the skimmer. Just as in the case of
the velocity–diameter study presented in the previous section, we again tested the
influence of a shorter nozzle-distance configuration (L = 6 mm) on the velocity of
7 nm Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters for the 40/45 skimmer, for the whole range of Ar flow
rates. Furthermore, we installed a 40/45 skimmer with a smaller inlet diameter of
d = 1 mm and repeated the whole set of measurements (see Fig 3.15).
The shorter nozzle-skimmer configuration yielded cluster velocities somewhat
lower than in the case of the longer distance, which is expected since more Ar is
now passed into the mass-selection chamber, increasing the background pressure
which decelerated the clusters. It is worthwhile noting that the difference between
the cluster velocities for the two nozzle-skimmer configurations diminishes as the
Ar flow rate is increased, suggesting that the gas flow through the 40/45 skimmer
reaches a saturation level, which seems to be independent of the nozzle-skimmer
distance.
In contrast, in the case of the 40/45 skimmer with a smaller inlet diameter
(d = 1 mm) one can see a major improvement in the cluster velocities when com-
pared to the 40/45 skimmer with a larger diameter (d = 3.25 mm). This boost was
increased for the higher inert gas flow rates, reaching up to 50%. Obviously, the
choice of a smaller inlet diameter resulted in a smaller Ar flow through the skimmer
that consequently lowered the mass-selection chamber pressure (see Table 3.2) and
therefore minimized the deceleration of the clusters.
Figure 3.15: Velocity of 7 nm Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters for various Ar flow rates G, for 40/45 skimmer
geometries: two nozzle-skimmer distances L and two skimmer inlet diameters d were tested.
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3.7 Comparison Between Experimental Results and
Numerical Simulations
The results of the simulations and experimental studies of the cluster velocity in
relation to the cluster diameter D are summarized in Fig 3.16. All together four
skimmer geometries were used: three (7/30, 30/35, 40/45) skimmers with the inlet
Figure 3.16: Numerical simulations with the deceleration effect taken into account (dashed curves)
and experimental results (symbols) of the velocity of Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters of diameter D, for
different skimmer geometries: (a) original 7/30, 30/35, and 40/45 skimmer, at L = 9 mm.
(b) 40/45 skimmer at L = 9 mm and 6 mm, and a modified 40/45 skimmer at L = 9 mm. In
all cases the Ar flow rate was G = 100 sccm.
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diameter of d = 3.25 mm and an additional 40/45 skimmer with a smaller inlet
diameter of d = 1 mm. They were all used in the longer nozzle-skimmer configuration
with L = 9 mm, but we also studied a configuration with L = 6 mm in the case of
the wider 40/45 skimmer. The Ar flow rate here was fixed at G = 100 sccm.
In general, both numerical simulations and experiments show that the cluster
velocity tends to drop as the cluster diameter D is increased, for all the skimmer
geometries investigated. As can be seen in Fig. 3.16 (a), there seems to be no
gain in the cluster velocity when the new 30/35 and 40/45 skimmers with the inlet
diameter of d = 3.25 mm were used. This is in contrast with the simulation results
that suggested a significant increase of the velocity when the wider skimmers are
used. However, when the modified 40/45 skimmer (d = 1 mm) was installed (see
Fig. 3.16 (b)), it consistently gave velocity values that are greater than in any other
case. At the same time, the background gas pressure in the mass-selection chamber
was significantly lowered (see Table 3.2). These results suggest that the background
gas has a considerable deceleration effect on the cluster motion in the mass-selection
chamber, causing the clusters to lose their velocity and, implicitly, to deviate more
from the beam centerline.
The agreement between the experimentally determined values of the cluster ve-
locity and the results of the modeling is quite good – the measured values are within
10% of the calculated ones. Bearing in mind that the exact values of some param-
eters were unknown e.g. the temperature of the Ar gas in the source chamber (see
Fig 3.2) or the length of the cluster trajectory inside the mass-selection chamber
(assumed to be 1 m), the consistency of the results are pleasing.
It is especially interesting to compare the cluster velocity behaviour when the
Ar flow rate G was varied across the range 50–350 sccm, for the cluster diameter set
to D = 7 nm. For that reason the simulation and experimental data are replotted
in Fig. 3.17. The modeling results suggested a significant negative influence of the
background gas on the cluster velocities for all skimmer geometries; nevertheless,
some differences between the measured values for various skimmer geometries were
expected. However, the new 30/35 and 40/45 skimmers with the inlet diameter
d = 3.25 mm produced results very similar to those obtained for the original 7/30
skimmer (see Fig. 3.17 (a)) and considerably below the simulated values of the
velocity – even if the deceleration effect of the background gas is taken into account.
It should be noted that not all of the mass-selection chamber pressure values were
known (see Table 3.1) so that estimates had to be made for higher Ar flow rates.
Moreover, even some of the measured values were quite close to the upper limit of
the ion gauge range so they should be viewed with some suspicion. Therefore, it is
possible that the values of the background gas pressure used as input parameters in
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Figure 3.17: Velocity of 7 nm Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters for various Ar flow rates G, for different skimmer
geometries used in our experiments: (a) original 7/30, 30/35, and 40/45 skimmer, at L = 9 mm.
(b) 40/45 skimmer at L = 9 mm and 6 mm, and a modified 40/45 skimmer at L = 9 mm.
the simulations were underestimated; consequently, the numerical simulations gave
higher cluster velocity values. Interestingly, in the case of the original 7/30 skimmer
where almost all pressure values were measured, the match between the simulations
and experimental results is very good.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.17 (b), the experimentally measured velocities in the
case of the 40/45 skimmer with a smaller inlet diameter of d = 1 mm are signif-
icantly higher than in any other case. Obviously, a smaller diameter allows less
Ar to pass through to the mass-selection chamber and therefore the deceleration of
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clusters due to collisions with the background gas particles is less pronounced, re-
sulting in relatively high cluster velocities (up to 50% higher than for other skimmer
geometries). In that case we get quite good agreement between the experimental
values of the velocity and the modeled values calculated by taking into account the
negative effect of the background gas. Note that, due to the small Ar flux through
the skimmer, we were again able to measure the mass-selection chamber pressure
in the whole range of the Ar flow rates (see Table 3.2) – this may explain the good
match between modeling and experimental results that we see for this skimmer.
3.8 Impact of Wider Skimmers on Cluster Size
Distribution
As stated at the beginning of the chapter, one of the goals of these studies was to
increase the flux of sub-5 nm clusters by installing wider-internal-angle skimmers.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.18, when the new 30/35 and 40/45 skimmers with the
inlet diameter d = 3.25 mm were installed in the system, cluster size distribution
measurements showed a significant improvement of the flux of ∼7 nm clusters, in
line with the modeling results presented in § 3.3. However, no visible improvement
of the sub-5 nm cluster intensity was observed. The likely reason for that may
Figure 3.18: Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distribution for various skimmer geometries. The experi-
mental parameters were as follows: AL = 8 cm, GAr = 100 sccm, GHe = 0 sccm, P = 25 W.
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lay in the fact that, in case of these new skimmers, the mass-selection pressure
increased so much (see Table 3.1) that it counterbalanced any benefits that the
wider skimmer geometry may have had on the sub-5 nm cluster flux – most of these
clusters were likely scattered on the background gas particles and deviated from the
beam centerline, resulting in the loss of the flux.
The increase of the total cluster flux was also evident from the film thickness
monitor: the cluster deposition rate increased from 0.02 A˚/s in the case of 7/30
skimmer to 0.16 A˚/s and 0.15 A˚/s in the case of 30/35 and 40/45 skimmer, respec-
tively.
On the other hand, the modified 40/45 skimmer with d = 1 mm did signif-
icantly decrease the mass-selection chamber pressure (see Table 3.2) – in general
this should decrease the lateral deviations of sub-5 nm cluster trajectories so some
increase of the sub-5 nm cluster flux was expected in this case. However, it was
found experimentally that the cluster beam was extremely sensitive to the nozzle-
skimmer alignment. Moreover, by adjusting the alignment it was possible to find
two distinct positions that resulted in two regimes of the cluster deposition – one
in which the cluster intensity was maximized (measured by the mass filter) and
the second one in which the cluster deposition rate was maximized (measured by
the film thickness monitor). Fig. 3.19(a) shows the cluster size distributions when
each of these regimes was realized: in the case of maximum intensity, the size dis-
tribution was centered around D = 8.5 nm and was relatively narrow, while in the
case of maximum deposition rate it was centered around D = 14 nm and was much
broader. The latter size distribution indicated the presence of D > 15 nm clusters,
which obviously caused the deposition rate to become considerably higher than in
the case of maximum cluster intensity (0.38 A˚/s to 0.08 A˚/s, respectively). How-
ever, the TEM image (see Fig. 3.19(b)) of a low surface coverage sample (θ . 3%)
deposited in the maximum deposition rate regime shows an unusually high propor-
tion of joined clusters for such a small surface coverage, which can not be explained
by post-deposition coalescence. This suggests that the “maximum deposition rate”
position of the nozzle-skimmer configuration caused a turbulent flow of Ar and clus-
ters through the skimmer, resulting with cluster collisions in the beam and cluster
scattering in the skimmer region. This was additional supported by evidence of a
cosiderable cluster deposition on the skimmer walls, as can be seen in Fig. 3.19(c).
Based on these observations, it seems unlikely that sub-5 nm clusters can suc-
cessfully pass through the skimmer without suffering a large deflection from the
beam centerline, most probably caused by the turbulent Ar flow and/or stronger
aerodynamic drag when the skimmer’s inlet diameter is only d = 1 mm.
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Figure 3.19: (a) Ag0.85Au0.15 cluster size distributions for the 40/45 skimmer skimmer with the
inlet diameter of d = 1 mm, showing two distinctive regimes of the nozzle-skimmer alignment:
“maximum intensity” and “maximum deposition rate”. The experimental parameters were as
follows: AL = 13 cm, GAr = 150 sccm, GHe = 0 sccm, P = 25 W. (b) TEM image of a low surface
coverage (θ . 3%) Ag0.85Au0.15 sample fabricated under “maximum deposition rate” regime,
showing a high proportion of joined clusters. (c) Photo of the inner side of the 40/45 skimmer
with the inlet diameter of d = 1 mm. A significant deposit of material can be seen just around
the inlet, suggesting considerable dispersion of clusters in that region.
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3.9 Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter we presented results of the Ag-Au nanocluster velocity determination
for clusters produced in our IGA magnetron sputtering system. Initially, direct
simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) modeling was used to study behaviour of cluster
velocities with respect to cluster diameter D and inert gas flow G, for different
skimmer geometries used in the system. It was found that the cluster velocity
could potentially be enhanced if skimmers with wider internal/external angles were
utilized. More importantly, the simulation results indirectly implied that it would
be possible to increase the flux of sub-5 nm clusters if certain combinations of these
new skimmer geometries and Ar flow rates are realized in the system.
Experimental investigation revealed that the cluster velocity values obtained for
the new 30/35 and 40/45 skimmers remained at the same level as for the original
7/30 skimmer, contrary to the initial modeling results. This was attributed to the
presence of the background gas within the mass-selection chamber: in the case of the
new skimmers, the Ar flow to the mass-selection chamber was significantly increased
which raised the pressure in that part of the system, causing deceleration of clusters
through collisions with the background gas. As a result, the flux of smaller clusters
was mostly lost on their ∼1 m trajectory through the mass-selection chamber.
By installing a modified 40/45 skimmer with a smaller inlet diameter d = 1 mm,
the passage of Ar to the mass-selection chamber was significantly lowered, which
minimized the background gas pressure. Consequently, the cluster velocity increased
considerably – up to 50% higher than for any other skimmer geometry. However, no
increase of the flux of sub-5 nm clusters was observed; most likely due to a stronger
effect of the aerodynamic drag for the inlet with d = 1 mm.
It seems there is a competition between two effects: on the one hand, a wider
skimmer minimizes the aerodynamic drag, which is generally beneficial for cluster
flux (especially for the sub-5 nm cluster flux). On the other hand, a wider skimmer
allows for more Ar to pass through and increase the mass-selection chamber pressure,
which is in general detrimental for the cluster flux (especially for the sub-5 nm cluster
flux).
Based on the experimental observation, in future work one might consider using
a wider skimmer at a nozzle-skimmer distance L > 9 mm, in order to exploit the
benefits of a wider skimmer whilst keeping the mass-selection pressure at relatively
low values. Of course, one of the solutions for minimizing the background pressure
would be to use a pump of a greater pumping rate than the current one installed in





A comprehensive study of Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters and cluster-based thin films was
conducted in order to identify their structural, morphological, and compositional
properties, as well as their stability over longer periods. Samples produced in the
IGA magnetron sputtering system were systematically investigated by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) over a period of more than two years. Here we present
the results of the study, propose the dynamics of time-dependent changes in samples
and discuss their implications on catalytic performance of such noble metal alloy
clusters.
4.1 Alloy Nanoclusters
Over the last couple of decades metallic nanoclusters have attracted much atten-
tion: their unusual and exciting size dependent properties125,126 have opened new
fields of research, such as plasmonics127,128 or nanocatalysis129, as well as generated
much activity in modeling130–132. Within the subject of metallic nanoclusters we
have recently seen an increased interest in alloy nanoclusters133,134 whose character-
istics seem fascinating from many standpoints. Moreover, due to a huge number of
possibilities in choosing their size and composition, one could expect a plethora of
different properties for each nanoalloy system under consideration. For this reason,
it is very likely that some of these nanoalloys will be specially appealing from the
point of view of applications. For instance, it has been demonstrated that Fe-Pt
nanoclusters posses magnetic Fe cores while having catalytically active Pt shells135.
Another interesting case is the Ag-Au system which, for example, shows synergis-
tic effects in catalysis136. The latter nanoalloy system is the main subject of our
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Figure 4.1: Phase diagram of bulk Ag-Au system showing full miscibility of Ag and Au.138
investigation whose results will be presented throughout this chapter.
4.2 Ag-Au Nanoclusters - Overview
In this section we introduce the topic of alloy nanoclusters with emphasis on nanosys-
tems that contain Ag and/or Au. We outline the major research advances that have
happened in this fast-growing field of physical sciences over the last few decades.
4.2.1 Ag-Au System
Ag and Au are precious metals known to humans for millennia that have firstly been
used as ornaments and jewelery. Their remarkable physical properties – they are
very ductile, malleable, and soft – made them very suitable for early metal processing
which, combined with their high value, resulted in a widespread usage as currency
coins for many centuries. With the technological advances the mankind has made it
became obvious that other physical properties of these noble metals are even more
appealing, such as their high electrical conductivity and corrosion resistivity. These
properties made them very desirable in many applications, e.g. as contacts in many
electronic devices.
Ag and Au are transition noble metals, both crystallize in the face centered
cubic (FCC) lattice and have a very similar lattice parameter (aAg = 4.08 A˚,
aAu = 4.09 A˚)
137. As a result, bulk Ag and Au show full miscibility at any compo-
sition, as can be seen in their phase diagram given in Fig. 4.1.
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140 J. Park, J. Lee / Computer Coupling of Phase Diagrams and Thermochemistry 32 (2008) 135–141
Fig. 5. The relationship between f1, f2 of Lv(v = 0, 1) and 1/r for solid Ag–Au alloys.
Fig. 6. Nano phase diagram of Ag–Au alloy system calculated using FactSage Module.
As a simple example of the thermodynamic reassessment of
nanoparticles, Ag–Au system was reassessed including the size
effect. It should be noted that the present module is very useful
for developing new nano materials on tens to hundreds nanome-
ter scale.
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Figure 4.2: Calculated nanoscale phase diagram of Ag-Au system showing full miscibility of Ag
and Au for systems with D ≥ 5 nm. Note however that the melting point decreases as the size of
the system gets smaller, which grees well with experimental observations for Au nanoclusters.139
4.2.2 Nanoscale Ag-Au System
However, it became obvious that, as a system gets smaller, its bulk phase diagram
may not be valid any more. For example, Buffat and Borel1 showed experimentally
that the melting temperature of Au nanoclusters drops as their size is decreased:
the drop was observed for clusters as big as D ∼ 10 nm and was highly pronounced
for those with D < 5 nm. This behaviour indicates that the concept of a phase
diagram needs to be reconsidered so that a nanoscale system of any size has an as-
sociated “nano” phase diagram. Some computational attempts have recently been
made for the case of nanoscale Ag-Au system – Park and Lee139 constructed several
size-dependent diagrams (see Fig. 4.2) by applying the CALPHAD method in the
case of the nanoscale Ag-Au system. Their nano phase diagrams show a good agree-
ment with the experimental results of Buffat and Borel for pure Au clusters. Note
that the calculated Ag-Au phase diagram suggests a significant drop of the melting
temperature as the system gets smaller than D = 10 nm, for all compositions.
The calculations of Park and Lee is a very good example of the modeling studies
performed on nanoscale Ag-Au systems – the next section gives a brief overview of
this topic.
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Figure 4.3: Energetically most favourable structures of small Ag-Au clusters. Au atoms are de-
picted yellow.144
Modeling of Ag-Au Nanoclusters
The most comprehensive modeling of Ag-Au nanoclusters was performed by Chen
and Johnston140–144 whose studies mainly dealt with structural characteristics of
alloy clusters consisting of a relatively small number of atoms (< 300). They were
trying to answer the question of thermodynamically most stable structures for a
given number of Ag and Au atoms, including possible phase segregation into core-
shell structures. For example, by using a genetic algorithm (GA) approach and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations for Ag-Au clusters of ratio close to
1:1 in the range of 20-150 atoms, they identified 34 decahedra (Dh), 31 icosahedra
(Ih) and 2 close-packed structures as energetically most favourable144. Also, their
results indicate that all of these alloy nanoclusters are fully and randomly alloyed,
as visible in Fig. 4.3. Note however that the size of the clusters under scrutiny was
in the range 1 nm < D < 2 nm with the composition chosen close to 1:1.
Similarly, Qi and Lee145 investigated preferred structures in somewhat larger
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Ag-Au clusters, containing 561 atoms. Their calculations also showed that, for the
Ag:Au atomic ratios of 253:308 and 308:253, a fully alloyed structure is preferred
over core-shell, when the structural motif was predefined as cuboctahedral (cOh);
additionally, very similar results were obtained for Ih, Dh, or even spherical nan-
oclusters of similar Ag:Au ratios.
Rossi et al.146 used a somewhat different approach: they set the number of
atoms in the cluster to 34 and 38 and then varied the composition across a wider
range to study the optimal structures of these small clusters. It was found that
the atomic ordering would strongly depend upon the composition and that various
structures could be obtained, including an amorphous Ag-Au core-shell. In general,
their calculations revealed the tendency of Ag atoms to be located on the vertex
and edge sites in these clusters.
Very recently, Ringe et al.147 applied the Wulff construction on Ag-Au nanoclus-
ters with D = (3, 7, 15, 30) nm to examine the fraction of Au atoms on the surface of
these clusters, for various Ag:Au compositions. Their results show that the number
of Au atoms on the surface stays close to zero even if the total fraction of the Au
component is as high as ∼97%, in the case of 30 nm clusters. Moreover, even in the
case of 3 nm clusters, complete surface segregation of Ag atoms is observed when
the total Au content is ∼70%. Hence, their study of nanoclusters suggests a Au-Ag
core-shell structure over a wide range of total Au content. A similar conclusion was
obtained by Negreiros et al.148 based on their atomistic study of Ag-Au nanocluster
formation using the Bozzolo-Ferrante-Smith (BFS) method for alloys.
Another notable modeling study is the one from Michaelian and Garzon149 who
observed a major difference in the melting behaviour of alloy Ag-Au clusters, com-
pared to the pure Ag and Au clusters: the melting transition was much wider,
suggesting that some sort of pre-melting of alloy nanoclusters may occur prior to
their complete melting.
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the most appealing properties of Ag-Au
nanoclusters is their very good catalytic performance, e.g. in CO oxidation. In that
sense some modeling has been performed in order to better understand the processes
behind such high catalytic activity. The recent works of Popolan et al.150 and Kim
et al.151 indicate that high flexibility of Ag-Au nanocluster structure (see Fig. 4.4)
may be responsible for the increased catalytic activity of Ag-Au nanoclusters in CO
oxidation.
It should be emphasized though that all theoretical studies presented in this
section involved modeling of free unsupported clusters in vacuum, containing no
impurities except for those deliberately added (such as CO). Furthermore, in most
of the studies the cluster size was relatively small compared to our standard size
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Figure 4.4: Proposed mechanism of CO oxidation on Ag-Au clusters. Note the change of the
cluster structure during the process.151
range (3 nm < D <10 nm). The realistic conditions on the other hand are quite
different to the ideal clean environment considered in the modeling studies; for
instance, it was shown that a single impurity atom significantly affects the melting
temperature of otherwise pure Ag nanoclusters152.
Hence, these computational results should be considered with some reserve since
these might significantly differ from experimental results. Hopefully, future modeling
studies of alloy nanoclusters will take into account at least some more realistic
conditions which will bridge the gap between the theory and experiments that exists
today.
Previous Experimental Studies of Ag-Au Nanoclusters
The vast majority of experimental investigations are related to Ag-Au nanoclusters
synthesized by means of wet chemistry153–183. Such methods include production of
colloidal Ag-Au clusters, dispersed in a solution and regularly capped with some kind
of surfactant which prevents their agglomeration. Therefore, the final properties of
wet-synthesized nanoclusters, such as their shape or structure, might be strongly
influenced by the environmental conditions in which the synthesis takes place.
In this sense, the question of equilibrium Ag-Au nanocluster structure is rather
controversial: fully alloyed nanoclusters167–169 have been reported, as well as Ag-
Au170–173 and Au-Ag174–176 core-shell structures (see Fig. 4.5); moreover, onion-like
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Figure 4.5: HRTEM image of Au-Ag (a) and Ag-Au (b) core-shell nanoclusters prepared by wet
synthesis.166
Au-Ag-Au and Au-Ag-Au-Ag nanoclusters were produced by Rodriguez-Gonzalez et
al177. Furthermore, Li et al.178 showed composition dependent structural behaviour:
for 4 nm seeded alloy clusters with Ag:Au ratio of 1:2 the observed structure was
Ag-rich core and Au-rich shell, while those with ratio of 2:1 did not exhibit a core-
shell structure. Recently, Gonzalez et al.179 suggested that the ordering of Ag and
Au atoms depended on the environment in which the clusters were synthesized.
In addition, several experimental attempts were made to induce alloying in core-
shell clusters: Hodak et al.180 used laser radiation to alloy initially Au-Ag core-shell
clusters; Shore et al.181 achieved the same effect by heating Au-Ag core-shell clusters.
Similarly, Wang et al.182 heated Ag-Au core-shell clusters and turned them into fully
alloyed particles.
Interestingly, Shibata et al.183 showed that initially Au-Ag core-shell nanoclus-
ters synthesized in methanol undergo spontaneous size dependent alloying over time.
This result raises the question of long-term structural stability of Ag-Au nanoclus-
ters, which is likely to depend on conditions in which the nanoclusters are stored.
Apart from wet chemistry syntheses, several other experimental techniques have
been applied for production of Ag-Au nanoclusters. Cottancin’s group used inert gas
aggregation (IGA) from laser-vapourized alloy targets184,185 to fabricate nanoclus-
ters of various Ag-Au concentrations and then investigated their optical properties.
Lidgi-Guigui et al.186 investigated the growth of alloy Ag-Au nanoclusters by evap-
orating Ag atoms onto size selected Au clusters implanted in graphite surfaces; Au
clusters used in their experiment were produced by IGA magnetron sputtering and
size selected in the mass-filter of von Issendorff-Palmer type30. Similarly, Okazaki et
al.187 managed to produce alloy Ag-Au nanoclusters by co-deposition of sputtered
Ag and Au atoms onto ionic liquids. More recently, Pena et al.175 reported that
sequential implantation of Ag and Au ions into a silica matrix led to the formation
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of Au-Ag core-shell nanoclusters.
So far there have been a few reports of the use of magnetron sputtering IGA
systems to produce alloy nanoclusters: Peng et al.188 used such a system to fabri-
cate Fe-Pt nanoclusters by co-sputtering from two targets; similarly, Wang et al.135
obtained Fe-Pt core-shell nanoclusters by using an alloy target; regarding the Au al-
loys, Perez-Tijerina et al.189 studied Au-Pd nanoclusters – interestingly, their study
found that the average Au content in the alloy Au-Pd nanoclusters was 19 at.%,
although the sputter target’s composition was Au0.5Pd0.5; recently, Mayoral et al.
190
used the same IGA magnetron sputtering system to deposit Au-Co nanoclusters.
To our best knowledge, our study is the first one that uses the IGA magnetron
sputtering method to fabricate nanoclusters from a Ag0.85Au0.15 alloy target.
As an exotic method of Ag-Au nanocluster production, it is worth mentioning
the effort of Govindaraju et al.191 who utilized proteins from Spirulina platensis
to obtain Ag-Au nanoclusters by means of biological reduction and extracellular
synthesis.
When it comes to experimental studies of catalytic activity of Ag-Au nanoclus-
ters, it has been demonstrated by Wang’s group164,192,193 that this system gives good
results for low temperature CO oxidation. In addition, promising outcomes were
seen in glucose oxidation170 and very recently in catalytic reduction of 4-nitrophenol
by NaBH4 in water
136. The latter study also suggests that Au-Ag core-shell nan-
oclusters are catalytically more active than fully alloyed or monometallic Ag or Au
nanoclusters.
4.2.3 Diffusion of Nanoclusters on Substrates
In this section we describe the behaviour of nanoclusters that were deposited onto
substrates and exposed to O or air for a period of time. As early as 1992, it was
observed that cubic Au nanoclusters deposited onto NaCl underwent spontaneous
dissolution when left in a dry box for 7 months194. Interestingly, the number of
multiply twinned particles (MTPs) in the sample remained stable over the same
period. Group of Gerthsen14–16 studied the behaviour of Au nanoclusters deposited
onto a-C films. It was found that after several months Au nanoclusters agglomerated
into larger islands with thickness of 4 to 8 monolayers; futhermore, Au nanoclusters
that had been stored for 32 months showed visible coarsening, which was attributed
to Ostwald ripening (OR). Very recently, Bardotti et al.13 showed that mass-selected
Au and Pt nanoclusters deposited onto highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
spontaneously organized into various structures, depending on the cluster size and
environmental conditions. Jose-Yacaman et al.195 studied the coalescence of Au,
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Figure 4.6: STM images of Ag nanoclusters on TiO2 and corresponding size distribution his-
tograms, for a fresh sample (top) and the one exposed to 10 Torr of O2 for 2 hours (bottom).
196
Pd, and alloy Au-Pd nanoclusters on a-C films and emphasized the role of surface
layer atoms that showed high mobility in the process.
The influence of O on the behaviour of Ag nanoclusters and thin films seems
to be particularly interesting from our point of view. Lai et al.196 conducted a
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) study of Ag nanoclusters deposited onto TiO2
(see Fig.4.6). It was found that exposure of Ag clusters to 10 Torr of O2 for 2
hours changed the initial uniform size distribution into a bimodal one; the observed
morphology change was attributed to OR.
A similar, but more comprehensive STM study was done by Layson’s group197–199
who investigated the influence of O2 on thin Ag/Ag(1,0,0) films of sub-monolayer
surface coverage (θ). They demonstrated (see Fig. 4.7) that the addition of O2 led
to the coarsening and smoothing of Ag islands and proposed that dissociation of
molecular O2 on kink sites in the islands was causing formation of AgxO adspecies.
Such adspecies were susceptible to easy diffusion on the substrate due to a lowered
energetic barrier compared to Ag. Consequently, the film morphology went from
initially numerous smaller islands into sparse bigger smoother islands, as shown in
Fig. 4.7 (a-c).
Lando and coworkers200–203 investigated formation of Ag dendrites on graphite
surfaces and observed that the addition of O2 during the deposition of Ag led to
pearling of fractal structures (see Fig. 4.8). They too concluded that the addition
of O2 was increasing the diffusion of Ag clusters on substrates.
When it comes to aging of Ag clusters in air, two reports are worth mentioning:
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Figure 4.7: (a-c) Sequence of STM images of Ag/Ag(1,0,0) thin film (θ = 30%): (a) freshly de-
posited, without O2; (b) 160 minutes after deposition, without O2; (c) 167 minutes after deposition
and exposure to 20 Langmuir of O2. (d) Proposed mechanism for diffusion of Ag on the substrate
through formation of highly mobile AgxO adspecies. (e) Explanation of the observed effect though
energetic considerations: AgxO adspecies formed at kink sites have a lower energetic barrier (dotted
line) for diffusion on the surface than pure Ag (solid line). The temperature was 250 K.198
Figure 4.8: SEM images of Ag nanostructures on HOPG: (a-b) Fresh dendrites; (c,e) annealed at
200 °C and 300 °C for 1 hour; (d,f) with addition of 0.2% and 0.5% of O during Ag deposition.201
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Peng et al.204 investigated the behaviour of Ag nanoclusters deposited onto glass and
witnessed a time dependent change of nanocluster morphology: initially uniformly
spread clusters formed larger spherical and rod-like structures. Similar results were
seen by Li et al.205 when imaging Ag nanoclusters deposited onto TEM grids over
the period of 7 months. Interestingly, Magdassi et al206 demonstrated that a drop of
cationic polymer poly(diallyldimethylammoniumchloride) caused a major sintering
in Ag nanocluster-based films, showing liquid-like behaviour of Ag nanoclusters.
4.3 HRTEM Image Analysis
Since a large part of this thesis is based on acquiring information about nanoclusters
through HRTEM imaging, in this section we briefly outline the basic principles of
HRTEM image analysis that helped us to identify nanocluster types and uncover
evidence of phase segregation within nanoclusters.
Starting from the early reports on multiply twinned particles (MTPs) of Au
and Ag2–4, there have been many studies dealing with the topic of recognition of
various types of nanoclusters by means of HRTEM in combination with image sim-
ulations207–216. As a prerequisite for a successful analysis, it is necessary to obtain
HRTEM images of a high quality that will reveal information about nanocluster
structures. In order to identify the nanocluster type, we adopted a template based
on the extensive work of Koga and Sugawara216, whose meticulous efforts in HRTEM
imaging of Au nanoclusters and subsequent micrograph analysis are much appreci-
ated.
In their comprehensive study, Koga and Sugawara first used HRTEM to acquire
images of over 4000 Au nanoclusters. These images were later on compared to
computer generated images obtained by multislice modeling, in order to identify the
nanocluster structures (see Figs. 4.9 and 4.10). With this approach, in addition to
readily observed face centered cubic (FCC) nanoclusters, they were able to identify
icosahedral (Ih) and decahedral (Dh) nanoclusters of various sizes and inclination
angles relative to the electron beam.
However, if one looks for signs of phase segregation in alloy nanoclusters, the
structural information obtained from bright field HRTEM might not always be suf-
ficient. For that purpose a complementary technique – high angle annular dark
field (HAADF) STEM – is often used. In short, this technique relies on scattering
of electrons from objects under scrutiny: elements with a higher atomic number
Z tend to deflect more electrons from the beam than elements of a lower atomic
number. The intensities I stemming from different elements (A, B) in the sample
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Figure 4.9: Series of experimental and simulated HRTEM images of two nanoclusters obtained by
rotation around one of the axes by various angles, revealing their Ih structure: raw (column a)
and filtered (column b) HRTEM images; simulated HRTEM images (column c) and corresponding
views on a 3D ball model (column d).216
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Figure 4.10: Series of experimental and simulated HRTEM images of an Ih nanocluster (a) and a
Dh nanocluster (b) obtained by rotation around one of the axes by various angles: raw (column a)
and filtered (column b) HRTEM images; simulated HRTEM images (column c) and corresponding
views on a 3D ball model (column d).216
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As an example of HAADF STEM image analysis, we present a figure from Li et
al.217 (see Fig. 4.11) which depicts Au-Ag and Ag-Au core-shell nanoclusters (com-
postion 1:1). The line profiles taken across the nanoclusters in these two samples
clearly differ, exhibiting the inversion of elements within the clusters. These profiles
are in a good agreement with simulated intensities based on a simple geometrical
model, as seen in Fig. 4.11(c) and (d).
Figure 4.11: (a-b) HAADF STEM images of Au-Ag and Ag-Au core-shell nanoclusters, with
corresponding line profiles. (c) Geometrical model of a core-shell nanoparticle that served as a
basis for simulated HAADF intensities of core-shell nanoclusters (d).217
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4.4 Results of Ag0.85Au0.15 Nanocluster Study
In the previous sections we outlined some of the most interesting results of com-
putational and experimental studies of Ag-Au nanoclusters. We also stressed the
importance of HRTEM as a valuable characterization technique that enables gather-
ing information about the nanocluster structural properties. Here we present results
of our experimental study of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters produced by IGA method in
our magnetron sputtering system (see Chapter 2 for details). All together 192 sam-
ples of nanoclusters of various sizes were deposited at different surface coverages
and characterized at various stages of aging. We again emphasize the advantages of
using the IGA method for sample fabrication – independent control of the cluster
size D and surface coverage θ, and absence of ligands/surfactants.
4.4.1 Fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 Nanoclusters
The first goal was to investigate the structure of isolated Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters.
For that purpose samples of clusters with sizes in the range 3 nm < D < 10 nm were
prepared by the recipes we developed over the course of the study, presented earlier
in § 2.3.3. These nanoclusters were deposited onto a-C TEM grids and transferred
to the TEM in ambient atmosphere, in a period of t < 15 minutes – such samples
are denoted “fresh” throughout the study.
Fig. 4.12 shows typical HRTEM images from 3 samples containing clusters of
different sizes deposited at low surface coverage (θ . 5%) that allowed for inves-
tigation of individual clusters. The size distribution histograms were constructed
from over 700 HRTEM images taken on these samples, with the total number of







where A is the projected area of nanoclusters in HRTEM images. By using the
approximation that nanoclusters are spheres of diameter D one can overcome the
difficulties arising from the irregular cluster shapes and simplify the analysis of
images performed in ImageJ software105.
HRTEM images of these fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 samples did not show any contrast
within the nanoclusters in the bright field imaging mode (compare to Fig. 4.5),
suggesting that they were completely alloyed.
Each of the nanoclusters in the images was carefully analyzed and its fringing
pattern was compared with the patterns from the study of Koga and Sugawara216
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Figure 4.12: Representative HRTEM images of three Ag0.85Au0.15 samples containing clusters of
different sizes, with corresponding size distribution histograms obtained by counting the particles
of each size. Surface coverage in all samples presented here was θ . 5%.
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Table 4.1: Results of HRTEM image analysis of fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters.
in order to identify the nanocluster structure. Additionally, the patterns were also
compared with reports of Kirkland et al.208, Ascencio et al.211, and Flores et al.213
to cross-check the results and identify those nanoclusters that did not seem to match
any of the patterns from the work of Koga and Sugawara.
The results of the HRTEM image analysis are given in Table 4.1. We ob-
served that the vast majority (>87%) of fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters in the range
3 nm < D < 10 nm were of Ih structure (see Fig. 4.13). These were followed by
Dh nanoclusters which amounted to ∼ 9% of the total number – 10× less than the
number of Ih nanoclusters. All other structures, including the ambiguous patterns,
Figure 4.13: HRTEM images showing the most common fringing patterns obtained during imag-
ing: (a-f) patterns revealing the Ih structure of nanoclusters; (g-h) patterns originating from Dh
nanoclusters; (i) micrograph of a FCC nanocluster.
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comprised less than 4% of the total number of nanoclusters. Surprisingly, FCC
nanoclusters were very rare: at most there was 2% of them at any cluster size.
Although the percentage of structures other than Ih is relatively small, the fact
that we had imaged and analyzed over 1700 nanoclusters means that the number of
these other structures is nevertheless relatively high, which allows for statistically
significant population distributions to be obtained. Fig. 4.14 shows a plot of the
population of fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 nanocluster structures as a function of the cluster
size. One can see that the clusters with size in the range 3.5 nm < D < 8 nm are
predominantly Ih, with a very small number (at least an order of magnitude less)
of nanoclusters of any other structure. However, as the clusters get bigger than
D ∼ 8 nm, the fraction of Ih starts to drop quite quickly, whereas the percentage
of Dh nanoclusters rises quite quickly in the same cluster size range. Based on
this figure, one can expect similar number of Ih and Dh structures for clusters
with the size D ∼ 9 nm. For clusters bigger than that the Dh structure seems to be
dominant. It should be said however that the number of clusters of the size D > 9 nm
encountered during the HRTEM image analysis was relatively low (see Fig. 4.12)
compared to the number of smaller clusters (and hence has a large uncertainty);
nevertheless the trend that the Dh nanocluster population rises as the cluster size
increases is clearly visible.
It is interesting to compare these results for Ag0.85Au0.15 alloy nanoclusters with
the results of Koga and Sugawara216 obtained for pure Au nanoclusters. In their
Figure 4.14: Population distribution of fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters, based on the HRTEM
image analysis of 1707 nanoclusters. The uncertainty is calculated as
√
N
N where N is the number
of nanoclusters of a given type at a given size.
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case, the population distribution showed similar behaviour: the percentage of Ih
clusters dropped as the cluster size got bigger; at the same time the percentage
of Dh clusters rose. However, in their case the transition was much smoother
with the Dh population never exceeding 40% for the clusters in the size range
3 nm < D < 18 nm, meaning that Ih were always in majority i.e. no population
inversion was observed.
Our results seem surprising in the light of work of Reinhard et al.218 who per-
formed electron diffraction studies of unsupported 3-11 nm Ag nanoclusters and
detected both FCC and Ih nanoclusters in the cluster beam. However, since their
study also showed that, for certain experimental conditions in the IGA system, more
FCC than Ih nanoclusters were obtained, our results suggest that the structure of
nanoclusters in this size range is (partially) governed by the experimental conditions
(e.g. Ar and He flow). From the standpoint of energetics it would mean that, under
our experimental conditions, Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters may have been kinetically
trapped in the Ih (or Dh) structure so that consequently very few FCC clusters
were observed. These results may also indicate that one structure might tend to be
more abundant because the experimental conditions favor a local energetic minimum
corresponding to that structure, although another structure (corresponding to the
global energy minimum) might be energetically most stable. This behaviour would
be in line with the model proposed by Marks and Ajayan6, presented in Fig. 1.1 (b).
Note that the trend that we observed (transition from Ih to Dh, with very few FCC
clusters) is much more similar to the structural phase diagram for Ag nanoclusters
modeled by Doye and Calvo7, which shows that the FCC structure is favoured only
for clusters with D & 11 nm.
4.4.2 Fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 Nanocluster-based Thin Films
In addition to samples deposited at low surface coverage (θ . 5%) that were suitable
for HRTEM imaging of individual nanoclusters, samples of higher surface coverages
were also studied. A couple of representative TEM images showing samples with
θ = 30% and θ = 100% are presented in Fig. 4.15. One can see that at higher surface
coverages coalescence of nanoclusters is pronounced so that larger aggregates are
formed - in the case of θ = 30% a discontinuous thin film of Ag0.85Au0.15 islands is
created, while for the case θ = 100% one attains continuous, percolating thin films.
HRTEM images of these islands and films reveal that they are of polycrystalline
nature, showing features which are very similar to the original nanocluster structures
i.e. Ih and Dh features, or even down to their basic Th building blocks.
Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra were taken on 3 high coverage samples
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Figure 4.15: TEM images of fresh thin Ag0.85Au0.15 nanocluster-based films deposited onto a-C
at various surface coverages: (a) θ = 30%; (b) θ = 100%. In both cases the size of the deposited
clusters was D = 6±1 nm. HRTEM images are shown in the insets.
from 22 different areas on the TEM grids (Fig 4.16 shows a typical spectrum).
Based on these measurements we found that the average Au content in the samples
was 14±1 at.%, which agrees well with the sputter target composition used in the
IGA system. Hence, throughout this thesis we denote our alloy Ag-Au samples as
Ag0.85Au0.15.
Figure 4.16: EDX spectrum of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanocluster-based film (D = 6±1 nm; θ = 100%). Cu
and C signals originate from the TEM grid. Note a small amount of O that is either adsorbed on
the TEM grid or is present as gas inside the TEM column.
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4.4.3 Aged Ag0.85Au0.15 Nanoclusters
Once imaged in the TEM, the fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 samples were brought back and
stored in plastic container boxes in darkness, under ambient conditions in the labo-
ratory. During repeated imaging over subsequent weeks, it became obvious that the
structure and morphology of the nanoclusters and thin films had changed over time.
For that reason the samples were subjected to systematic periodic TEM imaging in
order to study their unusual time-dependent behaviour.
Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 show a sequence of TEM and HRTEM images taken at
different stages of aging of a low surface coverage Ag0.85Au0.15 nanocluster sample.
The investigation covered the period between the first imaging of the initially fresh
Figure 4.17: Sequence of TEM images taken on the same Ag0.85Au0.15 sample (D = 6±1 nm;
θ . 5%) over a period of time: (a) initially fresh nanoclusters; (b) 14 days old; (c) 19 days old;
(d) 28 days old; (e) 38 days old; (f) 52 days old.
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Figure 4.18: Sequence of HRTEM images taken on the same sample as in Fig. 4.17 over a period
of time: (a) initially fresh nanocluster; (b) 14 days old; (c) 19 days old; (d) 28 days old; (e) 38
days old; (f) 52 days old.
sample (presented in Fig. 4.17 (a)) and the last imaging which happened 52 days
later (presented in Fig. 4.17 (f)). Since the sample had a low surface coverage of
θ . 5%, the average distance between the clusters was relatively big – this implied
that any change of the cluster shape or structure in that period is a property of each
individual nanocluster, rather than a property of the whole ensemble of nanoclusters.
In other words, the diffusion of Ag and Au atoms on the surface of the a-C film was
negligible compared to the perturbation of atoms within the individual clusters
or rare groups of joined clusters (note that these clusters were joined during the
deposition, most likely due to landing on top of one another – not to be confused
with a relatively slow post-deposition coalescence).
As can be seen in Figs. 4.17 (a) and 4.18 (a), the fresh sample contained faceted
nanoclusters with well-defined, sharp edges that provided a good contrast between
the clusters and a-C film in TEM images. In time, the nanocluster edges start to
appear less defined and the initially good contrast between the nanoclusters and
a-C film is slowly lost. It suggests that some structural changes happened in the
atomic layers close to the cluster’s surface, making them less dense and less ordered,
while the clusters were aging in ambient atmosphere. After approximately 3 weeks
of aging (see Fig. 4.17 (c)), first signs of some kind of phase segregation became
visible: a thin surface layer had developed on some of the clusters, turning their
homogeneous structure into core-shell. Furthermore, it also became apparent that
the clusters had grown bigger so that their average size increased.
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As the aging continued, thickness of the shells grew. Moreover, in some nanoclus-
ters the shell seemed to be formed asymmetrically so that Janus-like structures were
created. After the 52 day period (see Fig. 4.17 (f)), it was observed that literally all
of the nanoclusters had changed their appearance: most of them exhibited a clear
core-shell structure that was fairly concentric, while some of the clusters formed
Janus structures with a round “head” and elongated “body”. As a consequence of
the nanocluster “swelling”, the increase in their average size is more than obvious.
Interestingly, the appearance of the nanoclusters did not significantly change
after that period, suggesting that they reached some sort of steady state and that
any further change of the shape or structure was not energetically favorable. Fig 4.19
shows a HAADF STEM imagea taken approximately 10 months after the samples
were fabricated and stored in darkness in ambient conditions. It can be seen that
nanoclusters here have a very similar structural form – core-shell and Janus – as
those from the sample that had aged for 52 days.
Based on the line profile taken across one of the nanoclusters, it is possible to






where Icore and Ishell were estimated at distances of 6 nm and 11 nm (see Fig. 4.19 (b)),
respectively, which is approximately equidistant from the opposite edges of the nan-
ocluster, so that any thickness-related issues are minimized.
Now, if one assumes that the shell mostly consists of silver(I)oxide (Ag2O), and
aSTEM imaging performed by R.L. Chantry and Z.Y. Li, Nanoscale Physics Research Labora-
tory, University of Birmingham, UK
Figure 4.19: (a) HAADF STEM image of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters 10 months after deposition
(initially: D = 6±1 nm; θ . 5%). (b) HAADF intensity line profile along the arrow in image (a).
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which agrees very well with the observed intensity. Note that this is a very rough
calculation where some long-shot assumptions about the elemental composition of
the core (AgAu) and shell (Ag2O) had to be made.
Bright field HRTEM and HAADF STEM performed on the aged samples indi-
cate that the structure of the clusters depends on their size. In smaller clusters
(D < 8 nm), like in the one presented in Fig. 4.20, the cores and shells seem highly
concentric. The shells are relatively thin and exhibit no long range atomic ordering,
suggesting that they are amorphous. In contrast, most of the cores show a fivefold
symmetry that is very similar to that of fresh Dh nanoclusters. Interestingly, the
fraction of aged clusters with these Dh-like cores is considerably higher (at least by
a factor of 2) than the fraction of fresh Dh nanoclusters, indicating that the for-
mation of shells may have caused an Ih to Dh transition in some of the cores, in a
way similar to the cooperative slip dislocation proposed by Koga and Sugawara220.
The line profiles of HAADF intensity (see Fig. 4.20 (c) and (d)) across the atomic
columns in the core appear random, suggesting that the core is randomly alloyed219.
In larger Janus-like clusters (D > 8 nm), like the one presented in Fig. 4.21, the
cores are polycrystalline, while shells appear partially crystalline; the amorphous
cloak around the whole nanocluster still seems to exist. Image analysis of the crys-
talline part of shell in Fig. 4.21 reveals interplanar distances d1 = 3.3±0.1 A˚ and
d2 = 2.7±0.1 A˚ with the angle between them α = 33±2°. These distances and
the angle match the distances and the angle between {1,1,0} and {1,1,1} planes in
Ag2O (isostructural with Cu2O; lattice parameter aAg2O = 4.74 A˚)
221, suggesting
that oxidation of Ag in the outer nanocluster layers is mainly responsible for the
observed morphological and structural changes.
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Figure 4.20: Bright field (a) and HAADF (b-c) STEM images of an aged Ag0.85Au0.15 nanocluster
revealing its core-shell structure. (d) HAADF intensity line profiles across the core indicating it is
fully alloyed219. The atomic spacing d = 2.4±0.1 A˚ corresponds to the distance between {1,1,1}
planes in FCC Ag or Au.
Figure 4.21: (a) HAADF STEM image of an aged Janus-like nanocluster. A crystal lattice can be
seen in the elongated shell. (b) Close-up of the selected area from (a) and its fast Fourier transform
(FFT) shown in the inset. (c) Filtered and reconstructed image from (b) showing fringes that
correspond to {1,1,0} and {1,1,1} planes in Ag2O with interplanar distances of d1 = 3.3±0.1 A˚
and d2 = 2.7±0.1 A˚, respectively; measured angle 33±2°, calculated angle 35.5°. Here the zone
axis of Ag2O is [1,-1,0].
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4.4.4 Aged Ag0.85Au0.15 Nanocluster-based Thin Films
We have seen that Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters in the low surface coverage samples over
time changed their morphological and structural characteristics: initially faceted and
homogeneously alloyed nanoclusters turned into rounder core-shell objects with size
dependent appearance. Since the distances between the clusters in such low coverage
samples were quite big, we could ascribe the observed changes to individual clusters.
In the case of high surface coverage samples nanoclusters make up thin films, as
seen in Fig. 4.15. Therefore, if these samples undergo any structural or morpholog-
ical change when left to age exposed to ambient conditions, it should be seen as the
property of the whole ensemble of nanoclusters.
Just like in the case of low surface coverage samples, we conducted a systematic
study of aging of high surface coverage samples. Two sets of samples were produced
with the same cluster size (D = 6±1 nm) at a different surface coverage (θ1 = 30%
and θ2 = 100%) and were periodically imaged in the TEM.
Samples with θ = 30%
Fig. 4.22 shows a sequence of TEM images taken at various stages of aging of an
Ag0.85Au0.15 sample with θ = 30%. Initially, the sample contained a discontinu-
ous thin film of relatively big islands formed by coalescence of nanoclusters during
their deposition and immediately after. Between the islands it was possible to see
individual nanoclusters that had not coalesced, but their number was relatively low.
However, after being exposed to atmosphere for a week (see Fig. 4.22 (b)), the
morphology of the sample was visibly changed: the number of individual particles
had risen considerably (more than 10×) and the majority of them were significantly
smaller than the originally deposited nanoclusters. Furthermore, the edges of the
bigger islands became less sharp and the contrast in the TEM images was conse-
quently decreased, similar to what was seen in individual nanoclusters in aged low
surface coverage samples. Over time (see Fig. 4.22 (c-f)), the number and size of the
smaller particles grew bigger while, at the same time, the number and size of initially
big islands decreased. The observed process could be described as crumbling of the
initial Ag0.85Au0.15 islands. Note however that, although the morphology clearly
changed in the period of investigation, there were no signs of phase segregation in
any of these objects – not even after a prolonged period of 11 weeks! This is a major
difference between the aging process of a high surface coverage sample and the one
of a low surface coverage sample.
Fig. 4.23 shows HRTEM images of the smaller particles from a 2 week old high
surface coverage sample. It is obvious that their size is smaller than the size of the
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Figure 4.22: Sequence of TEM images taken on the same Ag0.85Au0.15 sample (D = 6±1 nm;
θ = 30%) over a period of time: (a) initially fresh nanoclusters; (b) 1 week old; (c) 2 weeks old;
(d) 3 weeks old; (e) 6 weeks old; (f) 11 weeks old.
originally deposited nanoclusters. Furthermore, although nanoclusters of a fivefold
symmetry were commonly observed, there was a high fraction of FCC clusters – much
more (at least an order of magnitude) than in a standard fresh low surface coverage
sample with nanoclusters in the range 3 nm < D < 10 nm (compare to Fig. 4.14).
Moreover, the structure of these sub-3 nm clusters was fluctuating during the TEM
imaging, in a similar fashion as reported by Ascencio et al.222 for passivated Au
nanoclusters under electron beam irradiation. Note that the interplanar distances
in these smaller clusters in Fig. 4.23 match the interplanar distances in FCC Ag or
Au.
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Figure 4.23: HRTEM images of small nanoclusters formed in an aged high surface coverage sample
(t = 2 weeks, D = 6±1 nm, θ = 30%) presented in Fig. 4.22 (c).
To elucidate the dynamics of the aging process that resulted with the fragmenta-
tion of the Ag0.85Au0.15 islands deposited onto a-C film, we had to establish whether
the exposure to ambient atmosphere was necessary for the observed morphology
change. For that purpose, in addition to the samples that had been left exposed to
air, on the same day we prepared a set of identical samples (D = 6±1 nm; θ = 30%)
that were kept stored in the deposition chamber (see § 2.1.4), in darkness and iso-
lated from the atmosphere, at the pressure of p ∼ 10−6 Torr. For 3 consecutive weeks
one of these samples was taken out of the chamber and transferred to the TEM in a
period of t < 15 min. The TEM images obtained from these samples are presented
in Fig. 4.24 (right column) alongside TEM images of the sample that was aging in
air for the same period of time (left column). As can be seen, unlike the sample
exposed to air, the samples stored in vacuum did not exhibit any visible changes
of their morphology – their appearance is very similar to the initial morphology
of the sample left to age in air. Interestingly, once taken out of the chamber and
left exposed to air, these samples underwent the same fragmentation process (not
shown here) as the first sample, but with a delay. Simply said, the morphologies
of samples that spent equal period of time exposed to air are very similar to one
another, regardless of the period spent in vacuum of the deposition chamber.
All of this is strong evidence that environmental conditions are responsible for
the fragmentation of alloy islands, implying that this is not a process that simply
depends on the passage of time. To further support this claim, an aged sample
was characterized by EDX in order to search for any foreign elements that were not
present in the fresh samples.
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Figure 4.24: TEM images of high surface coverage samples exposed to air (left column) and
stored in vacuum (right column), at various stages of aging: (a) fresh sample; (b-c) t = 1 week;
(d-e) t = 2 weeks; (f-g) t = 3 weeks.
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Figure 4.25: EDX spectrum of an aged high surface coverage sample (t = 11 weeks, D = 6±1 nm,
θ = 30%), showing significant amount of O and Si in the sample, as well as traces of S.
16 EDX spectra were taken on various areas in the sample to get statistically
significant results. If one compares a typical EDX spectrum of the aged sample
(t = 11 weeks) presented in Fig. 4.25 with a typical EDX spectrum of a fresh sample
given in Fig. 4.16, several things become clear:
(a) the O peak has grown significantly so that the amount of O rose over 10×
(b) a Si peak has appeared; in general, Si peaks could be artificial features of Si
EDX detectors, but since it was not present in the fresh sample, we can not
attribute it to the EDX detector installed in our TEM nor the Si-containing
grease used in the TEM. This may suggest that some Si was incorporated in our
samples during aging in ambient atmosphere, which would be quite surprising.
(c) a small S peak is also detected (note that it partially overlaps with an Au peak);
naturally present in atmosphere, S is known to slowly corrode objects made of
Ag, from cutlery silverware to nanowires223. Hence, it is possible that some S
was incorporated into our alloy nanostructures during prolonged aging.
These EDX measurements suggest that a slow incorporation of O from air into
Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters and islands might be the main cause of the morphology
change in these samples. However, before giving the final explanation of the observed
phenomena, we conducted another set of experiments and expanded our study to
samples with even higher surface coverage of θ = 100%.
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Figure 4.26: TEM images and corresponding EDX spectra of a high surface coverage Ag0.85Au0.15
sample (D = 6±1 nm, θ = 100%): fresh sample (left column) and the same sample after t = 6 weeks
(right column).
Samples with θ = 100%
We used the same procedure in investigation of these samples as for the case of
θ = 30% samples. For the sake of simplicity we only show the comparison be-
tween the initial, fresh sample (left column in Fig. 4.26) and the same sample after
t = 6 weeks in ambient atmosphere (right column). One can see that the morphol-
ogy change over time is quite similar to the case of θ = 30% samples i.e. the initally
bigger islands started to fragment into smaller particles. Again, no signs of phase
segregation were observed, suggesting the same dynamics as in θ = 30% samples.
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The EDX spectra of the aged sample (Fig. 4.26 (e-f)) showed the following:
(a) an increase in the O level by a factor of ∼3.5
(b) a Si peak appeared
(c) no traces of S
Note that the relative intensities of O and Si peaks in the aged θ = 100% sample
(Fig. 4.26 (f)) are quite similar to those seen in the θ = 30% sample (Fig. 4.25).
4.4.5 Phase Segregation in Aged Ag0.85Au0.15 Nanocluster-
based Thin Films
As we could see in the previous sections, although over time considerable morphology
changes occurred in the Ag0.85Au0.15 nanocluster-based thin films that were exposed
to air, no phase segregation was observed. However, the period of investigation
was relatively short – it covered t ∼ 3 months – which might be too short for the
morphological and structural modifications to finish completely. Therefore, some of
the high coverage sample were subjected to a longer investigation.
Fig. 4.27 shows TEM images of one of such samples (D = 4.5±0.8 nm, θ = 30%)
taken over a period of 1 year. The morphology of the sample at t = 6 days shows a
similarity to the images of other high coverage samples at that stage of aging with
particles smaller than the deposited nanoclusters appearing in the sample after it
was exposed to ambient conditions. After 6 months the morphology of the sample
was quite different – core-shell and Janus nanoclusters were abundantly present,
very much resembling the aged low surface coverage samples. However, another
interesting feature was seen – all over the surface there were signs of cluster ag-
glomeration into bigger patches with 20-50 nm in size. These patches seemed to
be consisted of particles sitting on a smooth thin layer of material, quite similar to
what was reported for Au nanoclusters on a-C14,16. Interestingly, the last imaging
of this sample performed at t = 12 months showed that the morphology had fur-
ther changed – the patches disappeared leaving behind Janus nanoclusters of very
elongated bodies with tens of nanometers in length. Surprisingly, some of these
elongated bodies showed signes of fragmentation, as indicated by the arrows in the
inset of Fig. 4.27 (c).
The same type of fragmentation was observed in all HRTEM images of high
surface coverage samples that had been aging for t & 12 months: at least 11 samples
of various original nanocluster sizes and surface coverages (but they all had θ ≥ 13%)
showed this behaviour (e.g. see Fig. 4.28 (a)). Moreover, HAADF STEM imaging
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Figure 4.27: TEM images of Ag0.85Au0.15 sample (D = 4.5±0.8 nm, θ = 30%) at various stages
of aging: (a) t = 6 days; (b) t ∼ 6 months; (c) t ∼ 12 months; close-up of an elongated island
showing sings of fragmentation is given in the inset. Corresponding histograms describe show that
over time the number of smaller particles decreased while the mean particle size increased from
d ∼ 6 nm to d ∼ 9 nm.
provided insights into the composition of the fragments – it seems the elongated
Janus nanoclusters separate into two (or more) fragments in such a way that one of
the fragments is Au-rich, whereas the other one is Ag-rich. This is a relatively slow
process which had not finished by the time of the last imaging. However, some of the
images captured the fragmentation at various stages of the process – the HAADF
STEM image given in Fig. 4.28 (b) is a perfect example, showing signs of early neck
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Figure 4.28: (a) TEM image of an aged Ag0.85Au0.15 sample (t = 18 months, D = 6±1 nm,
θ = 13%). (b) HAADF STEM image of another aged Ag0.85Au0.15 sample (t = 12 months,
D = 3.0±0.4 nm, θ = 30%), showing nanoclusters at various stages of segregation: 1 – neck for-
mation; 2 – neck narrowing; 3 – neck breaking; 4 – separate clusters.
formation, neck narrowing, and splitting into separate nanoclusters.
4.5 Discussion of Results
In the previous sections it was shown that major structural and morphological
changes occurred in Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters and nanocluster-based thin films when
they were exposed to ambient atmosphere for a longer period. The control samples
that were stored in the deposition chamber of the IGA system did not show such
alterations of their morphology in the same period, which is strong evidence that
environmental conditions must have played a key role in the process.
HRTEM images of the aged low coverage samples showed that nanoclusters over
time turned into core-shell objects, either being concentric or Janus-like. The shells
seemed to be mostly amorphous; however, in some of the Janus nanoclusters the
shells were partially crystalline which allowed for the lattice spacings to be analyzed.
The analysis showed that the interplanar distances and angles were consistent with
the Ag2O structure. In addition, EDX measurements showed the presence of sig-
nificant amount of O in the aged samples – considerably more than in the case of
fresh samples. Moreover, the level of O seemed to be growing over time, indicating
its incorporation into the nanoclusters and thin films.
Based on these information, we propose the following model. Initially, fresh
Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters and nanocluster-based films are homogeneously alloyed.
When left exposed to air, the surface of clusters and islands starts to oxidize so
that the topmost layers become O-rich. At first, the incorporation of O into the
Ag-Au system is not stoichiometric, i.e. amorphous AgxO is formed over the surface
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of clusters and islands. As was seen experimentally by Layson et al.197–199, the
incorporation of O may lead to the lowering of the energetic barrier for surface
diffusion of Ag via formation of highly mobile AgxO adspecies (see Fig. 4.7). In
the case of Ag/Ag(1,0,0), surface diffusion was relatively quick (t ∼ days) which
is not surprising since the substrate in their case was relatively smooth. Similar
results were obtained when Ag nanoclusters deposited onto Ti2O were exposed to
O196 or when O was added in the source200–203. In our case though, the a-C film
that Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters were deposited onto is much rougher, making the
energetic barrier for any surface diffusion considerably higher. However, this may
simply mean that the diffusion rate will be decreased and, consequently, it will take
more time for any observable morphological change to occur.
The interesting thing here is the difference in the way the low and high surface
coverage samples undergo such morphological and structural changes. The former
samples contained individual clusters with relatively big distances between them.
In that case no obvious signs of surface diffusion were ever observed in the TEM
investigations. All of the nanoclusters in these samples were growing bigger in time
(as seen in Fig. 4.17), which is a bit surprising from the point of view of surface
diffusion via AgxO adspecies. However, there exists a competing process – Ostwald
ripening – so that any of these adspecies which may have been wandering around the
surface of a-C film was most probably added to a nearby nanocluster rather quickly,
forming an amorphous AgxO shell around the alloyed core. Consequently, we could
observe only growth of the nanoclusters through the incorporation of O atoms, but
not their reduction in size nor formation of smaller particles in the samples.
In the high surface coverage samples though, the amount of material available
for creation of AgxO adspecies was much higher. Therefore, their concentration
(number of adspecies per unit area) on the surface of a-C film was relatively high.
In fact, it is likely that over time the surface of the film got saturated with these
adspecies so that some of them agglomerated into clusters – those are the clusters
one can readily see in TEM images after t & 1 week. These clusters grew bigger
over time, eventually forming core-shell and Janus structures, just like the ones seen
in the low surface coverage samples. Note that it is possible that some Au also takes
part in the redistribution of atoms via this type of surface diffusion.
Once the nanoclusters have formed sufficiently thick AgxO shell, some of this
amorphous material starts to slowly crystallize into thermodynamically more stable
form of silver oxide – Ag2O
224 – and an elongated body starts to form giving Janus-
like appearance to the cluster.
In bigger Janus clusters of fragmented islands, the presence of highly mobile
amorphous AgxO may lead to redistribution of atoms within the entity shaping a
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form that will minimize its surface energy. This process is very much similar to
Rayleigh instability225 and is know to happen in nanoscale objects20,226,227. There-
fore, any elongated entity is likely to eventually split into fragments, just as it can
be seen in Figs. 4.27 (c) and 4.28.
Since a small amount of S was detected in the aged samples, it is also likely that
some incorporation of S into the nanoclusters had occurred during the prolonged
aging of samples in atmosphere so that some Ag2S was also formed
223. The latest
(October 2011) HRTEM imaging and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) of
samples as old as 27 months did show (see Fig. 4.29) that the particles with a crystal
structure corresponding to monoclinic Ag2S (a = 4.23 A˚, b = 6.91 A˚, c = 7.87 A˚,
β = 99.58°)228 were also present in some of the samples.
However, in the early stages of aging (t . 10 weeks) no such lattice was found
in any of the samples and the EDX spectra showed no traces of S, while the O
level steadily increased in that period, corroborating the claim that O caused the
observed morphological changes.
Although not presented in this work, for the sake of completeness it should
be said that very similar structural and morphological changes were observed for
monometallic Ag and alloy Ag0.9Au0.1 nanoclusters.
Figure 4.29: (a) HRTEM image of a Janus nanocluster from an aged sample (t = 27 months,
D = 6±1 nm, θ = 13%) showing a polycrystalline core/head and partially crystallized shell/body.
FFT pattern of the selected area is shown in the inset; spots 1,2, and 3 correspond to interpla-
nar distances d1 = 2.6±0.1 A˚, d2 = 2.1±0.1 A˚, and d3 = 2.5±0.1 A˚, which in combination with
the measured angles α1−2 = 56±2°, α2−3 = 49±2° reveals that these planes match228 {1,2,0},
{0,2,3}, and {-1,0,3} planes in monoclinic Ag2S, respectively. Here the zone axis of Ag2S is [6,-3,2].
(b) SAED pattern of the aged sample from (a) exhibiting rings that correspond to interplanar dis-
tances in FCC Ag(Au) and also rings that are consistent with monoclinic Ag2S (see Frueh
228);
SAED pattern of a fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 sample showing only rings from FCC Ag(Au) is presented
for comparison. Values are given in A˚.
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4.6 Electron Beam Effect
As mentioned earlier, sub-3 nm clusters were quite unstable under the electron beam
in the TEM, showing signs of structural fluctuations, as well as a loss of material.
This issue was not limited only to such small clusters – every cluster would sooner
or later exhibit some kind of a structural and/or morphological transition when
irradiated with electrons for a longer period of time. The rate of the change seemed
to depend on the electron beam intensity, size of nanoclusters, and their composition.
Fortunately, under usual HRTEM imaging conditions, clusters with D > 4 nm were
stable for at least a few minutes, even at a high electron beam intensity, which was
long enough to capture high quality images of their initial structures.
As an example of the electron beam induced morphological and structural transi-
tion, in Fig. 4.30 we present a case of a Janus nanocluster imaged at a relatively high
electron beam intensity i.e. at a high TEM magnification (M = 800 k×). Initially,
it had an alloy Ag-Au core of FCC structure and a partially crystalline shell, most
Figure 4.30: Sequence of HRTEM images of an initially phase segregated Janus nanocluster
that experienced a structural and morphological change when irradiated with the electron beam:
(a) t = 2 minutes; (b) t = 4 minutes; (c) t = 8 minutes; (d) t = 10 minutes. FFT of the cluster
given is in the inset of (d): spots 1,2, and 3 correspond to {1,-1,1}, {0,0,2}, and {-1,1,1} planes in
FCC Ag or Au, respectively.
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Figure 4.31: BF HRTEM (a-b) and HAADF (c-d) STEM images showing evolution of a Janus
nanocluster under the electron beam irradiation. The images in the right column were acquired
approximately 9 minutes after the images in the left column.
likely made of Ag2O. During a prolonged exposure to the electron beam, the shell
reduces in size, while the FCC core grows by recrystallizing the shell. At the end
of the process, approximately 10 minutes into imaging, the shell almost completely
disappeared, resulting with a rounder, smaller FCC nanocluster. Interestingly, al-
though structurally the cluster seems homogeneous, there exist a contrast within the
cluster – a lighter, 1-2 nm thin shell is visible around a darker core – which suggest
that compositionally the cluster may not be homogeneously alloyed i.e. possibly a
thin Ag shell developed around the Ag-Au core.
Similar effect was seen in the bright field and HAADF STEM images presented
in Fig. 4.31 where an initially phase-segregated Janus cluster (left column) changed
into a more homogeneous polycrystalline object (right column) after approximately
9 minutes of electron beam irradiation.
As was seen, the prolonged exposure to the electron beam may lead to morpho-
logical and structural changes in phase segregated nanoclusters, so caution is needed
when imaging such objects. As long as the beam intensity was relatively low and




This chapter outlined the results of a comprehensive study of alloy Ag-Au nanoclus-
ters and nanocluster-based thin films generated in the IGA magnetron sputtering
system and deposited onto a-C films. The study focused on examination of struc-
tural, morphological and compositional properties of these nanoscale systems, with
the main goal of identifying the nanocluster structure and looking for any signs of
phase segregation between the constituent elements.
Deposition of low surface coverage samples (θ . 5%) allowed for investigation
of individual nanoclusters with sizes in the range 3 nm < D < 10 nm. A thorough
TEM characterization of these samples, performed immediately after the deposition
(t < 15 minutes), produced over 700 high-quality HRTEM images, containing over
1700 individual nanoclusters. The meticulous analysis of these images revealed that
the vast majority of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters were icosahedral (> 87%), followed by
decahedral structure (> 9%) as the second largest type. Interestingly, very few FCC
nanoclusters (< 2%) were observed at any cluster size. The population distribution
of the nanocluster type turned out to be size dependent: the fraction of Ih clusters
steadily decreases for clusters with D > 8 nm; at the same time the fraction of Dh
cluster rises, and the fraction of FCC clusters remained very low. This behaviour
suggests that the experimental conditions (primarily the Ar flow) used during inert
gas aggregation of alloy Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters may have left the nanoclusters in
a state where they were kinetically trapped in the form of Ih or Dh, but not FCC.
In addition, no phase segregation was seen in any of these fresh clusters.
Once left exposed to ambient conditions, in time these samples underwent sur-
prising structural and compositional transitions: initially faceted Ih and Dh nan-
oclusters turned into core-shell and Janus nanoclusters. HRTEM and HAADF
STEM characterization of these aged samples indicate that the cores are alloyed
(Ag-Au) and of a fivefold symmetry, similar to the initial structure, while the shells
are made up of mostly amorphous AgxO, although partially crystalline shells are
also seen in Janus-like nanoclusters. The incorporation of atmospheric O is further
supported by the evidence of the increased level of O observed in the EDX spectra
of the aged samples.
High surface coverage samples contained larger islands of Ag0.85Au0.15, forming
either discontinuous (for θ ∼ 30%) or continuous (for θ ∼ 100%) nanocluster-based
films. When these samples were stored in ambient atmosphere, they too exhibited
morphological and structural changes; however, the pathway and the rate of the
changes was quite different than in the case of low surface coverage samples. In less
than a week after being exposed to air, the number of smaller, individual particles
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soared, indicating pronounced surface diffusion of Ag (and possibly Au). Since the
control samples stored in vacuum did not show the same morphological transition
over that period, it was obvious that environmental conditions were a key factor in
the observed phenomenon. Similar to the low surface coverage case, the exposure to
atmospheric O most likely led to the creation of highly mobile AgxO adspecies that
enhanced the surface diffusion of material on the a-C film. Over a period of time,
the particles grew bigger and formed core-shell and Janus-like structures, leaving
the initially bigger islands completely fragmented. At the end, the morphology of
high surface coverage samples that were aging for t & 12 months was very much
similar to the morphology of the aged low surface coverage samples where core-shell
and Janus structures were readily observed. However, there was a difference: some
of the elongated particles in the high surface coverage samples began to fragment
into AgxO-rich and Ag-Au rich clusters in a fashion similar to Plateau-Rayleigh
instability. Possibly the presence of highly mobile AgxO enhanced the redistribution
of material within these elongated particles so that they eventually split into separate
entities. In the low surface coverage samples though there seemed to be no particles
elongated enough to undergo this type of fragmentation.
The study of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters therefore encompassed not only the prop-
erties of initial individual clusters, but also the long term stability of nanoclusters
and nanocluster-based thin films. Since the Ag-Au nanoclusters are very appealing
from the point of view of catalysis, these findings might prove valuable if real world






This chapter describes an investigation of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters generated in our
IGA magnetron sputtering system. We produced samples containing nanoclusters of
various sizes and surface coverages, deposited onto different substrates suitable for
SEM or TEM characterization. In addition, we prepared Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples that
were used as catalysts in syntheses of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and
multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) by catalytic chemical vapour deposition
(CVD). A preliminary study of CNT growth was conducted in order to optimize
both Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster size and CVD growth experimental conditions for a
straightforward synthesis of SWCNT and MWCNTs. These initial studies serve to
prepare the ground for future work where the goal will be to try to tailor the chirality
of CNTs by using nanoclusters of certain characteristics combined with appropriate
CNT growth conditions.
5.1 Ni0.85Cu0.15 Nanoclusters
This section outlines basic facts about Ni-Cu systems, starting from the bulk alloys,
to thin Ni-Cu films, to recent advances in nanoscale Ni-Cu systems, comprising both
modeling and experimental results.
5.1.1 Bulk Ni-Cu alloys
Both Ni and Cu are metals that are widely used in many applications. While
Ni is relatively hard and corrosion-resistant with a relatively high melting point
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Figure 5.1: Phase diagram of a bulk Ni-Cu system, showing full miscibility of Ni and Cu. Note
that a solid and liquid phase coexist prior to complete melting of the system.138
temperature (1455°C), Cu is ductile, soft and very conductive with a lower melting
point temperature (1083°C). When combined together, these two metals give alloys
of very appealing properties - being conductive and corrosion-resistant in sea water
makes them ideal for use in many harsh industrial environments.
The phase diagram of a bulk Ni-Cu system presented in Fig. 5.1 reveals that
Ni and Cu are fully miscible at any composition. In a way this is expected since
both Ni and Cu crystallize in face centered cubic (FCC) lattice with a very small
mismatch between the lattice parameter (aNi = 3.52 A˚, aCu = 3.61 A˚)
137. However,
there is evidence that the phase diagram presented in Fig. 5.1 may not be valid
near the alloy surface. For example, it was found experimentally that at 550 °C Cu
showed a tendency to enrich (1,1,1) surface layers up to 54 at.% in a bulk Ni-Cu
alloy containing only 5 at.% of Cu, gradually decreasing to the bulk composition
in the first 13 surface layers229. These early experimental results were later backed
up by a Monte Carlo simulation study of Ni-Cu alloys at 800 K that showed an
increased concentration of Cu atoms in the surface layers (see Fig. 5.2) for various
crystal facets and bulk alloy compositions230. Similar results were obtained in a
more recent simulation study of Ni-Cu alloys that covered a wider range of Cu
concentration (Ni0.25Cu0.75, Ni0.5Cu0.5, and Ni0.75Cu0.25)
231. It was found that at
1000 K the Cu concentration increases in the top 5 surface layers for (1,0,0) facets,
with the top layer consisting of pure Cu.
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Figure 5.2: Simulation results showing concentration of Cu atoms in (1,1,1), (1,1,0), and (1,0,0)
surface layers of bulk Ni-Cu alloys.230
5.1.2 Nanoscale Ni-Cu Alloys
Obviously, the presence of a crystal boundary can significantly influence the atomic
arrangement in the Ni-Cu system. While for bulk Ni-Cu alloys this affects only
a minor fraction of the total number of atoms, in nanoscale alloys it should play
an important role in determining the structure, shape and composition of the sys-
tem. Therefore, there is a need for establishing not just one but a whole set of
size-dependent nanoalloy phase diagrams – some modeling of these is under way,
although experimental verifications of proposed diagrams may be quite difficult and
time-consuming.
Modeling of Nanoscale Ni-Cu Alloys
Early attempts to model the ordering in Ni-Cu nanoalloys were limited to systems
with a relatively small number of atoms; nevertheless some valuable insights into the
nanocluster structure and phase segregation were obtained. Montejano-Carrizales
et al.232 used the embedded-atom method (EAM) to model the ordering in 147
atom Ni-Cu clusters. They found that an icosahedral (Ih) structure is favoured
over cuboctahedral (cOh), with Cu atoms showing a tendency to segregate to the
surface, achieving the smallest possible number of neighboring atoms. Similarly,
by introducing a bond-order simulation (BOS) model, Zhu and DePristo233 showed
a preferential surface segregation of Cu atoms in a 201-atom Ni-Cu (cOh) cluster
containing 101 Ni atoms (see Fig. 5.3); Mainardi and Balbuena234 computationally
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ment between the BOS-mixing model in Fig. 1~a! and the
MD/MC-CEM result in Fig. 1~b! is very good. Both find a
cubo-octahedral structure with the higher surface energy Ni
atoms preferentially filling the 12-fold coordinated bulk
sites. Since there are only 79 bulk sites in the 201-atom
cluster, the remaining 22 ~5101–79! Ni atoms populate the
ninefold coordinated sites on the fcc ~111! surfaces. In con-
trast, the 100 Cu atoms occupy in sequence the six-
coordinated corner sites, the seven-coordinated edge sites,
the eight-coordinated fcc ~100! sites, and the nine-
coordinated fcc ~111! sites. The micromixing on the surface
is controlled by the small positive mixing energy that leads
to a segregation of the Ni and Cu atoms on the surface,
yielding three pure Ni ~111! surfaces. These features of the
MD/MC-CEM picture are also displayed by the BOS-mixing
results.
The BOS-mixing model does not predict the attraction of
the three fcc ~111! surfaces that is apparent in the MD/MC-
CEM results. This is due to the following difference. Under
the assumption of nearest neighbor interactions, the energy
difference between Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! arises from only a few
atoms, including the Cu edge and corner atoms surrounding
the Ni ~111! planes and the Ni bulk atoms under these Cu
atoms. While Cu atoms tend to ‘‘push’’ the Ni ~111! planes
apart, Ni bulk atoms tend to ‘‘pull’’ these planes together.
The result in Fig. 1~a! arises because the BOS-mixing model
‘‘repulsion’’ is stronger than the attraction, indicating that the
positive mixing energy of the lower-coordinated site energies
are slightly overestimated by the bulk parameters.
The Cu–Pd alloy cluster is shown in Fig. 2. The agree-
ment between the BOS-mixing model in Fig. 2~a! and the
MD/MC-CEM result in Fig. 2~b! is good. The cubo-
octahedral structure is slightly distorted in the latter simula-
tion. The higher surface energy Pd atoms preferentially fill
the 79 bulk sites while the small negative mixing energy
leads to a mixing of the Cu and Pd atoms on the surface.
FIG. 1. The lowest-energy configuration for Ni101Cu100 . The first metal is shown as a dark sphere and the second as a light sphere. ~a! Predicted by the
BOS-mixing model. ~b! Predicted by the MD/MC-CEM model.












DEmix(x ,12x) vs x
~shape, peak or valley!
Rh–Pd 22.3 29.3 2.9 Symmetric, max
Ni–Cu 22.5 22.7 3.1 Symmetric, max
Pd–Ag 25.0 31.2 5.1 Asymmetric, max at A side
Cu–Rh 25.1 244.6 2.3 Asymmetric, max at B side
Rh–Ag 27.4 60.5 17.6 Asymmetric, max at A side
Cu–Pd 27.5 215.3 21.8 Asymmetric, min at A side
Ni–Rh 27.7 221.9 22.6 Asymmetric, min at A side
Ni–Pd 210.0 7.4 21.1 Asymmetric, min at A side
Cu–Ag 212.5 15.9 1.1 Asymmetric, max at B side
Ni–Ag 215.0 38.6 10.6 Asymmetric, max at A side
aThe percentage lattice mismatch defined as 200$a(A)2a(B)%/$a(A)1a(B)% where a(A) is the equilibrium
lattice constant of A .
bThe difference in surface energy per atom, (e9A2e12A )2(e9B2e12B ).
cFrom Ref. 16 calculated with the MD/MC-CEM method.
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Figure 5.3: Simulation results for a 201-atom Ni-Cu cluster exhibiting preferential segregation of
Cu atoms to the sites with the least neighbors. Ni and Cu atoms are represented by darker and
lighter spheres, respectively.233
investigated FCC Ni-Cu clusters comprising 125–729 atoms, with the Cu content
varying from 5 to 95 at%. They too found a strong tendency for Cu to segregate
to the lowest coordination number sites, for all considered temperatures. Recently,
Hristova et al.235 confirmed the Cu segregation in small Ni-Cu clusters (N ≤ 38), as
well as Cui-Ju et al.236 in very small Ni-Cu clusters (N ≤ 10).
The issue of size-dependent melting temperature of Ni-Cu nanoclusters is very
interesting, particularly in our case where Ni-Cu nanoclusters are to be used as cat-
alysts in high-temperature CVD synthesis of CNTs. Huang and Balbuena237 used
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study the melting behaviour in 343 and
1000-atom Ni-Cu clusters of two compositions: Ni0.75Cu0.25 and Ni0.5Cu0.5. Their re-
sults (see Fig. 5.4) suggest that, depending on the size and composition, the melting
temperature of Ni-Cu nanoclusters is in the range 700–900 K – significantly lower
than the melting temperature of bulk Ni-Cu alloys seen in Fig. 5.1. Moreover, their
study indicates that the melting of surface Cu atoms starts at temperatures as low
as 400 K.
More recently, similar values of Ni-Cu nanocluster melting temperature were
obtained by Li et al.238 who additionally tried to construct a phase diagram of a
nanoscale Ni-Cu system in the case of 682 and 1048-atom clusters (see Fig. 5.5).
Based on their MD studies, the solidus and liquidus curves of the nanoscale Ni-Cu
phase diagram are significantly lower than for the bulk Ni-Cu alloy. As the cluster
size decreases, both the solidus and liquidus curves exhibit a shift to lower values of
temperature. This downward shift from the bulk curves is visible even in the case of




N, and constant volume V, without periodic boundary conditions.
The volume of the cubic simulation box is (7Lx)3, where Lx )
17.5 Å is the side of the metallic cluster. The temperatures were
varied in the range of 0 K to 1400 K, with temperature
increments of 100 K, but approaching the melting point the
increments were reduced to 10 K. We found temperature
fluctuations of the order of 5 K at 50 K, increasing to 15 K at
100 K, and reaching the order of 75 K at temperatures near the
melting transition. The equations of motion were integrated
using the Verlet leapfrog method33 with a time step of 0.001
ps. At each temperature, a total of 400 ps were run for
equilibration and a production time of 200 ps was used for
obtaining the average structural and dynamical properties. The
calculations at each temperature were determined from the last
configuration corresponding to the previous temperature. All
calculations were performed using the program DL_POLY.34
The nanocluster structural features can be expressed through
the atomic number distribution N(z) along one of the coordinates
axis. The atomic number distribution for each element is defined
as
where nCu is the total number of Cu atoms in the cluster and
the brackets represent the time average. To determine the
melting temperature, the residual heat capacity CV in the weak
coupling (Berendsen thermostat method) ensemble35 can be
written as a function of the fluctuations in the potential energy
〈(äEp)2〉:
where R is the ratio of the standard deviations of the kinetic
(K) and potential (Ep) energies,35
Using a value of 0.4 ps for the Berendsen coupling parameter
Figure 2. Calculated potential energy Ep (in keV) as a function of temperature. (a) Squares for (Cu0.25Ni0.75)343, circles for (Cu0.5Ni0.5)343; (b)












R ) x〈(äK)2〉/〈(äEp)2〉 (5)
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Figure 5.4: MD simulation results of Ni-Cu nanocluster potential energy as a function of temper-
ature, for a 343-atom cluster (a) and for a 1000-atom cluster (b). Squares and circles correspond
to Ni0.75Cu0.25 and N 0.5Cu0.5, respectively. Insets show the region near the melting point.
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Results and Discussions
Phase Diagram of the Bimetallic Clusters
In order to identify the validity of this potential on the mixed clusters, the phase
diagrams of the (Cu682-mNim)682 and (Cu1048-mNim)1048 clusters with different
contents were calculated. The same approach was used to assess the validity of their
potential for studying qualitative (and semiquantitative) thermal properties of the
(FeN-mCm)N clusters [25]. As mentioned in the previous section, the cluster melting
points were investigated by reheating the adequate annealed clusters. The cluster
freezing points were also obtained from the data as that shown in Fig. 1. They
formed the liquidus and solidus curves and also the phase diagrams, as shown in
Fig. 2. In this study, only the trends of the liquidus and solidus curves for bimetallic
clusters were obtained by investigating the freezing and melting of the clusters.
Several different nickel contents, namely, 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100% nickel, were
mainly considered. The inset in Fig. 2 shows the associated phase diagram of the
Cu–Ni bulk from the experiment [26]. Clearly, the melting and freezing points of
the (Cu1048-mNim)1048 cluster are higher than those of the (Cu682-mNim)682 cluster
with the same Ni content. They are increased with the increase in the Ni content.
Their trends ar very simil r, and both of them are gree well with those f the
experimental Cu–Ni bulk. Since there is a hysteresis existed for the cluster cooling
process corresponding to its heating process, the liquid–solid loop was not formed
as the phase diagram of the bulk. But, the similarity of the phase diagrams of the
(Cu682-mNim)682 and (Cu1048-mNim)1048 clusters with the bulk materials supports
the validity of the potential for studying the mixed Cu–Ni nanoclusters. In addition,
the simulated results indicate that the nickel content will influence pon he melting

































Fig. 2 Phase diagrams of the (Cu682-mNim)682 and (Cu1048-mNim)1048 clusters. The inset shows the
associated phase diagram for the Cu–Ni bulk
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Previous Experimental Studies of Nanoscale Ni-Cu alloys
Early experimental work in the field of Ni-Cu alloys included studies of objects with
dimensions between bulk and nanoscale, such as thin films or powders. For example,
Van Ingen et al.240 studied polycrystalline thin (down to 100 nm) Ni-Cu and Ni-
Ag films prepared by laser ablation deposition from bulk alloy targets. By x-ray
diffraction (XRD) it was found that the Ni-Cu films were homogeneous, showing
the presence of only one solid phase, indicating a formation of polycrystalline Ni-Cu
solid solution. Interestingly, while the composition of deposited Ni-Cu thin films
matched the composition of targets used in the experiment, Ni-Ag films were richer
with Ni than the starting alloy target.
Pabi and collaborators241 prepared Ni-Cu nanocrystals by mechanical milling of
elemental powders. XRD characterization revealed the creation of ∼30 nm crystals
of solid Ni-Cu solution, after 20 hours of milling. During that time, the difference
between the lattice parameters of Ni and Cu steadily decreased indicating a gradual
formation of solid Ni-Cu solution (see Fig. 5.6).
One of the first attempts to fabricate and characterize Ni-Cu nanoclusters came
from Cattaruzza and coworkers242 by means of ion implantation of Ni and Cu into
silica substrates. Their synchrotron x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) investi-
gation revealed the presence of Ni0.5Cu0.5 nanoclusters embedded in the substrate,
additionally confirmed by TEM observations and optical absorption spectra mea-
surements.
Further advances in the field of Ni-Cu nanoclusters came through research based
on wet chemical syntheses. Damle and Sastry243 firstly utilized fatty acid matrices
to synthesize Ni and Cu cluster films and then used low temperature annealing at
100 °C to produce alloyed Ni-Cu nanoclusters, ranging 15-50 nm in diameter. XRD
study showed that the lattice parameter of the formed Ni-Cu nanoclusters had a
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transformation to near-to-equilibrium phases. The formation of Zn-rich phases in the early 
stages of MA in preference to Cu-rich phases even in the Cu-rich blends, can be attributed to 
the higher diffusivity of Cu in Zn at the milling temperature (~473K) than vice-versa (9,10). 
The diffusion of Zn into Cu becomes appreciable (Fig. 2) only after Cu reaches nanocrystalline 
state (-20 rim). 
Studies on Ni-AI system revealed contrasting alloying behaviour in Ni3AI as against 
NiA1 and NiA13. In the as-milled state the Ni3AI was disordered. The lattice parameter of Ni 
gradually changed to Ni3AI, which evidenced continuous diffusive mixing mechanism. On the 
other hand, insignificant shift in Ni or AI peaks occured prior to the formation of ordered 
binary NiA1 and NiAI 3, and the crystallite size of the intermetallic atthe onset of its formation 
was equal to the sum of the individual crystallite sizes of the two elements at that stage 
(Fig.3(a)).This suggests a discontinuous additive mode of mixing (7) in ordered NiAI and 
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Figure 5.6: Time-dependent change of Ni and Cu lattice parameters during mechanical alloying.241
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Figure 5.7: (a-b) HRTEM images of Ni0.5Cu0.5 nanoclusters.(c) EDX spectrum of Ni0.5Cu0.5
nanoclusters (Au originates from the TEM grid). (c) ADF image of nanoclusters indicating Cu-Ni
core-shell structure.244
value between those for pure Ni and Cu, which is consistent with the results of Pabi
et al241, presented in Fig. 5.6.
More recently, Zhang et al.244 and Yamauchi et al.245 synthesized Cu-Ni core-
shell nanoclusters (see Fig. 5.7). This structure is very appealing from the standpoint
of a possible use in chemical catalysis. For instance, Zhang et al.244 used these nan-
oclusters as catalysts for generation of H2 by means of thermal hydrolysis of NaBH4.
The study revealed increased catalytic activity of the Cu-Ni core-shell nanoclusters
compared to the monometallic Ni catalyst, suggesting strong synergistic effects.
In addition, Yamauchi et al.245 studied oxidation of Cu-Ni core-shell nanoclus-
ters. It was shown that, when exposed to air, the surface of Ni-Cu nanoclusters
tended to oxidize quite easily, creating thin patchy oxide layers, as can be seen in
Fig. 5.8.
When it comes to production of Ni-based clusters by means of inert gas aggrega-
tion (IGA), only a few attempts have been reported so far. Zhou et al.246 investigated
structural characteristics of Ni-NiO core-shell nanoclusters. Interestingly, their TEM
images showed very high proportion (≥ 90%) of cubic nanoclusters. More recently,
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analyses are depicted in Fig. 5(b). The nanoparticles with a lower
Ni content, i.e., Cu5Ni5 and Cu8Ni2, were covered with an oxide
layer more than 0.5 nm thick, which consisted of mixed oxide
Cu–O–Ni.
The HRTEM image of Cu4Ni6 in Fig. 6 shows the lattice
spacing on the surface of the nanoparticles. The image in
Fig. 6(b) shows two lattice spacings of 0.243 and 0.207 nm, which
were similar to those of the (111) and (200) planes of fcc NiO,
respectively.27 The oxide layers were of low thickness and had
different directions in planes. These results indicate that Cu4Ni6
nanoparticles were covered with squamiform NiO layers, as
depicted in Fig. 6(c).
Magnetic properties
The magnetic properties of the Cu–Ni nanoparticles were
measured using a SQUID susceptometer. All samples were
measured as a powder. Fig. 7 shows a plot of magnetization
versus applied fields for the Cu–Ni nanoparticles in zero-field
cooling (ZFC) at 5 K. The saturation magnetization (ss), coer-
civity (Hc) and exchange bias (Heb) of Cu–Ni nanoparticles
prepared using different molar ratios of Cu : Ni are listed in
Table 3. The saturation magnetizations of Cu3Ni7, Cu4Ni6 and
Cu5Ni5 with average particle sizes between 12–15 nm decreased
as the Ni content decreased. The magnetization of Cu3Ni7 and
Cu4Ni6 showed stronger ferromagnetic properties than Cu5Ni5
and Cu8Ni2. Hysteresis loops were measured at 5 K after
completion of both ZFC and field cooling (FC) processes. In the
FC process, the sample was cooled from 300 K to 5 K in
a magnetic field, H, of 1 T. Fig. 8 shows the ZFC and FC loops
obtained for Cu3Ni7. At 5 K, an asymmetric magnetic hysteresis
loop and a deviation between the ZFC and FC magnetizations,
which are commonly referred to as an exchange bias field (Heb),
were observed.26 The Heb (¼ |HFC1 + HFC2 |/2) was calculated to be
209 Oe, which was indicative of an exchange bias effect. Under
the condition of ZFC, the Hc (¼ |HZFC1  HZFC2 |/2) was 638 Oe,
indicating a random effect.
Discussion
Mechanism of Cu–Ni (core–shell) nanoparticle production
1. The formation of the Cu–Ni (core–shell) nanoparticles.
Cu2+ is reduced at a lower temperature than Ni2+ because of its
more positive redox potential. In the case of thermal decompo-
sition using their neat formate salts,29 Cu2+ and Ni2+ were
reduced at 493 and 520 K, respectively (see Fig. S10). In the
synthesis of both Cu-1 and Ni-1 using our method, Cu and Ni
nanoparticles were obtained at 433 and 463 K, respectively.
Ligation of the long-chain amine lowers the reaction tempera-
tures by decreasing the energy barrier required for intra-
molecular reduction of metal ions in copper or nickel formate
complexes rather than that for their neat formate salts.24
Fig. 6 HRTEM image of a Cu4Ni6 nanoparticle, original TEM (a), lattice spacings (red line; 0.243 nm, black line; 0.207 nm) (b) and graphical scheme
of the particle (c).
Fig. 7 Magnetization versus applied field for Cu3Ni7 and Cu8Ni2 in ZFC
at 5 K.
Table 3 Saturation magnetization (ss), coercivity (Hc) and exchange
bias (Heb) of the Cu–Ni nanoparticles with different compositions
Sample ss/emu g
1 Hc/Oe Heb/Oe
Cu3Ni7 22.2 638 209
Cu4Ni6 11.6 1022 143
Cu5Ni5 8.5 218 5
Cu8Ni2 8.2 150 3


















































Figure 5.8: (a-b) HRTEM images of an oxidized Cu0.4Ni0.6 nanocluster, with the lattice spacings
indicated by red (2.43 A˚) and black lines (2.07 A˚) that correspond to (1,1,1) and (2,0,0) interplanar
distances in FCC NiO (a = 4.14 A˚), respectively. (c) Illustration of the nanocluster structure.245
D’Addato’s group conducted an intensive study of Ni nanocluster films247, as well as
Ni-MgO core-s ell248 and Ni-NiO core-shell249 nanoclusters. The latter work shows
that fresh Ni nanoclusters ranging 4-8 nm in diameter are predominantly Ih (see
Fig. 5.9), chemically and structurally stable when exposed to air for a relatively
long p riod of t me (up to 15 hours). Furthermore, it was shown that over time a
patchy NiO shell had formed around the Ni core, which is consistent with the work
of Yamauchi et al245. However, in this case the NiO shell adopted the Ih structure
of the co e and remained structurally stable during the early stage of oxidation.
Similarly, there are only a few reports on Cu nanoclusters produced by IGA meth-
ods. Our group at the University of Canterbury previously studied Cu nanocluster-
based devices25, with the emphasis on their electrical properties. Apart from our
group, it is worthwhile mentioning the latest effort from Gracia-Pinilla et al.250 who
m naged to produce size-controll d Cu nanoclusters ranging 1-5 nm in diameter,
using their IGA sputtering system.
J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 23 (2011) 175003 S D’Addato et al
Figure 4. (a) HREM image of an oxidized NP (step 3): the black arrow indicates the possible presence of NiO. (b) Simulation of a core–shell
Ni–NiO nanoparticle. The NiO reproduces the icosahedral structure of the core. (c), (d) GPA analysis of (a) and (b). The plotted quantity is
the distortion along the direction indicated by the arrow. (e), (f) GPA analysis of figures 3(a) and (d). The plotted quantity is the distortion
along the direction indicated by the arrow.
maps, and only a small artefact in the twin region. This data
indicates that the NiO phase at the shell of the NP grows in
small islands, often leaving a flat interface with (111)Ni planes.
In addition to these islands, which are a few monolayers
high, single layers of NiO and other partially oxidized Ni
atoms are likely to form on the remaining surface and are
partly visible in the rest of the image but their localization is
hampered by delocalization effects. The application of exit
wave reconstruction methods to through-focal series [28] could
improve the characterization of these layers and will be the
subject of forthcoming investigations.
4. Conclusions
This work has presented the results of a combined XPS
and HR-TEM investigation on Ni NP (with diameter values
between 4 and 8 nm) before and after controlled oxidation.
It was possible to obtain metal oxide core–shell NP from a
gas-phase beam of pre-formed and mass-selected Ni NP in the
diameter range between 4 and 8 nm. The obtained NP are
chemically and structurally stable and, in particular, the Ni core
maintains its metallic nature even after prolonged exposure to
atmospheric conditions (for more than 15 h). Moreover, HR-
TEM images from the particles reveal that the structure of the
metallic core is a regular multitwinned icosahedral structure,
composed of single-crystal tetrahedra with (1, 1, 1) faces. A
strain analysis using the GPA method has been performed on
representative images, in order to obtain a map of the lattice
deformation at the peripheral region of the NP with respect to
the close-by region of the Ni core, revealing a deformation
which is compatible with the formation of epitaxial NiO
crystalline small islands on the surface of the NP.
6
Figure 5.9: (a) HRTEM image of an oxidized Ni nanocluster, with the black a row po nting to the
possible presence of NiO nanocrystalline island formed on the Ni c re. (b) Simulation of a Ni-NiO
cor -shell Ih nanocluster. Note the difference between th lattice spacings in the core and shell.249
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5.2 Results of Ni0.85Cu0.15 Nanocluster Study
This section contains results of our investigation of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters pro-
duced in the IGA magnetron sputtering system (see Chapter 2 for details). In total
139 Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples of various cluster sizes and surface coverages were produced
during the study. Firstly, samples were deposited onto various TEM grids and
characterized ex-situ at different stages of aging, using a Philips CM200 analytical
HRTEM, located at UCEM. Secondly, sets of Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples were deposited
onto Si3N4/Si substrates suitable for CNT growth experiments – results of those
experiments are presented later in the chapter.
5.2.1 Fresh Ni0.85Cu0.15 Nanoclusters
Just like in the case of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters presented in the previous chap-
ter, fresh Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters were characterized shortly after their deposition
with minimum exposure to air (<15 minutes) during the transfer from the deposi-
tion chamber to the TEM. A typical TEM image of a low surface coverage sample
(θ ≤ 3%) is shown in Fig. 5.10. At this surface coverage coalescence of clusters is
negligible which allows for an investigation of properties of individual nanoclusters.
In addition, it allows for an efficient determination of the cluster size distribution
(see Fig. 5.11), calculated from the cluster’s projected area, with an assumption that
the clusters are spherical.
HRTEM images of the Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples revealed that the nanoclusters are
either of Ih structure, as can be seen in Fig. 5.10 (b), or they retain their bulk
FCC structure, visible in Fig. 5.10 (c). Furthermore, both Ih and FCC clusters
exhibited lattice spacings d = 2.0±0.1 A˚, which closely match the distance between
{1,1,1} planes in Ni or Cu. Note that this spacing is also similar to the distance
between {2,0,0} planes in FCC NiO (aNiO = 4.18 A˚); however, based on the reported
Ni nanocluster oxidation rate249, it is not likely that complete oxidation of fresh
Ni0.85Cu0.15 took place during the transfer from the IGA system to the TEM.
5.2.2 Aged Ni0.85Cu0.15 Nanoclusters
Fig. 5.12 shows TEM images of a Ni0.85Cu0.15 sample that had been left exposed to
atmosphere for 24 hours before it was imaged. From this figure it is evident that
Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters deposited onto a-C do not coalesce easily, unlike the case of
Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters presented in § 4.4.2; instead, they tend to form patches of
a nanocluster-based film where the original nanoclusters are still visible as the main
building blocks. In addition, Fig. 5.12 (b) shows that some Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters
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Figure 5.10: (a) TEM image of fresh Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters deposited onto a-C at low surface
coverage (θ ≤ 3%). (b) HRTEM image of an icosahedral Ni-Cu cluster, showing the interplanar
distance of 2.0±0.1 A˚ that corresponds to {1,1,1} planes in FCC Ni (or Cu). (c) HRTEM image
of a FCC Ni-Cu cluster, exhibiting the same interplanar distance as in (b).
Figure 5.11: Size distribution of Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters from the low surface coverage sample pre-
sented in Fig. 5.10. Total number of counted clusters was N = 155.
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Figure 5.12: TEM (a) and HRTEM (b) images of an aged Ni0.85Cu0.15 sample with clusters of
diameter D = 5±1 nm, deposited onto holey a-C. Surface coverage was θ ∼ 30%.
retained their initial Ih structure even after such prolonged exposure to air, with
the lattice spacings corresponding to Ni and Cu, but not NiO nor Cu2O. Note also
that these clusters have an amorphous shell with thickness of . 2 nm. The shell
is most likely made of a-C that diffused over the clusters’ surface from the support
film, since it does not seem very plausible that such a thick amorphous shell could
be formed by oxidation of Ni or Cu from the clusters while the Ni-Cu core preserved
its Ih structure with no visible distortions.
When the surface coverage was further increased up to 2 monolayers (θ ∼2 ML
or 200%) we obtained continuous nanocluster-based thin films. Fig. 5.13 presents
one such high surface coverage film which was had been exposed to air for a week
before being taken to the TEM. Again, this figure shows the original nanoclusters as
the building blocks of the film, suggesting that the coalescence of (oxidized) Ni-Cu
Figure 5.13: (a) TEM image of a thin Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster film deposited onto a-C on Au
mesh. Cluster size in the beam was D = 6±1 nm; surface coverage was 200% (∼12 nm). (b) EDX
spectrum taken from the same sample, showing the average Cu content of 12.1±0.4 at.%.
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nanoclusters is fairly slow. The energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) profiles
(see Fig. 5.13 (b)) showed that the average Cu content in the nanocluster-based film
was 12.1±0.4 at.%, which is quite close to the starting composition of the sputter
target (Ni0.85Cu0.15). For this reason we denote our nanoclusters’ composition as
Ni0.85Cu0.15 throughout this thesis. Note also that the EDX spectrum indicates the
presence of O in the film, which is not surprising since, as mentioned earlier, this
sample had been exposed to atmosphere for a week before the characterization.
5.2.3 Ni0.85Cu0.15 Nanoclusters on HOPG
The coalescence of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters deposited onto substrates is interesting
from many standpoints. For example, when used in catalysis, in order to maximize
the efficiency of the catalytic reactor, it would be beneficial to achieve a high surface
density of Ni-Cu clusters. However, with the possibility of surface diffusion and
coalescence of the clusters, one has to be very careful when increasing the surface
coverage: the Ni-Cu catalytic activity is likely to be size-dependent and therefore
any agglomeration of clusters may severely affect the performance of such a catalytic
reactor. A similar thing has to be considered when Ni-Cu clusters are used as
catalysts in thermal CVD growth of CNTs – the coalescence rate of clusters may be
additionally enhanced since the growth usually occurs in the temperature range of
500-1000 °C. Therefore, an investigation of coalescence of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters
deposited onto various substrates seems worthwhile.
As the first step, it is useful to study the coalescence of clusters during and
immediately after the deposition (at room temperature). To further investigate
the influence of substrate on the coalescence of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters, we de-
posited samples onto home-made TEM grids containing HOPG as a support for
the clusters. HOPG is known as a material that has relatively big (∼µm2) terraces
of a very flat surface and is widely used in the field of surface science as a sub-
strate13,200,201,203,251–253. Our HOPG support was made by peeling off flakes from
a commercially available bulk pieces of HOPG. The peeled flakes were then sus-
pended over oyster TEM grids (see Table 2.1) and firmly clamped to secure them
from falling off.
A typical TEM image of a fresh Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster sample deposited onto
such a grid is presented in Fig. 5.14. In this case the surface coverage was increased
to θ ∼ 10 % in order to get more clusters available for coalescence, but still kept
relatively low to avoid formation of a thin nanocluster-based film. One can see that
Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters diffused on the flat surfaces of the support and formed
localized assemblies of clusters. These assembiles however did not merge forming
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Figure 5.14: TEM image of fresh Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters deposited onto a home-made HOPG
flake. Nanoclusters formed localized assemblies on the stepped terraces, but did not coalesce.
Nanocluster size was D = 6±1 nm; surface coverage was ∼10%. Note the change of image contrast
as the thickness of the substrate gradually decreases, starting from the upper left corner.
larger islands, as was for example seen in the case of Ag-Au nanoclusters. On the
contrary, the appearance of these clusters is very similar to typical images of nan-
ocluster TEM samples prepared by evaporating a drop of chemically-synthesized
cluster-containing solution on the TEM grid254–258. However, our nanoclusters do
not contain any surfactants, unlike the clusters in the samples prepared by wet syn-
thesis. Based on this observation we can conclude that our surfacant-free Ni0.85Cu0.15
nanoclusters do not readily coalesce into larger islands, even when they are deposited
onto a substrate with a very smooth surface, such as HOPG, where the diffusion of
clusters is pronounced.
One possible explanation of this behaviour may lay in the fact that Ni and Cu
posses higher cohesive energies than Ag and Au, meaning that it is more difficult to
move over Ni and Cu atoms on the surface of nanoclusters so that necks between
the clusters can be formed. In another words, it might be energetically more ex-
pensive to form bigger islands in the case of Ni-Cu nanoclusters than in the case
of Ag-Au nanoclusters. It is also possible that the surface layer of deposited Ni-Cu
nanoclusters got (partially) oxidized during the course of deposition and transfer to
the TEM laboratory (∼15 min), so that some sort of oxidized “buffer” surface lay-
ers were created that additionally hampered the coalescence of clusters into larger
clumps or islands. Since the oxidation rate of Ag is much slower than the oxidation
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rate of either Ni or Cu, there were no such obstacles present for Ag-Au nanoclusters
and hence they coalesced fairly easy, compared to Ni-Cu nanoclusters.
These results seem very promising for possible realizations of Ni-Cu nanocluster
catalytic reactors of high efficiency, where a high surface-to-volume ratio is desired.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.14, some of the clusters were residing on the terraces
near the edge which are in general significantly thinner than those further from
it. These thin regions, some of which contained <10 layers of graphite/graphene,
allowed better imaging of our clusters, since the substrate contribution to the image
is relatively weak there. Fig. 5.15 shows one such HRTEM image of a Ni0.85Cu0.15
nanocluster: one can resolve the cluster’s Ih structure, as well as a somewhat ordered
pattern of the supporting HOPG layers (e.g. in the bottom right corner in (a)).
The latter approach could be utilized in the image analysis in order to subtract the
substrate contribution to the micrograph by filtering the FFT pattern, making the
cluster’s structure somewhat clearer in the inverse FFT image (Fig. 5.15 (c)).
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Figure 5.15: (a) HRTEM image of an Ih Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster deposited onto a HOPG flake.
Note the hexagonal lattice of the HOPG substrate in the bottom right corner. (b) Substrate
contribution to the micrograph showing some regularity – a feature that is not visible in a-C
substrates. The contrast was additionally increased, for the sake of clarity. (c) HRTEM image
from (a) after subtraction of the substrate contribution.
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5.2.4 Behaviour of Ni0.85Cu0.15 Nanoclusters Under Electron
Beam Irradiation
As can be seen in Fig. 5.14, some of the deposited Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters slid to
the outer edge of the HOPG support and were left hanging practically in vacuum,
making them even more suitable for HRTEM imaging. However, when the TEM
magnification was increased to M > 500 000 ×, a time-dependent change of the
nanocluster shape and structure was observed: one or more artifacts started to grow
on the cluster’s surface, usually perpendicular to the electron beam direction. These
artifacts were crystalline with the FCC lattice, no matter whether the nanocluster
that they grew on was Ih or FCC. We took many TEM images of this process for
various Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters – one such sequence is presented in Fig. 5.16.
It was found experimentally that the growth rate of these objects depended on
the intensity of the electron beam; under standard imaging conditions the growth
Figure 5.16: Series of HRTEM images of an Ih Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster showing the growth of
a “nanochimney” (indicated by the white arrow) under the influence of electron beam. Note
the increase in TEM magnification for images (i)–(l), accompanied by a counter-clockwise rota-
tion of the image by ∼45◦. After the principal nanochimney reached its maximum length (k), a
smaller nanochimney (indicated by the black arrow) started to grow along the edge of the HOPG
substrate (l).
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occurred over the period of 10–15 minutes. The process was advancing in 3 stages:
1. Dormancy stage – no visible growth of any artifacts occurs, although some
changes in the cluster outer region may be visible. This stage usually lasts for
< 3 minutes.
2. Growth of the artifact (we call it “nanochimney” due to its growth on top of
the cluster) that usually extends 2-3 nm from the cluster’s surface, although
extensions up to 5 nm in length were observed in some cases. This stage lasts
3-15 minutes, depending on the electron beam intensity and size of the starting
Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster (the bigger the cluster, the longer the growth).
3. End stage – by this time the starting cluster has lost most of its initial struc-
tural characteristics, usually turning into a polycrystalline FCC object (see
Fig. 5.16 (l)). The principal “nanochimney” starts to expand in width at the
expense of its length, followed by a side growth of other, smaller “nanochim-
neys” at the base of the principal one. Interestingly, these side “nanochimneys”
exhibit a tendency to grow along the edge of the HOPG substrate (but the
same thing was seen in the case of holey a-C supports), in a fashion that may
be described as a “creeping mode”.
A detailed examination of these HRTEM images (see Fig. 5.17) revealed that
the nanochimney’s lattice spacings and directions corresponded to the NiO struc-
ture, although the starting nanocluster’s structure was a fivefold Ih with spacings
corresponding to non-oxidized Ni or Cu.
Figure 5.17: HRTEM image (same as Fig. 5.16 (e)) of a Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster with a “nanochimney”
growing sideways. (b) FFT of the Ni0.85Cu0.15 cluster, exhibiting a fivefold symmetry with all spots
corresponding to interplanar distances of 2.0±0.1A˚. (c) FFT of the “nanochimney”, exhibiting
the FCC structure with spots denoted 1,2, and 3 revealing interplanar distances of 2.5±0.1 A˚,
2.0±0.1 A˚, and 2.5±0.1 A˚, respectively, that correspond to those between the {1,1,1}, {2,0,0}, and
{1,-1,-1} planes in NiO.
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This effect may be explained in the following way: the surface of Ni0.85Cu0.15
nanocluster was (partially) oxidized during the transfer to the TEM, but most of
the cluster retained its original structure. However, when irradiated by the electron
beam, the surface oxide layer starts to absorb energy that is sufficient for a significant
diffusion of O and Ni (Cu) atoms over the surface so that they form energetically
more stable structures – FCC NiO nanochimneys. The growth continues as long as
there is a supply of Ni and O atoms from the cluster. It is possible that some Cu
atoms also incorporated into the nanochimneys, but the fraction of Cu atoms in the
clusters is relatively small so it is reasonable to assume that nanochimneys mostly
consist of Ni and O. Further investigation may be required to elucidate the role of
Cu in this process.
5.3 Ni0.85Cu0.15 Study - Conclusions
We have presented results of an experimental study of Ni-Cu nanoclusters, with
emphasis on their structural properties. The clusters ranging from 3–10 nm in
diameter were successfully produced in the IGA magnetron sputtering system from
an alloy (Ni0.85Cu0.15) target and deposited onto various substrates, suitable for
TEM and synchrotron XRD characterization.
TEM EDX measurements showed that the average Cu content in the clusters
was 12.1±0.1 at.%, which agrees well with the alloy target’s composition. HRTEM
imaging of low surface coverage samples revealed that the majority of fresh nan-
oclusters possesed the Ih structure, although single-crystal FCC clusters were also
observed. No visible phase segregation in these fresh clusters was detected in the
bright field HRTEM – even if there was some segregation, a similar lattice parameter
and atomic number of Ni and Cu (28 and 29, respectively), as well as a relatively low
Cu content, prevented us from observing it. However, during the aging of samples,
amorphous shells developed around the Ih cores, indicating a formation of surface
NiO or Cu2O.
It was observed that Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters do not coalesce easily at room
temperature, even in the case of a very smooth substrate, such as HOPG. Moreover,
in the high surface coverage samples thin nanocluster-based films were created, re-
taining their granular structure without coalescing significantly. This behaviour was
attributed to higher cohesive energies of Ni and Cu than in the case of Ag and Au,
where coalescence is pronounced. Also, the oxidation of Ni and Cu, which is faster
than in the case of Ag, may additionally hamper the coalescence. These results seem
encouraging from the point of view of a possible usage of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters
in high-efficient catalytic reactors where a large surface area is desired.
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Under the influence of the electron beam during HRTEM imaging of samples,
crystalline artifacts (“nanochimneys”) started to grow on the nanoclusters’ surfaces,
usually perpendicular to the beam, with a structure consistent with NiO. It was
hypothesized that the energy input from the electron beam causes the redistribution
of surface Ni and O atoms so that they form single crystal FCC NiO nanostructures.
The results of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster study and experience obtained from it
proved to be very helpful in the next step – investigation of their usage as catalysts




Here we outline the basic facts about carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and recent advances
in this booming field of physical sciences. The latest experimental and modeling
results are presented, including a brief overview of the usage of Ni and Cu as catalysts
in CNT growth.
5.4.1 Overview of Carbon Nanotubes
First reported in the early 1950s in the Soviet Union259, the discovery of CNTs went
unnoticed for years. Occasionally a CNT-related work would be published, such
as the one from Abrahamson260, until a great interest in the subject of CNTs was
sparked in 1991. when the seminal paper from Iijima261 was published. Since then
there have hundreds of books8–10 and thousands of papers262 covering many as-
pects of this subject, ranging from the preparation of catalysts38,39,67,263–266 and
substrates72,264,267, to CNT growth268–270, to characterization271–275 and applica-
tions262,276–285 in various fields.
From our point of view, the most interesting issue is the usage of alloy Ni-Cu
nanoclusters as catalysts in the CNT growth by CVD and thermal decomposition
of PMMA. The ultimate goal is to try to correlate some of the catalysts’ properties,
such as shape, size, and composition, to some of the CNTs’ properties, such as inner
diameter and possibly chirality. This will ideally lead to fabrication of CNTs with
predefined electrical characteristics, which is highly advantageous for possible appli-
cations of CNTs in electronic devices. In order to better understand the influence
of nanocatalysts’ properties on CNT growth, we need to revisit some of the basic
information about CNTs and recent advances in this subject.
Types of CNTs
Carbon is known to exist in a form of 1D sheets of covalently bonded atoms ordered
in a hexagonal lattice – graphene. The distance between neighboring C atoms in a
sheet is a = 1.42 A˚ and, if layered together to form multi-layer graphene/graphite,
the distance between successive sheets is d = 3.35 A˚. Due to its extraordinary
properties286–290, graphene has drawn much attention over the last decade291,292,
establishing a large subject for itself. If however, these graphene sheets are rolled,
one gets CNTs – either as single-wall (SWCNT) or multi-wall (MWCNT) nanoscale
objects (see Fig. 5.18). Each type of CNTs has its own properties which are suitable
for possible usage in different applications. For instance, semiconducting SWCNTs
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ABSTRACT This paper presents an overview of the issues re-
lated to the integration of carbon nanotubes into microelectron-
ics systems. Particular emphasis is placed on the use of carbon
nanotubes as on-chip wiring (interconnects) and active devices
(transistors), the two main building blocks of current semicon-
ductor circuits. The properties of state-of-the art devices are
compared in order to test the viability of replacing silicon-based
components with carbon nanotubes. Further, the problems as-
sociated with the construction of nanotube-based devices are
discussed.
PACS 73.63.Fg; 81.07.De; 85.35.Kt; 81.16.Hc
1 Introduction
A quick glance at the current version of the inter-
national technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) [1]
shows that the continued down-scaling of the features on
semiconductor chips is expected to reach 15 nm by 2020. Al-
ready by 2010 the smallest wiring on a chip should be nar-
rower than 50 nm. This means that the already high demands
placed on state-of-the-art circuits with features of around
90–100 nm will increase considerably, creating a number of
critical bottlenecks related to properties of the materials cur-
rently used. Thus, the search is on for new materials to relax
these constraints, enabling downscaling to take place at the
current level.
Several options have been considered to replace the tried-
and-tested silicon at the centre of the devices. Other mate-
rials such as germanium and gallium arsenide have superior
semiconducting properties, but are much more difficult to in-
tegrate due to several problems including the deposition of
gate oxides and device etching. These problems increase the
cost per device considerably with the result that silicon has re-
mained on top, providing the standard to which all alternative
technologies must be measured.
The manufacture of silicon based chips is based on a, so-
called, “top down” approach whereby the materials used to
make the devices are first deposited on the chip and then struc-
tured using optical lithography and etching. In this way a large
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number of layers can be built up to connect the transistors that
are constructed from the topmost part of the single crystal sili-
con wafer. Since crystalline silicon cannot be grown on silicon
dioxide or other dielectric materials, the transistors in a chip
are restricted to the two-dimensional silicon substrate surface,
and cannot be distributed within the interconnect wiring net-
work. However, this limitation is not as significant as it would
appear for silicon substrates because the transistor density
is limited by the amount of heat that can be removed from
the chip. It does restrict the choice of substrates to silicon
for high performance chips. An alternative to the top down
method is the use of self-organization in which large complex
structures are constructed from smaller building blocks, e.g.,
molecules. This approach is referred to as “bottom up” and
includes molecular self-assembly and the generation of ex-
tremely uniform crystalline structures such as nanowires and
carbon nanotubes.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were discovered by Iijima in
1991 while investigating the soot of an arc-discharge experi-
ment used to create C60 buckyballs [2]. From transmission
electron microscope (TEM) images of periodic structures in
the soot he speculated that concentric, graphene-based tubes
had formed in the discharge zone. The basic forms of single-
walled and multi-walled CNTs are shown in Fig. 1 together
with a planar graphene sheet. One year later Hamada et al.
suggested that these tubes could be metallic or semiconduct-
ing from tight binding calculations [3]. In the same year
Ebbesen and coworkers presented an optimization of the arc-
discharge method that yielded large quantities of CNTs [4].
Despite this initial success, it took a further four years to pu-
FIGURE 1 Illustration of the form of a graphene sheet (left), single-walled
carbon nanotube (middle) and a multi-walled carbon nanotube with three
shells (right)
Figure 5.18: Illustration of a graphene sheet (left) hich, when rolled, can give a SWCNT (center)
or, if more than one graphene sheet is rolled, a concentric MWCNT (right).285
them useful in electronics293; metallic SWCNTs may be used as flexible electrodes284,
whereas MWCNT with their high surface-area-to-mass ratio may find applications
in the field of photovoltaics282 or energy storage281.
SWCNT Chirality – Semiconducting vs. Metallic Tubes
What determines whether a SWCNT is metallic or semiconducting is the way the
graphene sheet is rolled. To explain this, one has to look at a SWCNT as a molecule
whose structure is defined by a chiral vector ~Cn,m = n~a1 + m~a2 , where ~a1 and ~a2
are unit vectors of the graphene lattice, with magnitude a = 2.46 A˚ (see Fig. 5.19).
In this notation, every SWCNT can be described by a set of (n, m) indices – the
SWCNT is formed by rolling of the graphene sheet from (0, 0) to (n, m) in the
the integers (7, 0). These indices indicate moving 7 units along the
a1 vector and 0 units along the a2 vector. If the end of the cyan ar-
row is wrapped such that it connects to the beginning of the arrow,
a (7, 0) CNT is generated. All CNT structures can be designated by
this (m, n) index. CNTs with (m, 0) indices are referred to as zigzag
tubes and have the general structure as shown in Fig. 1b, in which
m phenyl rings are fused along the diameter of the tube. In con-
trast, if a cylinder is rolled up along the red vector, we generate a
(4, 4) CNT. CNTs with (m, n) indices where m = n are referred to
as armchair CNTs and have the general structure shown in
Fig. 1c. Note that in contrast to the zigzag CNTs, the phenyl rings
in this case are linked by single bonds along the diameter and
are fused along the long axis. All other CNTs are chiral and will
have a helical pitch such as the one shown in Fig. 1d. Due to the dif-
ferent diameters, lengths, and chirality, a large number of CNT
structures are possible—each possessing unique electronic and
optical band structures. To add even greater diversity, CNTs can
also change chirality along the tube axis, as well as incorporate
structures other than 6-membered rings [17]. The seemingly limit-
less range of properties of carbon nanotubes is a fascinating conse-
quence of quantum mechanics.
3. Current methods of CNT production
Methods for carbon nanotube synthesis have been discussed
extensively elsewhere, therefore, a comprehensive review of this
topic will not be presented here. A brief discussion of CNT synthe-
sis is appropriate, however, to familiarize the reader with the most
common methods of production, as well as to the general limita-
tions of these techniques.
Carbon nanotubes are produced today by methods that are in
many ways very similar to those that resulted in their original, ser-
endipitous discovery. Sumio Iijima’s arc discharge synthesis of
CNTs in 1991 is often credited as the first preparation of carbon
nanotubes [1]. In an arc discharge CNT synthesis, a current is
passed between two graphitic electrodes, causing the graphite to
vaporize and condense on the cathode, resulting in carbon nano-
tubes. This early method is still commonly used today and can pro-
duce carbon nanotubes in up to 30% yield. A few years later, a
second important method for production of CNTs, termed laser
ablation, was developed by Smalley and co-workers [18]. In this
method, a pulsed laser is used to vaporize a graphite/catalyst target
generating carbon nanotubes on the walls of the reactor. The laser
ablation method can yield up to 70% CNTs, but is costly and not
amenable to large-scale production. A third process for CNT syn-
thesis, which is perhaps the most useful to date, is chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) [19]. For CVD synthesis, a metal catalyst particle
is deposited on a substrate and placed into a high temperature fur-
nace. A carbon gas source, such as ethane or methane, is then
passed through the furnace, resulting in growth of CNTs on the
substrate. Advances in the CVD method have allowed for the bulk
preparation of CNTs.
While attempts have been made to adapt these methods to a
chirality-controlled synthesis, so far this has been relatively unsuc-
cessful. Most recently, Harutyunyan reported a CVD technique in
which the metallic-to-semiconducting ratio—typically 1:2 under
standard growth conditions—can be shifted to 90:10 favoring
metallic CNTs [20]. Harutyunyan clearly demonstrated that by
altering the catalyst annealing conditions, the catalyst morphology
can be altered. The change in metallic-to-semiconducting ratio is
attributed to this change in catalyst morphology, indicating that
the nature of the catalyst can potentially control chirality.
Although this conclusion is a logical one, how to extend this empir-
ical result to a rational synthesis of a variety of CNTs with different
chiralities is not clear. The same argument is true for reports of
growth conditions that can dramatically alter the ratio of carbon
nanotubes to favor semiconducting CNTs. While these types of
growth conditions can produce up to 95% semiconducting CNTs,
nanotubes of at least five different chiralities are produced [21].
Each of these individual CNTs will have different electronic and
optical band structures. Here again, it is not obvious how one pro-
gresses from these albeit useful empirical observations to a ra-
tional chirality-controlled synthesis.
This inability to synthesize pure CNTs has thus fueled research
in purification techniques. Perhaps most notably, centrifugation
purification techniques have lead to the enrichment of CNTs of
a specific chirality based on different densities of wrapped nano-
tubes. These techniques, however, are arduous and so far do not
seem amenable to a scalable production [15]. Unquestionably,
the more efficient process would be to synthesize a batch of CNTs
in which 99% of the nanotubes are of a predetermined chirality
as opposed to isolating a small fraction out of a mixture of CNTs.
In order to fully exploit the electronic and optical properties of
CNTs for advanced nanotechnologies, a more rational approach
to carbon nanotubes of discrete chirality will ultimately be
required.
4. A bottom-up template approach to CNTs with discrete
chirality
Synthetic organic chemistry can potentially provide a powerful
solution to the CNT synthesis problem. Our approach to synthe-
sizing carbon nanotubes with control of chirality relies on utiliz-
ing hoop-shaped carbon macrocycles—small fragments of CNTs
that retain information regarding chirality and diameter—as tem-
plates for CNT synthesis (Fig. 2). For example, a (5, 5) armchair
carbon nanotube can be constructed by fusing additional phenyl
Fig. 1. CNTs have varying properties depending on the arrangement of carbon
atoms.
2 R. Jasti, C.R. Bertozzi / Chemical Physics Letters 494 (2010) 1–7
Figure 5.19: SWCNT chirality is defined by the way the 2D graphene she t (a) is rolled: r lling
along (n, 0) direction produces zigzag tubes (b); rolling along (n, n) direction creates armchair
tubes (c); any other direction gives chiral tubes (d).269
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direction of the chiral vector ~Cn,m. SWCNTs of a general type (n, 0) are called
zigzag ; SWCNTs designated by (n, n) are referred to as armchair and all other
(n, m) SWCNTs are called chiral. The set of indices (n, m) also describes whether a
particular SWCNT is semiconducting or metallic, according to the following rules:
(n−m) = 3z ⇒ metallic tube
(n−m) = 3z ± 1 ⇒ semiconducting tube
where z is an integer. A comprehensive set of (n, m) indices is presented in Fig. 5.20
indicating whether a particular (n, m) SWCNT is metallic or semiconducting. The
angle δ between a chiral vector ~Cn,m and zigzag axis (n, 0) is referred to as chiral











Figure 5.20: Set of (n, m) indeces indicating whether a particular SWCNT is metallic or semi-




5.4.2 Growth of CNTs
CNTs can be produced in numerous ways which all have the same basic principle
– C atoms are taken from a source and are rearranged in a tubular nanostructure
(see Fig. 5.18) with an input of externally added energy. Some of popular and less
popular methods are listed in Table 5.1.
In order to better understand CNT growth, including the influence of catalysts,
substrates, carbon sources and growth conditions, numerous computational and ex-
perimental studies have been conducted over the couple of decades; here we give a
brief overview of the most recent results and advances in this exciting subject, with
focus on Ni- and Cu-catalyzed CVD synthesis.
Modeling Studies
Apart from Fe and Co, Ni is one of the most widely used elements in catalytic
CVD synthesis of CNTs. Abdi et al.294 modeled the annealing of Ni thin films and
subsequent nucleation of Ni nanoclusters on a substrate, examining the influence of
the annealing temperature on the size of nucleated clusters. A group of Amara et al.
conducted an extensive investigation of CNT nucleation on Ni nanoclusters295–298,
with a focus on the Ni-C interaction. They found that the solubility and diffusion
of C atoms in Ni nanoclusters governed the initial stages of CNT nucleation i.e.
the formation of C caps on Ni surfaces. In addition, they observed that the self-
organization of C atoms on the Ni surface depends on the temperature, with higher
temperatures (>1500 K) propagating creation of NiC, which is detrimental for CNT
growth. Similarly, Shin and Hong299 studied the diffusion of C around the edges
of Ni nanoclusters; it was found that C atoms diffuse more on the (1,1,0) surface,
compared to the (1,1,1) and (1,0,0) surfaces. Note the importance of this result if
faceted Ih nanoclusters, similar to the one seen in Fig. 5.10 (b), are used as catalysts
in the CNT growth. Furthermore, Lyalin et al.300 took another approach to the
Ni-C nanosystem: instead of looking at the influence of Ni clusters on C atoms and
Method C Source Energy Catalyst
arc discharge solid (soot, graphite, . . . ) electric no
laser ablation solid (graphite target) laser radiation + thermal optional
ball milling solid mechanical + thermal yes
thermal CVD gaseous (C2H2, CH4, . . . ) thermal optional
PECVD gaseous thermal + electric yes
polymer treatment solid (PMMA) thermal yes
microwave growth solid(polystyrene) microwave radiation yes
Table 5.1: Some popular and alternative methods for CNT production.
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Figure 5.21: Influence of nanocluster size and adhesion between the nanocluster and C-cap on
SWCNT growth.302
CNT growth, they examined the influence of C on the Ni clusters. They see that
the addition of a single C atom to the 147-atom Ni cluster significantly influences
its thermodynamic properties, such as the melting temperature. Banerjee et al.301
studied the CNT growth modes (tip vs. base growth) and found that Ni nanoclusters
preferentially yielded tip growth, whereas Fe nanocatalysts favored base growth.
However, the most important issue in catalytic CVD synthesis of CNTs seem to
be the influence of nanocluster size and adhesion forces between a nanocluster and
the adhered C atoms. Burgos et al.302 found that these parameters determine the
behaviour of the Ni-C system: weak adhesion and smaller nanoclusters lead to a
C-cap lift-off and formation of SWCNT, while stronger adhesion and relatively big
nanoclusters prefer encapsulation of the Ni catalyst (see Fig. 5.21). Similar studies
were conducted by Larsson et al.303 and Wang et al.304; the latter concludes that the
strain relief between a nanocluster surrounded by a C-cap is responsible for the ex-
trusion and growth of CNT. Furthermore, Yazyev and Pasquarello12,305 theoretically
investigated how the choice of metallic nanocatalysts influenced the CNT growth;
it was found that coinage metals (Cu in particular) favored low temperature CVD
growth forming CNTs with narrow chirality distributions.
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FIG. 1. (a) 15-atom nanoparticles of copper (orange) and cobalt (blue) interacting with nanotube caps of (n,m) chiralities (carbon atoms shown as gray spheres).
The angle defined by the highlighted atomic plane (red line) in the nanoparticle and the perpendicular to the nanotube axis correlates with the chiral angle of the
nascent nanotube (cap). The nanotube schematic at the right is introduced to facilitate interpretation. (b) Top view (top) and side view (bottom) of the epitaxial
matching between a cobalt nanoparticle (blue atoms) and a molybdenum-carbide support (Mo atoms gray, C atoms yellow). (c) Structure of a Co nanoparticle
(blue) during nanotube growth for strong nanoparticle/substrate interaction Eadh (left) and for a weaker interaction (right). Eadh is related to the potential well of
the metal-substrate potential (see methods).
estimates of these bond energies are Ecc = –4.06 eV > ECoC
= –2.37 eV > ECuC = –1.94 eV au> ECoCo = –0.76 eV
> ECu–Cu = –0.75 eV. The strongest carbon–metal interac-
tions are expected to be those of the metal atoms interacting
with the highly reactive C rim atoms,33 as shown in Fig.
1(a) by the yellow lines. The positioning of the metallic
atoms in contact with the rim may induce the remaining
cluster structure, leading to the formation of incipient
planes in the cluster [red lines in Fig. 1(a)]. The calculated
E is similar for the various chiral systems, averaging
–1.29 ± 0.031 eV for cobalt and –1.35 ± 0.003 eV for
copper; the small energy difference suggests that both
metal clusters are stabilized by caps in similar extent and
this stabilization may play a significant role in nanotube
nucleation.13, 33 Notice that (Ecap–cobalt/Ecap–copper) does
not correlate to ECuC/ECoC possibly due to the contribution of
the distinct cluster deformations to E.
The strong cluster deformation noted suggests the
existence of an inverse template effect of the growing
nanostructure on the catalytic nanoparticle. Such an effect
supports some known disadvantages regarding chirality selec-
tivity for SWCNT synthesis methods using floating nanoparti-
cles (gas-phase process) as opposed to catalyst nanoparticles
supported on a substrate. For example, at the high tempera-
tures of the synthesis (∼1000 K) the floating (polydisperse
and polymorph) nanoparticles are most likely in a liquid-
like state. Thus, the inverse template effect from the nascent
carbon structure to the metal particle may exist given the
energy differences among the relevant interactions obtained
with the 0 K DFT analyses. This inverse template effect is
likely present at high temperatures due to the availability of
thermal energy in the form of kT (∼0.09 eV at 1000 K), which
more readily overcomes the nondirectional cohesive forces
of metallic bonds (EMM ∼ –0.76 eV) than the directional
(ECC ∼ –4.06 eV) covalent carbon bond forces.
The metal–metal cohesive energies for these small clus-
ters are much weaker than those in bulk due to the cluster size.
At 1000 K, even a larger floating cluster of hundreds of atoms
is at its melting point, and therefore it is easily deformed by
the nascent carbon structure.53, 54 Reducing the temperature
of the process may increase the impact of the metal structure
on the chirality distribution; however, a fine control would still
be difficult, even more so accounting for diffusion of carbon
into the nanoparticle,55 which may cause a further decrease
of the nanoparticle melting point through the formation of an
eutectic point56 and may alter the catalyst structure as well.
We come back to this point in Sec. III B when we discuss the
results of classical MD simulations. Using different metals
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Figure 5.22: Schematic representation of the influence of nanocatalyst shape on the chirality of
nascent SWCNT: the chiral angle of the tube is associated with the angle between the planes (red)
and direction of the tube growth. These results suggest possibility of tailoring SWCNT chirality and
consequently some of its physical properties, by using the appropriately shaped nanocatalysts.309
The issue of CNT chirality was also studied by Ding et al.79 and Dumlich and Re-
ich306–308, but the most comprehensive report from Gomez-Gualdron309 investigated
the influence of the Co nanocatalysts’ shape and the type of carbonaceous gas on
the chirality of grown CNTs. Their DFT and MD calculations show (see Fig. 5.22)
that zigzag chains of C atoms are preferentially formed on (2,1,1) surfaces, while
armchair chains favor (3,2,1) stepped surfaces, thus suggesting that the nanocluster
shape can affect the chirality of the SWCNT grown on it.
Experimental Studies
Out of many experimental studies of CNTs, we will here focus on recent advances
in Ni or Cu catalyzed CVD grow h, with a brief ov rview on th possibility of
modifying CNT chirality by using alloy catalysts of various compositions.
Siegal et al.47,56,58,61,66 extensively s udied the influence of experimental con-
ditions, such as temperature and growth time, on Ni-catalyzed CVD synthesis of
CNTs. In their most recent paper47 they report n the linear c rrelatio betwee
the number of walls and growth temperature (see Fig. 5.23).
Hofmann’s group at Cambridge, UK has conducted comprehensive research on
this topic over the last decade, by usi g both plasma-en anced (PE) CVD43,44,59
and thermal CVD59,67,266. Utilizing an environmental transmission electron micro-
scope ( TEM) they managed to capture images of the ini ial stages of CNT growth
(see Fig. 5.24), as well as to observe the state of nanocatalysts during the growth.
Recently, T rrado and al.310 investi ated the influence of te p rature a d time
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Figure 5.23: HRTEM images of CNTs produced by thermal CVD. The number of CNT walls grows
linearly with increasing temperature: (a) 530 °C; (b) 550 °C; (c) 570 °C; (d) 590 °C; (e) 610 °C;
(f) 630 °C.47
of catalyst reduction and pretreatment on the CNT growth, while Santiago et al.
studied the effect of SiO2/Si substrate on a nanocatalyst and consequently on CNT
growth. The latter group found evidence of metal silicide formation, which surpris-
ingly, showed the same catalytic activity as metal nanocatalysts, without inhibiting
the CNT growth at all.
When it comes to usage of alloy nanocatalysts in CNT synthesis, investigation
has been largery centered around Co-based systems, such as Co-Pd40 or Co-Mo71,267.




However, some advances have recently come in the field of Ni-based alloys: Sharma
et al.263 experimented with the addition of Au, finding that a small amount of Au
can increase the catalytic activity of Ni nanoclusters, despite the fact that Au tends
to segregate on Ni. Gonzalez et al.311 investigated the effect of Cu on the catalytic
activity of Ni nanoclusters: although the rate of catalytic cracking of CH4 on Ni-Cu
nanocatalyst was somewhat increased compared to pure Ni, the growth of CNTs was
not affected by the presence of Cu. A more detailed study of Ni-Cu nanocatalyzed
MWCNT synthesis came from Thiruvengadachari and Ajmera88 who investigated
the influence of experimental conditions on the nanotube growth, finding a strong
correlation between the nanocatalyst size and the average outer diameter of the
grown MWCNTs.
It should be noted though that, in all of the experimental studies presented so
far, both monometallic and alloy nanocatalysts were created in situ by annealing of
thin metallic films that had previously been sputtered onto various substrates.
In contrast, Chiang and Sankaran41,265,312 have pioneered the usage of pre-
designed alloy nanoclusters in SWCNT growth: they showed that by varying the
composition of NixFe1−x nanoclusters one can preferentially obtain SWCNT of a
certain chirality (see Fig. 5.25). The chirality-selective behaviour of these alloy
nanoclusters was explained by the observed increase in the {1,1,1} interplanar dis-
tance when Fe was added (aNi = 2.0 A˚, aNixFe1−x = 2.1 A˚), influencing the Ni-C
interactions in a similar fashion as predicted by Reich307.
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Figure 1 |Microcharacterization of as-synthesized Ni and NixFe1−x nanocatalysts. a,b, TEM images of Ni particles grown in a microplasma reactor at
2.0 ppm (a) and 2.6 ppm (b) nickelocene vapour concentration in Ar (scale bar: 5 nm). c,d, TEM images of Ni0.27Fe0.73 particles grown in a microplasma
reactor at 1.3 ppm (c) and 2.2 ppm (d) total metallocene vapour concentration (27:73 nickelocene:ferrocene) (scale bar: 5 nm). Insets: Representative
HRTEM images of metal particles at corresponding metallocene vapour concentrations (scale bar: 2 nm). e,f, Histograms of Ni (e) and Ni0.27Fe0.73 (f)
particle diameters assessed from corresponding low-magnification TEM images. g, EDX analysis of as-grown NixFe1− x nanoparticles. h, XRD analysis of
as-grown NixFe1−x nanoparticles (filled symbols) and literature values for bulk NiFe alloys (open symbols)21. The lattice constants for the fcc and bcc
crystalline phases are indicated as afcc and abcc, respectively.
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Figure 2 |Ultraviolet–visible–NIR absorbance spectra of SDS-dispersed SWCNTs. a,b, Absorbance spectra of SWCNTs grown with Ni nanocatalysts at
various mean particle diameters before (a) and after (b) spectral normalization. c,d, Absorbance spectra of SWCNTs grown with compositionally tuned
NixFe1−x nanocatalysts (2.0 nm mean particle diameter) at indicated furnace temperatures. The absorbance spectra were normalized by the sample
intensity at 587 nm and offset for clarity. The labels S11 and S22 (shaded blue) indicate the excitonic optical absorption bands for semiconducting SWCNTs
corresponding to the first and second one-dimensional van Hove singularities, respectively, and the M11 label (shaded pink) corresponds to the first-order
transition of metallic SWCNTs (ref. 30).
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Figure 5.25: Absorbance spectra of SWCNTs synthesized on compositionally tailored 2 nm
NixFe1−x nanoclusters showing correlation between SWCNT chirality (n, m) and the nanocat-
alyst co position.265
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5.5 Results of CNT study
In this section we present the results of preliminary CVD syntheses that utilized
Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster samples prepared in the IGA magnetron sputtering system
as catalysts for the CNT growth. SWCNT growth experiments (design, syntheses,
characterization, and interpretation of Raman spectra) were carried out by Kirsten
Edgar at the School of Chemical and Physical Sciences, VUW. MWCNT growth
experiments (design and syntheses) were performed by Jin Ke and Vladimir Golovko
at the Department of Chemistry, UC, while the author characterized the samples
and interpreted the results.
5.5.1 SWCNT Growth and Characterization
A set of identical, low surface coverage Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples (D = 6±1 nm, θ = 0.1%)
was deposited onto Si3N4/Si substrates; these clusters were then utilized as cata-
lysts in thermal CVD growth (see Chapter 2 for details), with the aim of producing
SWCNTs. Firstly, the influence of temperature on CVD growth was investigated
in a temperature range 900–1050 °C. SEM images presented in Fig. 5.26 show that
the samples grown at lower temperatures (T = 900 °C and 975 °C) feature only
spherical objects that somewhat resemble C-nanocages. However, the sample that
underwent the highest temperature CVD growth (T = 1050 °C) contain tubular-like
nanoscale objects – presumably SWCNTs313,314, in addition to the spherical objects
that are also present in a relatively high number.
These results are quite similar to an experimental study that has been reported
by Lin et al.89 which showed that SWCNTs preferentially grew on Ni nanoclusters
of D ≤ 6 nm, whereas larger clusters tended to form C-nanocages – this behaviour
has recently been backed up by the results of a modeling study of Burgos et al.302
that showed encapsulation of larger clusters (see Fig. 5.21). In addition, one has
to bear in mind that at such high temperatures a partial or complete melting of
Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters is possible, as predicted by Huang and Balbuena
237 and Li
et al.238, which may significantly reduce the average size of clusters in the sample.
In the light of these findings, we propose an explanation for the observations: de-
posited at a low surface coverage, initially 6±1 nm Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters likely started
to diffuse considerably on the substrate at such high temperatures, partially melting
at the same time; over time they formed larger aggregates (D > 6 nm), completely
changing the initial size distribution; such big nanoclusters were then suitable for
the growth of C-nanocages, but not SWCNTs. However, at the highest temperature
used, the size distribution of these aggregates was shifted toward a smaller diameter,
due to 2 reasons: initially 6±1 nm Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters melted more at this tem-
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Figure 5.26: SEM images (credits: K. Edgar, VUW) of Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples after the CVD growth
at various temperatures: (a) 900 °C; (b) 975 °C; (c) 1050 °C. Features similar to C-nanocages were
formed at all temperatures, but only the highest temperature sample gave tubular-like nanoobjects.
Note that the surface density of spherical objects drops with increasing temperature.
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perature even before aggregating into clumps; additionally, these clumps may have
partially melted and further decreased the size distribution. In the latter case some
of the clumps were small enough to initiate the SWCNT growth, as indicated by
Fig. 5.26 (c). Note from Fig. 5.26 that the surface density of C-nanocages gradually
decreased as the temperature was increased, supporting the claim that partial melt-
ing of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters had occurred prior to introducing the carbonaceous
gas.
To overcome the problems stemming from the evidence of a significant surface
diffusion, aggregation and possibly melting of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters supported on
Si3N4/Si, an alternative approach was taken. Samples were spincoated with a thin
layer of Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) whose presence should ideally decrease
the diffusion and aggregation of nanoclusters, keeping their size D ≤ 6 nm, favorable
for SWCNT growth. The sample preparation procedure was as follows: a drop of
PMMA solution (996,000 MW, 4 wt.% in toluene), was cast onto the Ni0.85Cu0.15
samples; three spinning rates ν were used: 1000, 2000, and 3000 rotations/minute
(rpm) in order to obtain PMMA films of different thicknesses, ready for CVD syn-
thesis. Since it was seen that the highest temperature yielded the most promising
results, the CVD growth conditions used in this set of experiments were the same
as in that experimental run.
Results of CVD syntheses using the newly prepared PMMA-coated Ni0.85Cu0.15
samples are presented in Fig. 5.27. One can see that all samples contained tubular-
like nanoobjects, while the occurrence and size of spherical features dropped con-
siderably in comparison with the non-PMMA-coated samples. The sample that had
the thickest PMMA film on (produced by the lowest spinning rate ν = 1000 rpm)
shows the highest density of CNTs – dense enough to form a network. Note that,
unlike the other samples from this set, nanotubes here are covered with a relatively
thick layer of material, possibly a-C that originated from the thick PMMA film
which thermally decomposed during the experiment. The sample spincoated at ν =
2000 rpm also shows CNTs, although their density seems significantly less than in
the first sample. The sample that contained the thinnest PMMA layer (spincoated
at ν = 3000 rpm) shows very few CNTs. However, unlike the other two samples,
these CNTs appear much longer.
As was seen, by depositing a relatively thick PMMA layer (ν = 1000 rpm) over
the Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters one can increase the number of tubular-like objects
that form during the CVD synthesis. It seems that thicker PMMA layers give
better results in terms of quantity, but at the expense of quality since nanotubes
are covered with a layer of a-C.
In order to confirm the formation of SWCNTs, the sample that showed the high-
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Figure 5.27: SEM images (credits: K. Edgar, VUW) of Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples after the CVD growth.
Samples were spincoated with PMMA at various spinning rates: (a) ν = 1000 rpm; (b) ν = 2000
rpm; (c) ν = 3000 rpm. The temperature in these experiments was T = 1050°C.
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Figure 5.28: Raman spectrum (credits: K. Edgar, VUW) of the CNT sample shown in Fig. 5.27
(a) revealing the presence of non-bundled well-graphitized semiconducting SWCNTs in the sample.
est density of tubular-like nanobjects was subjected to characterization by Raman
spectroscopy. The initial Raman spectra indicated a high amount of a-C, in line
with the observation from Fig. 5.27 (a). To decrease the amount of a-C in the sam-
ple, a low temperature (400 °C) burn off in air was performed. This enabled the
acquisition of Raman spectra originating from the tubular-like objects – a typical
spectrum is presented in Fig. 5.28.
The Raman spectra show a strong peak at ωRBM = 181 cm
−1 which corresponds
to the excitation frequency of the radial breathing modes (RBM) of SWCNTs, con-
firming their presence in the sample. Furthermore, two strong Lorentzian-like peaks
at ωRBM ∼ 1600 cm−1 that correspond to the excitation frequencies of tangen-
tial modes (TM− and TM+) indicate well-graphitized semiconducting non-bundled
SWCNTs315,316. It is also possible to estimate the diameter of the SWCNTs from




ωTM− = 1592− 41.4
D(nm)
For the spectrum presented in Fig. 5.28, one obtains quite consistent values of
SWCNT diameter: DRBM = 1.37 nm and DTM− = 1.43 nm.
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SWCNT Growth – Conclusions
An preliminary experimental study of Ni0.85Cu0.15-catalyzed CVD syntheses of SW-
CNTs was conducted for temperatures ranging 900–1050 °C. It was found that
tubular-like nanoobjects were produced only at the temperature of 1050 °C, whereas
for temperatures below that one gets spherical features that resemble C-nanocages.
These results suggested that clusters may have agglomerated into larger clumps dur-
ing the growth as such high temperatures, which likely enhanced the production of
nanocages, but was detrimental to SWCNT growth.
To overcome these issue, the samples were spincoated with a layer of PMMA. As
a results, the catalytic activity of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters seemingly increased – the
number of tubular-like objects in these samples increased. The most likely reason
was that more clusters had a size favorable for SWCNT growth89 (D ≤ 6 nm),
possibly due to suppressed cluster surface diffusion and agglomeration because of
the PMMA coating. After a low temperature burn off in air, the presence of low-
defect SWCNTs of diameter D ∼ 1.4 nm was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy.
This preliminary study showed that, under favoring experimental conditions,
Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters can be used as catalysts in CVD growth of SWCNTs.
Moreover, the fabricated SWCNTs are well-graphitized, non-bundled and predomi-
nantly semiconducting.
5.5.2 MWCNT Growth and Characterization
In this part of study, the main goal was to prove the concept that alloy Ni0.85Cu0.15
nanoclusters could be used as catalysts in low-temperature CVD growth of MWCNTs.
Since these were very first CVD experiments undertaken at the Department of Chem-
istry96, University of Canterbury, the goal was also to investigate a wider range of
experimental conditions in order to optimize the CVD process for future usage.
For that purpose, various samples of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters were deposited onto
Si3N4/Si substrates (see Table 5.2) and used for catalytic CVD growth of MWCNTs
(see Chapter 2 for details on CVD growth).
Initial MWCNT Growth Experiments
Initially, samples of a relatively high surface coverage (θ . 3%) were used in the
experiments: this coverage is low enough to suppress coalescence of nanoclusters
during the deposition, yet high enough to provide a relatively high number of possible
catalytic centers for CNT growth that would consequently increase the number of
CNTs, which would be beneficial for initial SEM and TEM characterization.
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Sample Set Cluster Size [nm] Surface Coverage [%] Substrate Type
193 5.7 ± 0.8 .3 Si3N4/Si
195 5.7 ± 0.8 .3 Si3N4/Si
210 5.7 ± 0.8 ∼0.1 Si3N4/Si
211 5.7 ± 0.8 ∼0.1 Si3N4/Si
213 4.0 ± 0.2 ∼0.1 Si3N4/Si
214 4.0 ± 0.2 ∼0.1 Si3N4/Si
253 4.2 ± 0.4 ∼0.1 Si3N4/Si
254 4.2 ± 0.4 ∼0.1 Si3N4/Si
Table 5.2: Characteristics of Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples prepared for thermal CVD experiments. Each
set contained 4 samples, denoted a-d throughout this chapter.
A diagram showing the experimental conditions used for this set of samples
is given in Fig. 5.29. After a low temperature reduction of oxidized Ni0.85Cu0.15
samples, CNT growth was carried out at the temperature of 650 °C. Note that
this temperature is significantly lower than the ones used in the SWCNT growth
experiments, presented in the previous section. SEM images of a typical sample from
this set is presented in Fig. 5.30 – before (a) and after (b) the CNT growth. One can
see that a dense spaghetti-like network of tubular nanostructures had grown on top
of the sample, with a relatively wide range of diameters (10 nm . DCNT . 50 nm)
that were considerably larger than the initial cluster size (D = 5.8±0.8 nm) – this
was the first indication of MWCNTs.
Interestingly, another sample containing identical Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster that
was subjected to the same CVD synthesis gave a very similar spaghetti-like network
of tubular structures, but with a more uniform diameter (10 nm . DCNT . 20 nm)
(see Fig. 5.30 (c)). The only difference between these two samples was in the way the
Figure 5.29: CNT growth conditions – initial Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples 193 and 195. Credits: J. Ke
and V. Golovko, UC
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Figure 5.30: (a) SEM image of Ni0.85Cu0.15 sample 195 before the CNT growth; D = 5.8±0.8nm,
θ . 3%. (b) SEM image of the sample from (a) after the CNT growth, showing CNTs with a wide
range of diameter. (c) SEM image of CNTs grown on Ni0.85Cu0.15 sample 193 (D = 5.8±0.8 nm,
θ . 3%).
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Si3N4/Si substrates were cleaned prior to the deposition of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters:
in sample 193 the substrate was washed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) in an ultrasonic
bath, whereas sample 195 was washed with low grade acetone. In the latter case
the presence of impurities on the substrate left after the cleaning procedure may
have influenced the CNT growth, either by enhancing the surface diffusion and
aggregation of Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters resulting with a wider range of nanocatalyst
size, or simply by affecting the nanocatalyst-substrate interaction, which is known
to have a significant impact on the CNT growth267.
In order to unambiguously show the existence of MWCNTs in these samples,
several TEM specimens were prepared (see Chapter 2 for details on preparation
methods) and imaged at UCEM (see Fig. 5.31). One can see that the samples
Figure 5.31: (a) TEM image of sample 193 showing entangled CNTs and CNFs. (b) TEM im-
age of a bamboo-like MWCNT containing a nanocatalyst at its end. (c) HRTEM of the same
MWCNT; individual walls can be seen clearly, as well as fringes of the nanocatalyst with a spac-
ing of d = 2.1±0.1 A˚ that corresponds to the distance between {1,1,1} planes in FCC Ni or Cu.
(d) Plot profile of CNT walls along the line in (c), giving the average spacing between the walls
dCNT = 3.3±0.1 A˚.
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contained MWCNTs as well as carbon nanofibres (CNFs) i.e. nanostructures made
of graphene sheets in the form of stacked cones that, unlike CNTs, do not have
cylindric symmetry. Based on the TEM observation, it appears that CNFs were in
majority in this sample. Both MWCNT and CNFs were relatively thick, ranging
10 nm . DCNT . 40 nm in outer diameter, which is in a good agreement with the
SEM observations from Fig. 5.30.
Very few nanoclusters were observed during the imaging of CNT samples – this
was common for all samples we imaged during our MWCNT study, regardless of the
CVD growth conditions or the method of TEM sample preparation. This suggests
that there was a relatively strong adhesion of nanocatalysts to the substrate; in
addition it also suggests that one dealt with the base growth of CNTs.
In some cases nanocatalyst were observed, but quite often their size was signif-
icantly bigger than the initial size of deposited Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters, implying
that some aggregation of nanoclusters into bigger clumps had occurred during the
CNT growth. Note that even these bigger clumps seem to be catalytically active
(as suggested by Fig. 5.31 (b)), since most of them were found at the ends of CNTs.
In the case of our initial samples, some of MWCNTs had a bamboo-like structure,
as can be seen in Fig. 5.31 (b). HRTEM images allowed for the walls to be resolved,
and the average distance between the walls was found to be dCNT = 3.3±0.1 A˚,
in very good accordance with the commonly reported value10 of dCNT = 3.4 A˚.
In addition, HRTEM images showed fringes in the nanocatalysts with a spacing of
d = 2.1±0.1 A˚ that correspond to distances between {1,1,1} planes in FCC Ni or
Cu.
The results obtained in the preliminary stage of our study were quite promising –
MWCNTs were synthesized using our Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters proving the concept
that these alloy nanoclusters can be used as catalyst in CVD growth, which was our
primary goal.
Optimization of MWCNT Growth
In the initial attempts the samples for CNT growth had a relatively high nanocluster
surface coverage and the CNT growth time was deliberately chosen to be quite long
(t = 1 hour) to increase the number and size of nanostructures which would make
our characterization easier. As it was seen, a dense entangled network of relatively
thick CNTs and CNFs was formed allowing for good imaging. However, it is likely
that a prolonged period of CVD growth also caused some of MWCNTs to be coated
with a-C during the last stages of growth.
In the next step of our study Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples of lower surface coverage
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Figure 5.32: CNT growth conditions used in samples 210a and 213a. Credits: J. Ke and V.
Golovko, UC
were used to decrease the number of grown nanostructures which would enable for
characterization of individual CNTs. Similarly, the growth time was shortened to
t = 20 minutes (see Fig. 5.32) to decrease the average thickness of the CNTs. In
addition, it was presumed that a shorter reduction of clusters at a higher temperature
might be advantageous for MWCNT growth.
In order to investigate the influence of cluster size on the CNT growth, two
samples of different cluster sizes (D1 = 5.7±0.8 nm, D2 = 4.0±0.2 nm) were si-
multaneously exposed to same CVD growth conditions. SEM images of this pair
of samples, presented in Fig. 5.33, show that the sample with larger nanoclusters
did not yield any CNTs/CNFs (see Fig. 5.33 (a)), whereas the sample with smaller
Figure 5.33: SEM images of two Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples (210a & 213a) after the CVD synthesis
(Fig 5.32): (a) sample that contained D1 = 5.7±0.8 nm clusters; (b) sample that contained
D2 = 4.0±0.2 nm clusters.
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nanoclusters contains a large number of tubular-like nano-objects seen all over the
surface (see Fig. 5.33 (b)). As expected, their number and length decreased signif-
icantly in comparison with the initial samples so that individual structures could
be observed in high resolution SEM images. Unfortunately, it was found that no
usable TEM specimens could be prepared from such a sample using our methods.
Hence, no TEM images of this sample could be obtained to confirm the presence of
MWCNTs. However, high resolution SEM images did show tubular-like structures,
similar in diameter to the ones from the initial samples, although much shorter.
These results indicate that the nanocluster size played the key role in this
experimental run – the sample containing D2 = 4.0±0.2 nm Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters
showed good catalytic activity for CNT/CNF synthesis, whereas the sample with
D1 = 5.7±0.8 nm Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters seemed completely inactive under these ex-
perimental conditions.
Next, the influence of temperature on CNT growth was investigated: another
pair of Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples was used in the CVD synthesis given in Fig. 5.34 which
very much resembles the previous one, except that the reduction and CNT growth
temperature was raised by 100 °C. The increase in temperature would presumably
increase the CNT growth rate so that longer CNTs could be grown, which should en-
able preparation of TEM specimens using our standard methods. Again, the samples
were of two cluster sizes: D1 = 5.7±0.8 nm and D2 = 4.0±0.2 nm. Fig. 5.35 shows
that the increase in temperature had a detrimental effect on the CNT growth: again,
the sample with bigger clusters did not show any activity, while in the sample with
smaller clusters tubular-like nano-objects could be seen, although in a considerably
Figure 5.34: CNT growth conditions used in samples 210d and 213d. Credits: J. Ke and V.
Golovko, UC
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Figure 5.35: SEM images of two Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples (210d & 213d) after the CVD synthe-
sis (Fig 5.34): (a) sample that contained D1 = 5.7±0.8 nm clusters; (b) sample that contained
D2 = 4.0±0.2 nm clusters.
smaller number than in the case of lower temperature (compare to Fig. 5.33). This
experiment suggests that the increase of CVD growth temperature above 750 °C
yields poor results when 4–6 nm Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters are used as catalysts.
In the next attempt the CNT growth temperature was brought down to 750 °C
and the reduction temperature was increased to the same value (see Fig. 5.36).
Note also that the reduction time was decreased to 5 minutes. Again, two samples
of different nanocluster size were simultaneously subjected to CVD synthesis.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.37, these conditions were favorable for CNT/CNF
growth: in both samples tubular-like structures had been grown; interestingly, under
those growth conditions the sample with bigger clusters seem to be more catalyti-
Figure 5.36: CNT growth conditions used in samples 211c and 214c. Credits: J. Ke and V.
Golovko, UC
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Figure 5.37: SEM images of two Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples (211c & 214c) after the CVD synthesis
(Fig 5.36): (a) sample that contained D1 = 5.7±0.8 nm clusters; (b) sample that contained
D2 = 4.0±0.2 nm clusters.
cally active than the sample with smaller clusters. It is possible that the reduction
of nanoclusters prior to the CNT growth was not complete when they were reduced
at 550 °C or 650 °C for 20 minutes, as in the previous two experiments.
This claim was additionally supported by the results obtained when the reduction
and CNT growth temperatures were lowered to 600 °C, as presented in Fig. 5.38.
The SEM images showed that no CNTs had grown on the sample that contained
bigger clusters (see Fig. 5.39 (a)), while in the sample with smaller clusters sparse
features were observed (see Fig. 5.39 (b)) – much less than in the case of 750 °C.
Note also that the high resolution SEM image of the sample with bigger clusters
showed the presence of clusters with no carbon structures grown on them, indicating
Figure 5.38: CNT growth conditions used in samples 211d and 214d. Credits: J. Ke and V.
Golovko, UC
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Figure 5.39: SEM images of two Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples (211d & 214d) after the CVD synthe-
sis (Fig 5.38): (a) sample that contained D1 = 5.7±0.8 nm clusters; (b) sample that contained
D2 = 4.0±0.2 nm clusters.
that they were catalytically inactive.
So far the results of MWCNT syntheses study have suggested that the optimal
temperature for producing a relatively large number of long CNTs/CNFs is 750 °C,
for that set of experimental conditions. However, it seems that the reduction step
prior to the CNT growth is also an important factor in obtaining a favorable out-
come. Hence, the next goal was to optimize the reduction of nanoclusters. For that
purpose another reduction step was added: before a 5 minute reduction with NH3,
the clusters were exposed to H atmosphere for 20 minutes (see Fig. 5.40).
The results for this run, presented in Fig. 5.41, show that again a relatively large
number of tubular-like structures were grown. The sample that had bigger clusters
Figure 5.40: CNT growth conditions used in samples 210c and 213c. Credits: J. Ke and V.
Golovko, UC
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Figure 5.41: SEM images of two Ni0.85Cu0.15 samples (210c & 213c) after the CVD synthesis
(Fig 5.38): (a) sample that contained D1 = 5.7±0.8 nm clusters; (b) sample that contained
D2 = 4.0±0.2 nm clusters.
yielded better results than the sample with smaller clusters, similar to what was
seen for samples 211c and 214c in Fig. 5.37. However, when the surface density of
CNTs/CNFs from Fig. 5.41 is compared to those samples, one can see that a longer
reduction time had a detrimental effect on the growth. A possible reason is that a
prolonged time that the clusters spent at such a high temperature may have caused
partial or complete melting of clusters which reduced their size and number.
One can see that in all experiments presented so far relatively low gas flow rates
were used. Since the volume of the glass tube used in the experimental set-up
(see Fig. 2.25) was ∼1 litre, it is possible that the tube had not been completely
flushed from air prior to reduction and CNT growth. This of course means that
the efficiency of the cluster reduction might have been seriously affected. It is
also possible that the usage of such partially oxidized nanocatalysts will impact the
growth of CNTs/CNFs, which may have happened to some extent in all experimental
trials so far. For that reason in the next experimental run the tube was firstly flushed
from air with a high flow of Ar for half an hour (see Fig. 5.42). In addition, based
on observation from the previous run, the temperature of the reduction and CNT
growth was lowered to 650 °C.
Fig. 5.43 shows the results of this experimental run, when a sample containing
smaller Ni0.85Cu0.15 clusters (D = 4.2±0.4 nm) was used: the CNT/CNF surface
density and length were quite similar to the sample with smaller clusters from the
previous case (compare to Fig. 5.41 (b)), even though the reduction and CNT growth
temperatures were considerably lower here, and more similar to the ones for sample
214d which had less structures grown on it (see Fig. 5.39 (b)). This suggests that the
glass tube had not been properly flushed in the previous experiments, which influ-
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Figure 5.42: CNT growth conditions used in sample 253. Credits: J. Ke and V. Golovko, UC
Figure 5.43: SEM image of Ni0.85Cu0.15 sample 253 after the CVD synthesis (Fig 5.42). This
sample contained D = 4.2±0.4 nm clusters.
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Figure 5.44: HRTEM images of Ni0.85Cu0.15 sample 253. (a) MWCNT grown on a cluster of the
initial size. Note that the inner 4-5 cylinders of the MWCNT were closed, as pointed by the arrow.
(b) MWCNT filled with an elongated nanocatalyst.
enced the degree of nanocluster reduction. Furthermore, this run showed that with
the increase in the Ar flow one can obtain good results even for lower temperatures.
This consequently means that the possibility of modification of as-deposited clusters
(change of their (Ih) structure, partial/complete melting, surface diffusion and ag-
glomeration into bigger clumps) during the reduction stage is lowered, allowing for
higher chances of tailoring of CNT properties by the initial cluster characteristics.
With a lot of effort invested we were able to obtain a TEM specimen from this
sample, which enabled us to confirm the presence of MWCNTs. Fig. 5.44 shows a
couple of HRTEM images of this sample: MWCNTs were relatively thin with the
outer diameter in the range 10 nm . DCNT . 25 nm. It also appeared that the
relative number of CNTs to CNFs had increased, supporting the notion that clusters
were well reduced before the CNT growth. Although the number of nanocatalyst
observed was again quite low (2-3 per hour of imaging), it seems that their average
size was much smaller than for those seen in the sample 193 (see Fig. 5.31).
Finally, in the last CNT growth attempt, experimental conditions were some-
what modified from the previous run in order to test the influence of Ar during the
reduction of nanoclusters. Unlike the previous case, this time no Ar was present
during much of the reduction stage (see Fig. 5.45). As a consequence, SEM images
(see Fig. 5.46) showed that the number of nanostructures was considerably smaller
than in the previous case when argon was present during the whole course of nan-
ocluster reduction. Furthermore, it is also visible that the length of the CNTs was
shorter in comparison with the previous run.
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Figure 5.45: CNT growth conditions used in sample 254. Note that no argon was added during
much of the reduction stage. Credits: J. Ke and V. Golovko, UC
Figure 5.46: SEM image of Ni0.85Cu0.15 sample 254 after the CVD synthesis (Fig 5.45). This
sample also contained D = 4.2±0.4 nm clusters.
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Nevertheless, the sample was good enough to provide a TEM specimen so that
HRTEM images could be obtained. As can be seen in Fig. 5.47, MWCNTs were
definitely present in the sample; their diameter however varied a lot, in line with the
SEM observations of this sample. Again, a small number of MWCNTs contained
the nanocatalysts: some of them were many times bigger than the initially deposited
clusters, as the one presented in Fig. 5.47 (a), suggesting that cluster aggregation into
larger clumps had occurred during the growth. Surprisingly, even such large clumps
seemed to have catalyzed MWCNTs – moreover, these MWCNTs appear to contain
Figure 5.47: HRTEM images of Ni0.85Cu0.15 sample 254. (a) MWCNT containing ∼30 well-
graphitized walls, filled with a nanocatalyst much larger than the as-deposited clusters. (b)
MWCNT with a cavity at the end. MWCNTs like this one were the most numerous. (c) MWCNT
containing a nanocatalyst at the end. (d) The same nanocatalyst at high-resolution with FFT of
the selected area shown in the inset; spots 1 and 2 correspond to {1,1,1} and {1,-1,1} planes in
FCC Ni, with interplanar distances d = 2.1±0.1 A˚; measured angle 72±2°, calculated angle 70.5°.
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tens of well-graphitized walls. However, a large majority of the MWCNTs observed
had an empty cavity at the end, suggesting that the adhesion of the clusters to the
substrate was much stronger than their adhesion to the CNT walls: most probably
during the preparation of TEM specimens these catalysts remained on the substrate
while MWCNTs were transferred onto the TEM grid. This is sound evidence of the
base CNT growth.
Still, we were able to find several examples of nanocatalysts sitting at the end
(or beginning) of a CNT, just like the one presented in Fig. 5.47 (c) and (d). An
analysis of these images revealed that the nanocatalyst structure was consistent with
FCC Ni or Cu, suggesting that the nanocatalysts had been fully reduced prior to
the CNT growth.
MWCNT Growth – Conclusions
A preliminary experimental study of MWCNT growth using Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclus-
ters as catalysts was carried out in order to:
(a) Prove the concept of using these alloy clusters as catalysts for MWCNT growth.
(b) Optimize the growth conditions for straightforward production of MWCNTs
containing a relatively small number of walls (N . 10), ideally with as few
defects as possible.
Initial attempts of MWCNT growth using samples with a relatively high nanocluster
surface coverage were quite fruitful: SEM imaging showed that a dense network of
entangled, spaghetti-like nano-objects ranging 10 nm . DCNT . 40 nm in outer
diameter was fabricated on the samples. TEM investigation confirmed the presence
of both MWCNTs and CNFs, with the latter being in majority, which proved our
concept of utilizing Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters as catalysts in CNT (and CNF) growth.
In the second part of the study, a series of experiments were conducted in order
to find the optimal conditions that would increase the number of MWCNTs rela-
tive to the number of CNFs. Pairs of samples containing clusters of different sizes
(D1 = 5.7±0.8 nm and D2 = 4.0±0.2 nm) were simultaneously put in the CVD ex-
perimental set-up so that any size dependent behaviour could be observed. In each
run a different set of experimental conditions was used; the parameters that were
investigated were the reduction and growth temperatures, reduction and growth
times, and presence of argon during the reduction.
Although the early attempts suggested that the optimal temperature for CNT
growth was 750 °C, the latest experimental results show that a relatively good yield
of MWCNTs can be achieved even at the temperature of 650 °C if the glass tube
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in which the CVD synthesis takes place is flushed with a high flow of argon. This
is an important result since it is known that the Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster melting
point drops with their size, meaning that smaller clusters might be lost for catalytic
purposes. In addition, a lower temperature will decrease the surface diffusion of clus-
ters and their aggregation into larger clumps. Even though these larger aggregates
showed some evidence of catalytic activity for MWCNT growth, their properties
such as size and shape strongly differ from the initial cluster characteristics. Conse-
quently, if one aims for tailoring of the CNTs properties (such as chirality) by using
nanocatalysts of specific characteristics (such as shape), any modification of these
should be avoided during the synthesis. In that sense certain progress has been
achieved over the course of the investigation and some future work on Ni0.85Cu0.15




In the final chapter of the thesis we summarize the results of our research which was
comprised of four subjects: modeling and experimental work on the cluster motion,
Ag-Au nanocluster study, Ni-Cu nanocluster study, and CNT growth experiments.
The prospective work in each of these topics is also outlined.
Cluster Velocity Measurements
We performed cluster velocity measurements in our IGA magnetron sputtering de-
position system in order to improve the flux of sub-2 nm clusters. The basic idea was
that by increasing the cluster velocity one might be able to minimize their lateral
deviations and hence enhance the cluster flux in the deposition chamber. The initial
modeling of cluster motion, performed by P. Skovorodko, identified the important
role of skimmer’s geometry on the cluster velocities and trajectories. It suggested
that the use of skimmers with wider internal/external angles (30/35°and 40/45°, as
opposed to the original 7/30° skimmer) might be beneficial for the flux of sub-2 nm
clusters. For that reason a set of new skimmers was designed, machined, and in-
stalled in the system to experimentally investigate the impact of skimmer geometry
on cluster velocities.
The experimental results showed no significant gains in the cluster velocities
compared to the values obtained for the old skimmer. This was attributed to the
increased flux of the carrier gas (Ar) through the newly designed wider skimmers
that increased the mass selection chamber pressure. The clusters were most probably
decelerated by collisions with the background gas particles so that the gain in the
cluster flux through the skimmer was offset by the deflection of clusters on their
path through the mass selection chamber.
This claim was supported with the experimental results obtained for the wide
skimmer with a narrower aperture that reduced the Ar flow into the mass selection
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chamber, which kept the background gas pressure low. In that case the cluster
velocities were considerably higher than for any other skimmer. However, we ob-
served dispersion of clusters in the skimmer, which most likely caused a loss of the
flux of sub-2 nm clusters so that the overall performance of the skimmer was again
compromised.
Our investigation identified the mass selection chamber pressure as one of the
key factors for deflection of clusters that caused the loss of their flux. Hence, in the
next step of the system development one should aim for reducing the mass selection
chamber pressure, either by increasing the nozzle-skimmer distance or by installing
a turbo pump with a greater pumping rate.
Ag0.85Au0.15 Nanoclusters
The study of Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclusters is the central part of the thesis. Ag0.85Au0.15
nanocluster samples of various cluster sizes (3 nm < D <10 nm) and surface cover-
ages were produced in the IGA magnetron sputtering system and comprehensively
characterized by TEM and STEM.
HRTEM images of fresh samples indicated that Ag0.85Au0.15 clusters are fully
alloyed; their elemental composition was found to match the starting composition
of the sputter target used in the experiment; their structure was found to be size
dependent: clusters smaller than 8 nm in diameter were predominantly icosahedral,
while those bigger than 8 nm are decahedral. Interestingly, very few single crystal
FCC nanoclusters were observed. When compared with previous reports for Ag and
Au nanocluster structures, our results indicate that the fresh Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclus-
ter might have been kinetically trapped in structures which do not represent the
global energy minimum for such systems.
When left to age in air, initially faceted and fully alloyed Ag0.85Au0.15 nanoclus-
ters in low coverage samples underwent slow transformation into more spherical
core-shell or Janus-like particles. It was found that the cores/heads of such parti-
cles were Au-rich, whereas shells/bodies were Ag-rich. It was hypothesized that the
absorption of O from air and formation of highly mobile AgxO was responsible for
the witnessed phenomena.
Similar transition was observed in high coverage samples: initially bigger and
uniformly alloyed coalesced islands of nanoclusters transformed into rounder core-
shell and Janus particles when left stored in darkness in air, albeit at a much slower
transformation rate. It was seen that the fragmentation of these islands started
within a week from when they had been exposed to air. On the other hand, the
control samples kept in UHV for the same period did not show such behaviour –
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their morphology remained the same, indicating that the exposure to atmospheric
O triggers the fragmentation. However, in aged samples one can also see evidence
of Ag2S formation, whose role in the morphology change is yet to be investigated.
Therefore, in prospective work one might try storing the samples in various
environments (e.g. in dry air, H2S, . . . ) in order to clarify the role of various gases
on the structural and morphological characteristics of Ag-Au nanoclusters and thin
films.
Ni0.85Cu0.15 Nanoclusters
We successfully fabricated samples of Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters ranging 4-10 nm
in diameter by using our deposition system. The compositional characterization
revealed that the average Cu content in the samples matched the Cu content in
the sputter target. HRTEM investigation of fresh samples showed the presence of
five-fold symmetrical clusters, but single crystal FCC clusters were also observed.
When irradiated with an electron beam, Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanoclusters underwent
structural and morphological changes producing extremely small nanorods with di-
mensions <4 nm. The analysis of HRTEM images showed that the crystal structure
of such nanorods corresponds to the structure of NiO. Since NiO is deemed to be one
of the most promising materials for nanotechnological applications (e.g. in superca-
pacitors), future work might include more comprehensive studies of NiO nanorods
growth over pure Ni nanoclusters deposited on C substrates, that may also allow
for electrical characterization aiming for possible applications.
Carbon Nanotubes
In the first instance, we wanted to prove that alloy nanoclusters (Ni0.85Cu0.15 in
particular) could be used as nanocatalyst in CNT growth. This proof-of-concept
study was successful: both SWCNTs and MWCNTs were produced by thermal
CVD syntheses using Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocatalysts.
In the next step, the goal was to try to selectively produce SWCNTs of certain
chirality or, in the case of MWCNTs, to be able to produce nanotubes of a certain
diameter and length. This was to be achieved by experimenting with various pa-
rameters used in the CVD growth, such as temperature, atmosphere composition,
or growth time. Although some progress has been achieved, there still remain many
open questions regarding the optimal experimental conditions, as well as the appro-
priate Ni0.85Cu0.15 nanocluster size and surface coverage for the samples used in these
experiments. Nevertheless, future studies of tailored CNT growth using Ni0.85Cu0.15
nanoclusters might benefit from the initial findings outlined in this thesis.
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